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Abstract #1
The object of this Thesis is to give a picture of Lady j
Gregory's contribution to the Irish dramatic and literary | 
movement. In the First Chapter the story of her life is |
outlined. Not until she had reached middle age, did she take | 
part in the artistic and intellectual life of her country. I 
Under the influence of W.B. Yeats' personality the slumbering | 
spark of her creative and organising powers was kindled and 
she and her home at Coole became the centre of a revival of 
Irish culture. The Second Chapter describes her manifold 
activities as managing director, producer and playwright 
for the Irish theatre; her great success in the American 
tour, and her close connection with the Abbey until 1928.
The Third and Fourth Chapters give a detailed account of 
Lady Gregory's dramatic work. Letters, notes, and remarks 
made at random in "Our Irish Theatre" have been examined 
in order to trace her artistic process. Lady Gregory's 
dramatic technique is then discussed and the plays themselves 
are dealt with in four groups: Comedies of Mythmaking, 
Tragedies, Tragi-Comedies, and Wonder Plays. The Fifth 
Chapter shows Lady Gregory's share in the revival and popu­
larisation of the old sagas and her unwearying activities
as a collector of folk-lore. The Sixth Chapter is devoted to 
the relation between Lady Gregory and W.B. Yeats: the perso-rt- 
j^ial ties, the plays written in collaboration, and the 
stimulus W.B. Yeats' dramatic work received from Lady Grego­
ry's epics. The Seventh Chapter examines the special use 
Lady Gregory made of the Anglo-Irish dialect as a medium 
both for stage purposes and for her narrative prose. In the 
Concluding Remarks the vat-ious aspects of her activities 
and achievements are summed up.
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COOLE PARK 
I.
I meditate upon a swallow's flight,
Upon au aged woman and her house,
A sycamore and lime tree lost in night 
Although that western cloud is luminous.
Great works constructed there in nature's spite 
For scholars and for poets after us.
Though long knitted into a single thought,
A dance-like glory that those walls begot.
II.
There Hyde before he had beaten into prose 
That noble blade the Muses buckled on,
There one that ruffled in a manly pose 
For all this timid heart, there that slow man 
That meditative man John Synge and those 
Impetuous men Shawe-Taylor and Hugh Lane,
Found pride established in humility,
A scene well set and excellent company.
III.
They came like swallows and like swallows went, 
And yet a woman's powerful character 
Could keep a swallow to its first intent;
And half a dozen in formation there,
That seemed to whirl upon a compass point,
Found certainly upon the dreaming air,
The intellectual sweetness of these lines,
That can cross time and cut it withershines.
IV.
Here traveller, scholar, poet take your stand 
IVh.en all those rooms and passages are gone 
When nettles wave upon a shapeless mound 
And saplings root among the broken stone,
And dedicate - eyes bent upon the ground.
Back turned upon the brightness of the sun 
And all the sensuality of the shade - 
A moment's memory to that laurelled head.
W.B.Yeats, Sept.ÿ^h 
1929.
century " were endowed with extraordinary strength and 
courage,
\'Vhat little we are told of Lady Gregory's 
youth all indicates a quick-witted and lively personality. 
"Augusta P e r s s e , walked and discussed Shakespeare with 
a man hut little steadier than her brothers, a scholar of 
Trinity, in later years a famous botanist, a friendship ended 
by her alarmed mother. Was it earlier or later that shes 
established a little shop upon the estate and herself sold 
there that she might compel the shopkeepers to bring down 
their exorbitant prices?"^The "romantic love of country" that . 
''had awakened in me, perhaps through t&e wide beauty of my 
home, from whose hillsides I could see the mountains of Burren 
and lar Connacht, and at sunset the silver western sea"^ is 
nothing very remarkable in a young Irishwoman's sentiments, 
yet it testifies to a high degree of susceptibility and sensitiv 
ness on Lady Gregory s part. On the whole, the years of her 
youth passed away, quiet and uneventful, "Fenianismus a far- 
off threat". ^
' D.P.ll 
 ^D.P.12
3 Lady Gregorys notes to "The Kiltartan Poetry Book".
^L.P.13
3In 1881, at the age of twenty-nine, she married Sir William 
Gregory. Sir William, then a widower, came from a very old 
and distinguished family, and he himself was M.P. for Galway 
and had been, from 1871 - 1877, Governor of Ceylon, anré TThrough
her marriage with him Lady Gregory was transferred into entire­
ly new surroundings. As the wife of a Colonial Officer of high 
rank she got into touch with all sorts of highly-placed people 
and came to know other countries and their inhabitants. She 
travelled about a good deal, to Prance, to Italy, even to India 
In 1892 Sir William died and Lady Gregory gave up her London 
residence. From now on she lived in Coole,' the Gregory estate, 
her attachment to this place growing as the years passed by.
It must have been most charming, to judge from the fascinating 
description of the house, the library, the lake and the woods 
in her little book "COOLE". The years following her husband's 
death were the most uneventful period in Lady Gregory's life. 
She spent them at Coole, supervising the education of her son 
and looking after the estate. She took much interest in her 
tenants whose grateful affection to her is illustrated by 
W.B. Yeats: "She has-been’, said an old man to me,"like a serv­
ing maid among us. She is plain and simple, like the Mother
i " 0 l^\)
4of God , and that was the greatest lady that ever lived/" •
She left Coole and Ireland only for short visits to other 
countries, and whehever she did so, she experienced an ever­
growing attachment to Ireland, which on one occasion prompted 
her to confess to J.M. Synge that she felt more and more the 
time wasted that was not spent in Ireland; whereupon he gave 
the characteristic reply "that is just my feeling".^
The outward appearance of the middle-aged 
lady was described to me by those who had known her in those 
years as "very much like Q,ueen Victoria; there was a certain 
dignity about her." Ye at sjde scribes the impression Lady Gregory 
made on him when he first saw her: "Lady Gregory...was a plain­
ly dressed woman of forty-five, without obvious good looks, 
except the charm that comes from intelligence, strength and 
kindness. One who knew her at an earlier date speaks of dark 
skin, of an extreme vitality, and a portrait by Mrs. Jopling 
that may have flattered shows considerable beauty." ^
That afternoon when Lady Gregory and W.B. Yeats 
met at the Count de Basterot's house and he expounded to her
' D .P . ib
egory: "Our Irish Theatre", p.124
his idea of a new theatre, marks a turning point in Lady
Gregory's life. It was the beginning of that life-long friend-
shipjwhich gave light and colour to her later years, the
c
possession she valued most until her end. It became the source 
of all her manifold activities for the Irish Movement, Up to 
that time her interest in literature and the theatre had been 
of a somewhat passive kind. Eut in their first conversation 
Yeats must have struck a chord which found immediate response 
in Lady Gregory's mind, Yeats talked about his idea of a:^ /ruLw- 
theatre and "things seemed to grow possible as we talked".
Lady Gregory discovered she could do something useful, give 
practical help. The scope of her interests, until then narrow­
ly limited, suddenly widened: she became her greater self.
"Lady Gregory was friend and hostess, a centre of peace,an 
adviser who never overestimated or underestimated trouble".'
No longer was she hidden away kn from the world, but became 
the centre of literary interest. The growing attachment to 
all cultural questions awakened another quality in Lady Gregory: 
her creative power, ^hus, with the approach of the new century 
we see her serving the new movement in manifold ways. She is 
not only helping and advising playwrights, she works for the
I a .P .  7 5
theatre and at the theatre, she even has time left for the 
laborious task of collecting folklore.
In these activities she was encouraged by the 
visible success of all her efforts. The fruit of her work 
and of that of her collaborators began to ripen. Her re­
putation as a playwright was growing steadily. The circle 
gathering round Lady Gregory and Teats became the undisputed 
centre of the Irish Revival. J.M. Synge, a fascinating figure, 
joined them for a short time, and other new friends were 
found. Coole itself won a reputation of its own, not only 
among Irish writers, for whiclj the famous tree in Coole Park 
bears witness, showing the signatures of V7.B. and Jack Yeats, 
J.M. Synge, Sean o'Casey, Augustus John, G.B, Shaw, J. Mase­
field, and other^s. Even George Moores could not help pay­
ing a tribute to the genius loci: "In years to come Coole 
will be historic; later still it will be legendary, a sort 
of Minstrelburg, the home of the Bell Branch Singers," ‘ 
Growing fame brought with it new obligations, 
and Lady Gregory, much as she would have liked to, could 
not spend all her time and devotion to her family and on the
^"Hail and Farewell", I ^ .320
(14 II -isi 4)
7estate. She had to go to London frequently on business, 
even to accompany the players to U.S. A. in 1911. True to 
her character, she did not shirk these obligations, but went 
on fighting for the ideas once she had found them worth fight­
ing for, "Grip is a good dog, but Hold Fast a better"',is a 
favourite saying^of hers, "..at church last Sunday, when I 
heard in the Psalms "Thou hast anointed me with joy of gladness 
above my fellowsthought it must apply to me, and that some 
oil of the sort must have kept me watertight among seas of 
trouble"
The guiding principle of all her actions 
ever-present before her mental eye, is contained in these 
words: "We work to add dignity to Ireland".^ They give the 
clue to every single word^ or action in every field of her 
work. "Dignity" was to Lady Gregory not so much a question of 
political independence, but honour in the sphere of the arts, 
a position commanding respect in the world of culture. To 
attain this end she worked unceasingly. Used to face facts as 
they are, she knew that before any of her hopes and ideas
' O.I.T. 47 
iD.P. 74
could materialize, prejudices and wrong ideas had to he done 
away with. "As to myself, then and now, being no politician, 
my desire was less to seek homerule, self-govern^ment, than 
to make ready for it. I had tried to give a helping hand to 
any work that might put out of fashion those outlandish labels^ 
jocose or sentimental, that have been affixed to us in the 
course of Queen Victoria's reign; any work that might bring 
back distinction and dignity to Ireland".*
Most characteristic of the way Lady 
Gregory discharged self-imposed duties or tasks entrusted to 
her, is the part she took in the fight over the Lane Pictures. 
Sir Hugh Lane, her nephew, while learning his business as an 
art dealer, had revealed a special gift for recognizing the 
hand of various artists. By discovering pictures whose worth 
was not known, he accpxred a most representative collection 
of paintings, illustrating the progress of European*art in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. This was to become the 
property of the Corporation of Dublin "provided that the 
promised permanent building is erected on a scUitable site 
within the next few years.The question of the site was much
' Lady Gregory: "Hugh Lane s Life and Achievement",/\p.45 
LCf. "Statement of the Claim for the Return to Dublin of.the 
39 Lane Bequest Pictures now at the Tate Gallery,London," p.12
^51)
discussed and several plans were proposed. For various 
reasons Sir Hughes favourite project of a Brid:^ e Gallery 
over the river Liffey was rejected by the Corporation. Offended 
by this attitude and irritated by press attacks Sir Hugh 
removed his pictures from the Dublin Gallery and sent them 
on loan to the National Gallery in London/ Two months later 
he made his will and bequeathed these 39 pictures to the 
National Gallery in Londonb^o form a Collection of Modern 
Continental Art in London.About one and a half years later^ 
Sir Hugh, who had become Director of the National Gallery of 
Ireland in the meantime, revoked this decision in a codicil 
to his testament -Lady Gregory calls it the Codicil of Forgive­
ness- and left the pictures to the Dublin Gallery. Three 
months later Sir Hugh was drowned in the Lusitania disaster.
As the codicil was unwitnessed and therefore in English law 
illegal, the London Gallery refused to return them. This, in 
short, is the^course of events that led to Lady Gregory's 
intervention. In her capacity as sole trustee in her nephew's 
will. Lady Gregory, soon after his death, made a formal request 
for the return of the pictures, ahd took part in a press- 
i 1413
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correspondence in the "Times", "Morning Post", and "Observer". 
8 %  was also asked to write a memoir of what he was and 
what he had done. At the time she refused to do so, gibing 
as a reason "the long strain of anxiety about my son and 
his danger".* He was then a pilot officer at the Italian 
frontier. But three years later she undertook the task of 
collecting and examining material relating to Sir Hugh's 
life and work. Jith set purpose and energy she went about 
her task which could not be but uncongenial to her in some 
ways. "I have, I will not say wasted, but spent unceasing 
time and energy and strength that might have been better 
used than in refuting quibbles, striving to carry out the 
trust that he (Lane) placed in me."  ^Again, five years later, 
in 1926, she publishedy^ase for the Return of Hugh Lane's
Pictures to Dublin", collecting all facts and corroborating 
every evidence to show that, by all rights, the pictures ought
to be returned to Ireland. Throughout those years Lady Gregory
strove to achieve this aim. "In naming me as the trustee he
* Hugh Lane's Life and Achievement", P. 272
I Hugh Lane's Life and Achievement", p. 257
felt confident that I would see it carried through and 
this I have indeed worked for eleven years."' It must have 
hfeen a most disheartening and depressing experience to Lady 
Gregory that all her well-meant and energetic endeavours, 
as those of her friends, were constantly frustrated. But her 
fighting spfirit was not easily daunted, ^er interest in 
the matter never flagged, as may he seen from the constant 
references in her correspondence.^ On the l?th of December,
1930, she writes: "It is a great comfort to know there is a 
move on," referring to the fact that Charlem^ont House was 
being converted and extended to house the Municipal Gallery. 
Again,on January 12th, 1931* "It will be a great help to our 
cause, the actual beginning of the new building - our claim 
will be "written in\ stone" day by day." StnExyMxrxxkMf She 
has not lost her confidence int-e the eventual triumph of the 
right: "I feel confident we shall get the pictures eventually"? 
A fort^night before her death she writes: "We must keep up 
a steady quiet pressure till we can announce the opening of 
the new G a ll er y D ea t h has spared Lady Gregory disillusions 
ment, for the question of the return of the pictures has not
* "Case for the Return of Sir Hugh Lane's Pictures to Dublin,p.8 
 ^Letters to Mr. Reynolds, Curator Municipal Gallery of Modern 
Art and Civic Museum, Dublin, by courtesy of the present 
Curator, Mr. Kelley.
Letter of 15th April, 1931 
'^Letter of Çîth May, 1932
Il
yet been settled in favour of Ireland. But luckily, she lived 
long enough to see the Gallery adequately housed in its new 
quarters in Charlemont House, with a special "Lane Gallery", 
waiting for the day when the 39 pictures will return to their 
rightful home. She must, surely, have found consolation and 
satisfaction in the fact that the Gallery, even as it is, is 
something of a monument for its founder, fhe rich collection 
of modern French artists, above all of Corot, the interesting 
portrait gallery, containing the pictures of^almost all pro­
minent Irish contemporaries, with Hugh Lane's portral^is by 
Maneini and Sargent,Lady Gregory's portrait by Maneini and 
her bust by Epstein, is a treasure of which Irishmen are ri^ fet- 
ly proud. The part played by Lady Gregory in this achievement 
is justly praised by the Dublin Corporation with these words: 
"Lady Gregory has done more than anyone else &h|uhe effort to 
have the pictures returned to _^ ublin, and Ireland owes her 
a special debt of gratitude for her long and persistent
struggle, against many disappointments, to have the last 
wishes of her generous help carried out."*
I have dealt with this side of Lady Gre­
gory's activities at greater length, because, in my opinion, 
her handling of it speaks for tfir strength of her character
* Statement of the Claim for the Return to Dublin of the 39 
Lane Bequest Pictures now at the Tate Gallery, London, p.6?
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8s well as for her convictions. Disappointment did not 
deter her from what she thought right in the interest of 
her country's dignity. Nor was this the only disappoint­
ment she experienced. In fact, Fate did not spare Lady Gregory 
hardship and trouble. Her husband had died, when they had 
been married for only eleven years. Her two nephew's , 
both linked to her not only by ties of blood, but also by 
ideals, died very young. John Shawe Taylor who played an 
important part in the Irish Land Question died in 141! , Lady 
Gregory who did not dwell on personal matters, just says:
"My nephew's death is a great sorrow to me, and it is a 
loss to many and to our country."' Hugh Lane who wanted to 
do for art what she did for literature, lost his life in 
the Lusitania in 1915, ^^ er only son, Robert, was a very 
gifted painter and did a lot of design work for^the Abbey 
Theatre, He married an artist who illustrated Lady Gregory's 
"THE KILTfiETAH WONDER BOOK" and'THE GOLDEN APPLE". During 
the Greats War he Joined the Air Force and was killed at the 
Italian frontier. After his death Lady Gregory concentrated 
all her affection on her grandchildren. She rented Coole from 
her daughter -in law who had left Coole to live with her
. ..
' Letter of 5th July,'*^ *‘- pr4-nt-ed in. Henderson: Abbey Theatre 
and Irish Plays, vol.5, p.223
IH
second husband. Lady Gregory wanted to keep that place as 
a home for her grandchildren where they could look back on 
an inspiring tradition. -*-t is touching to find that in her 
matter-of-fact letters on the routine work of the Abbey Theatre 
addressed to Mr. Lennox Robinson, the only personal remarks 
show her preoccupation with the children and their welfare,*
In her house she felt lonelier from day to day. Her nearest 
relatives had died, friends had passed out of her life, or 
were, as she was herself, too old to bring warmth and lifw 
to her hearth. The indifference of her grandchildren towards 
all that had been the centre of her own interests - Coole as 
well as her endeavours for the country - must have been 
painful to her. And lookimg further afield , it must have 
been disappointing to note that so much of what had mattered Isit 
her did no longer matter at all* the younger generation of 
Irish writers had different ideals or none at all; their un­
relenting realism was as alien to her nature^ as the parodisti, 
style of Denis Johnstones work. They did not seem to under­
stand her and W.B, Yeats' ideals, and she certainly did not 
understand theirs. The theatre, too, had to adjust itself to
'IS
the new situation; it could no longer afford to fight for 
ideals, hut had to he run on more|coTnmeri?ial lines. The box- 
office triumphed over the manager's room.
Lady Gregory certainly did not outlive her 
fame, Ireland esteemed her, and visitors from abroad came
to pay homage. Yet the conviction of an assured playe in 
Ireland's cultural lifw could not make up for that had been 
taken from her. All that had made life worth living had passed 
out of her existence, and left alone with #er memories of 
struggles, achievements, and disappointments, she is a pathetic 
figure. 7rhen, at last, -^ eath came to the Old Lady of Coole, 
mn May 22nd, 1932, he cannot have been an "unwelcome guest".
kCHAPTER II 
LADY GREGORY AiHD THE IRISH THEATRE
For the early history of the Irish Theatre and the part Lady 
Gregory played in it, the most important source is her book 
"OUR IRISH THEATRE". This charming book gives us not only 
the story of the theatre, but also a very clear and vivid 
picture of the author, her unrelenting tenacity, her quick 
apprehension of everything good and useful, her clear insight 
into the human soul. It describes the beginnings of the theatre 
and its growth up to the time of the American Tour in 1911/12.
It has ample diary and letter material and its style is not 
the style of a book, but lust as Lady Gregory would have talked, 
so vivid and immediate is the impression, we get. Yet the 
faults of the book must not be hidden. The letter-material 
impairs the even flow of the narrative and Lady Gregory's dates 
are not always exact.
In this chapter I give a short account 
of the development of the Irish Theatre and Lady Gregory's 
share in it. It will then become apparent to what extent Lady
17
Gregory had been body and soul of the enterprise from its 
very jr^ginning.
In her diary of 1898'Lady Gregory remarks: "Yeats and Sir 
Alfred Lyall to tea, Yeats stâyed on.He is very full of play-
writing He with the aid of Miss Florence Farr, an actress
who thinks more of a romantic than of a,^ paying play, is very 
keen about taking or building a little theatre somewhere in 
the suburbs to oroduce romantic drama^,his own plays, Edward 
Martyn's, one of Bridges', and he is trying to stir up 
Standish OGrady and Fiona Macleod to write some. He believes 
there will be a reaction after the realism of ^bsen, and 
romance will have its turn. He has put a "great deal of him­
self" into his own play "THE SHADOvVY WATERS" and rather 
startled me by saying about half his characters have eagles' 
faces".''' At that time Lady Gregory did not yet know Yeats 
intimately, but she had already begun collecting folklore 
on his suggestion. ?/hen, some time later. Lady Gregory visited 
her old friend, the Count de Easterot, in Duras, she met 
Yeats and Edward Martyn. Yeats and Lady Gregory happened to
' This is just one of the instances where Lady Gregory's memory 
must have tricked her. at W.B. Yeats says in D.P.15:"Lady 
Gregory when I first knew her, was a ..woman of forty-five" 
points to 1897. This date is corroborated by IiLr. Hone, of 
Dublin, tTho told me that Lady Gregory certa^ly knew Yeats 
before 1898.
 ^O.I.T. 2
I!?
be left together, and it might almost be said that in one 
afternoon the idea of an Irish National Theatre was born 
"We sat there through that wet afternoon, and though I had 
never been at all interested in theatres, our^talk turned 
on plays. îÆr, Martyn had written two - "THE HEATHEREIEl|" 
and "LhlEVE". They had been offered to ^ondon managers, and 
now he thought of trying to have them produced in Germany, 
where there seemed to be more room for a new drama thatiji in 
Ireland. I said it was a pity we had no Irish theatre where shx 
such plays could be given. Mr. Yeats said that it had always 
been a dream of his, but he had of late thought it an im­
possible one, for it could not at first pay its way, and 
there was no money to be found for such a thing in Ireland.
We went on talking about it, and things seemed to grow possible 
as we talked, and before the end of the afternoon we had 
made our plan. We said we would collect money, or rather ask 
to have a certain sum of money guaranteed. We would take a 
Dublin theatre and give a performance of IvTr. Martyn's 
"HEATHERFIEID" and one of Mr. Yeats'own plays, "THE COUNTESS 
GATHLEEN". I offered the first guarantee of-L 25. That 
was how the plan of an Irish National drama was conceived.
'O.I.T. 3
A few days afterwards Yeats ceune to ^oole and there a state­
ment was drawn up,and sent to prominent persons. This state­
ment which, as Lady Gregory rightly confesses, sounded a little 
pomp ou sin, ran as follows. "We po^pose to have performed in 
I^ uhlin in the spring of every year certain Celtic and Irish 
plays, which whatever be their degree of excellence will be
WUjfv
written by a high ambition, and so to build up a Celtic and 
Irish school of dramatic literature. We hope to find in Brcbdrm 
Ireland an uncorrrupted and imaginative audience trained to 
listen by its passion for oratory, gcnd Relieve that our desire 
to bring upon the stage the deeper thoughts and motions of Irel 
land will ensure for us a tolerant welcome, and that freedoi% 
to experiment which is not found in the theatres of England, 
and without which no new movement in art or literature can 
succeed. We will show that Ireland is not the home fer 
buffoonery and of easy sentiment, as it has been represented, 
but the home of an ancient idealism We are confident of the 
support of all Irish people, who are weary of misrepresentation 
in carrying out a work that is outside all the political 
questions that divide us."'
' O.I.T. 8
zo
The word "celtic" was included out of courtesy to Fiona 
Macleod.' Lady Gregory herself admits never to have complete­
ly understood the proper meaning of the term "Celtic Move? 
ment". "When I was asked about it, I used to say it was a 
movement meant to persuade the Scotch to begn buying 
our books, while we continued not to buy theirs."^ The 
main items of this programme were therefore: To further 
national Irish writing and to train the audience towards an 
understanding of this art% by discarding melodramatic art
and its cheap effects. The programme roused much sympathetic 
satisfaction - Aubrey de Vere gave the "blessing of the
generation passing away to that which was taking its piace" 
but even more doubt as to its practicability.
iX have mentioned before that until 
that time Lady Gregory did not show particular interest in 
the theatre or in Irish cultural questions.But once con­
cerned with these matters she got fully absorbed in them 
and soon she had ample opportunities to show her dogged per-r 
sistence, her clever way of tackling persons and situations, 
and her unconquerable fighting spirit for everything she
' Pseudonym for William Sharp 
 ^O.I.T. 10 
 ^O.I.T. 10
ubelieved good. Yeats once wrote to Lady Gregory; "Any fool 
can fight a winning battle, but itjneeds saurage character 
to fight a losing one, and that should inspire us."' Such 
qualities were essential for one who undertook what she did. 
For the history of the Irish theatre is a series of difficul­
ties, of unforeseen trouble^ with authorities or audiences 
until it at last imprinted its ideas on the public and 
became generally acknowledged. And the difficulties began 
from the very start. First of all, it was not possible to 
rent a theatre, for the Irish law permitted performances ’
j
for money only in one of the three Dublin "patented theatres"^ 
Therefore a clause had to îje added to the Local Governe- 
ment Bill of 1898, "authorising the Lord Lieutenenct to 
grant an occasional licence for any such purpose instituted 
for a charitable or purely literary purpose.”*^ Early in 
1899 the list of guarantors for this "uncommercial theatre" 
was published; it gave the names of John O'Leary, the Duchess 
of M b  ans, Maude Gonne and others.
The first very short season was opened at 
the "Ancient Concert Rooms" on the 8th May, 1899, with 
U.B. Yeats'"THE COUNTESS CATHLEEN". The performance was
i 0.1 ^ T. 4-7
Z S.G^^nn: The Irish Literary Theatre and its Affinities, 
 Vnvtntshtlv Review, 1901,p.1051
ZI
preceded by a prologue which Lionel Johnson had contributed. 
No 1 of "BELTAINE", 1899, published on this occasion as a 
sort of theatre-guide, outlined the programme of the new 
venture in the following terms; "The Irish Literary Theatre 
will attempt to do in Dublin something of what has been done 
in London and Paris; and, sysehx if it has even a small wel­
come it will produce, somewhere about the old festival of 
Beltaine, at the beginning of every spring, a play founded 
upon an Irish subject. "  ^ The following night "THE HEATHER- 
FIELD" by E. Martyn was given.
EHE BENDING OF THE BOUGH" by George Moore opened the second 
season, in February 1900; "MAEVE" by E. Martyn and "THE LAST 
FEAST OF THE FIANA" by Alice Milligan followed. This time the 
plays were performed at the Gaiety Theatre, again by English 
actors.
The third season, in October 1901, brought a play written 
in collaboration by 7/.B. Yeats and George Moore, "DIARPiUID 
AND GRANIA". This season also brought the first performance 
of a |aelic play, "GASAD - /iN - SUGjlN", i.e. "THE TWISTING 
OF THE ROPE", by Douglas Hyde.
' Beltaine 1899, p.9
These three seasons represent the first stage of the Irish t ' 
theatre, i.e. of the original Irish Literary Theatre, which 
was under the leadership of E.Martyn, G. Moore, W.B. Yeats 
and Lady Gregory. It ended with the withdrawal of Martyn 
and Moore from the management. This resignation and the 
taking over of the management by the brothers Fay, who were 
actor-producers,clearly indidated a change of programme for 
the new enterprise of "Fay s Irish National Dramatic Company 
(afterwards "Irish National Theatre Society" ) ; ‘‘he na­
tional drama, represented in Yeats and Lady Gregory,
takes the place of the cosmopolitan dramaiji of which Martyn 
and Moore had dreamt. "Our movement is a return to the 
people, like the Russian movement of the early seventies, 
and the drama of society would but magnify a condition of 
life which the countryman and the artisan would but copy 
to their hurt. The play that is to give them a quite natu­
ral pleasure should either tell them of their own life of 
poetry where every man can see his own image, because there 
alone does human nature escape from arbitra^ conditions, 
flays about drawing rooms are written for the middle classes 
of great cities, but if you would uplift the man of the roads,
I'f
You must write about the roads, or about the people of 
romance, or about great historical people,"'
The difficult conditions under which the 
Fays were working are pointed out in a letter of Fay's, dated 
December 1902, "..we took altogether about 4- pounds 15 shil­
lings, so I see no reason to complain financially. But I 
find the stage very small, and the want of dressing rooms 
makes very difficult to manage about the scenery, as all 
actors have to stand against the walls while it is being 
changed. I think, however, we can struggle through if we 
don't attempt very large pieces. The hall was rather cold, 
but I think I can manage a stove and get over that."^
In 1903 the control of the company passed 
from the Fays to Lady Gregory and Yeats who were later on 
joined by Synge. The same year the Irish Theatre Company went 
to London for the first time. This was very difficult for 
the actors, as all of them had jobs and had to ask for a day 
off, and it also meant a great strain for them: "They left 
Dublin on Friday night, arrived in London on the Saturday 
morning, played in the afternoon, and again in the evening,
’ Yeats: Samhain 1902, Collected Works vol.4-, p.103 
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at the Queen s Gate Hall, and were hack at work in Dublin
j
on Monday morning." But the strain was well worth the
r^ i^iliL. The London performance proved a great success and
won them the admiration and active interest of Miss A.E.T.
Horniman, the patron of the Repertory Theatre. She promised
the company an annual subsidy for a term of years, and her
generous help enabled Lady Gregpry and her friends to found
the Abbey Theatre in 1904-, A "Patent" was "granted to Dame
Augusta Gregory, Patentee, Enjoined and comanded to gather,
A
entertain, govern privilege and keep...players." Prohibited 
were "any exhibition of wild beasts or dangerous performances" 
and it was also not permitted "to allow women or children 
to be hung from the flies or fixed in positions from which 
they cannot release themselves."^
Miss Horniman had said in a letter to 
W.B. Yeats: "I can only afford to make a very little theatre, 
and it must be quite simple. You all must do the rest to 
make a powerful and prosperous theatre with a high artistic 
ideal." Lady Gregory was fully justified in saying: "We have
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ukept through many attacks ènd misunderstandings the high 
artistic ideal we set out with,"* Attacks and misunderstand­
ings there were enough. The first occured as early as 1899 
when the pamphlet "SOULS FOR GOLD" accused the "COUNTESS CATH­
LEEN" of being full of "EEXOEimrSI "revolting blasphemies 
and idiotic impieties"But two clergymen made a fully 
reassuring statement, Martyn's qualms were calmed down, and 
"Lady Gregory made Moore promise silence for a fortnight".^
The second trouble was of greater importance. 
Already in 1903 Irish Nationalists had attacked Synge's 
IN THE SHADOW OF THE GLEN" because of its alleged violation 
of Irish senti%mts. But on the 25th of January, 1907, an 
organised riot disturbed the first performance of "THE PLAY­
BOY OF THE ITESTERN WORLD", and it needed all the courage and 
strength of Lady Gregory and Synge - Yeats was away on a 
lecture tour - to cope with the rioters. They were success­
ful in the end, but this deplorable incident certainly hasten- '
ed Synge's premature death.
In 1909 the Abbey Theatre accepted G.B.
Shaw's "THE SHEWING UP OF BLANCO P08NET", which had been
I 0 I T 9^
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refused by the English censor, but could be acted in Ire­
land, as English censorship did not apply there. Dublin Castle 
threaten^ to withdraw the Patent, but feats and Lady Gregory, 
after careful consideration, remained firm; the play was pro­
duced, and "till near the end it was received in perfect si­
lence. Then, at the end, there was a tremendous burst of cheer­
ing, and we knew we had won. Lady Gregory and Yeatsjot jected 
to interference of any kind with their aesthetic judgment.
%en they found a play good and suitable for production they 
I I
b-ed it produced, irrespective of religious opposition, nati­
onalistic campaigns or censorship. They knew exactly wjpre to 
draw the line, as is shown by the fact that they never attempt­
ed to produce "THE TINKER'S WEDDING"^or "7\fHERE THERE IS HOTH- 
ING"y which might have hurt the religious feelings of the 
audiende. In my opinion fhis was largely due to Lady Gregory's 
common sense. She instinctively knew where to stop. So when 
Synge read "THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN YORLD" to Lady Gregory 
and Y.B. Yeats, they found too much fbad Language " in it.
On the first production - Lady Gregory had not attended the 
rehearsals - she realised "that the cuts were not enough and 
that many more should be made."  ^ Synge willingly submitted
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to Lady Gregory's insight, as he had done before, and Lady 
Gregory cut out many passages which were never again spoken 
on the Abbey stage. %en, on the other hand, she found some­
thing right, she stuck to it without allowing of the slightest 
compromise. This was one of her principles: "..I have found 
that peace comes not from trying tp please one's neighbour, 
but in making updone's mind what is the right path and in 
then keeping to it."'
Before continuing the history of the Abbey 
Theatre and Lady Gregory's share in it, it seems appropriate 
to give an account of the diverse duties which Lady Gregory 
was called upon to discharge while working at the theatre.
In carrying out these duties she showed much rigour which 
claimed everybody's attention and absorbtion to the end. The 
actors did not mind that, for they knew that Lady Gregory her­
self was concentrating on the work and really giving her best. 
She knew when to reproach and when to praise and pay a tribute. 
That her very presence was stimulating to the company, can 
be seen from the letter# Yeats wrote to Lady Gregory when she
could not attend the first night iof
the Abbey:
I 0 • 1 . I , H*
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te her: "The company are very disappointed that you 
will not he up for the first night. Fay says they would all 
act better if you were here. Her steady work and un­
remitting zeal were the backbone of the enterprise. "Year 
after year she worked with the Abbey Theatre. Mr. Yeats' 
interest might sometimes flag, he might go and live in Eng­
land for a few years. Lady Gregory stayed in Ireland, at 
(Toole and at the Abbey""^  said &îr. Lennox Robinson in 1952.
In spite of the subsidy ahd the greatly improved conditions 
things were far from being ideal or even easy. Everybody had 
to work hard and was called upon to^all sorts of jobs and 
Lady Gregory was sure to give a helping hand everywhere. Various 
problems that to be solved on the stage as well as be­
hind it and in the workshop of the theatre tested the in­
genuity of every member of the comaany in no small degree.
"Mr. Fay discovered a method of making papier mâché, a chief 
part of which seemed to be the boiling down of large quanti­
ties of our old programmes, for the mouldings and for the 
shields. I have often seen the designer himself (Robert Gre­
gory) on his knees by a great iron not - one we use in cottage
' O.I.T. 4-3
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scenes - dyeing pieces of sacking, or up high on a ladder 
painting his forests or leaves."* They had little money at 
their disposal and "often near midnight, after the theatre 
had closed, I have gone round to the newspaper offices, ask­
ing as a favour that notices might be put in, for we could 
pay for but few advertisements and it was not always thought 
worth while to send a critic to our p lays,The xnisxsx 
public was not over-enthusiastic^at the beginning, and Lady 
Gregory had a trick of inducing reluctant playgoers to enter: 
"Often I have gone out by the stage door when the curtain 
was up, and come round into the auditorium by the front hall, 
hoping that in the dimness  ^might pass for a new arrival 
and so encourage the few, scattered people in the stalls".
The Abbey Theatre, charming as it is, 
is very small and cramped, a fact which had its effect also 
on the choice ahd the production of plays. They could never 
produce plays which needed much shifting and setting of scenes, 
as this was made impossible by the smallness of the stage.
The outstanding feature of the theatre is simplicity amount- 
ing to bareness in the backstage. But very a theatre ^
may be found that creates a similar atmosphere of cosy in­
timacy.
' O.I.T. 108 
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That the conditions behind the stage remained much the same 
through all the years is evident from one of Lady Gregory's 
letters to Lîr. Lennox Robinson in 1923. "One thing that wants 
looking into is the wardrobe. Ye know pretty well what sort 
of plays we shall be doing, and oughtn't to want to hire 
costumes except on very special occasions. I tried to get 
some to eke out hired ones in "ARMS AND THE KiN" and all 
seemed very unsatisfactory, motheaten^ or crumpled, and 
in disorder, jammed together, though the woman in charge 
had bee given an increase of pay."*
It is highly interesting to notice that 
Lady Gregory's faculties seem to have come forth quite un­
expectedly. She had not been interested in the theatre 
- all of a sudden she became the founder of a rather revo­
lutionary stage. W.B. Yeats dictated parts of "DliiRHIUID 
ilND GR/iNIA" to her and she would "suggest a sentence here 
and there"Then, because comedies were needed for the 
theatre, she suddenly found herself writing comedies. L^Ll
' Letter dated 27th January 1925,
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these capabilities appeared to Lady Gregory's own surprise. 
It was the same with practical stagecraft. After having 
assisted at rehearsals for some time, she had to take one
all by herself, and a very trying^at that. They had not
: ÉUv
stagemanager for "THE SHEWING UP OE BLANCO POSNST">-Gne actor 
took it over, but he soon found his takk too difficult and 
withdrew from his job. ViThen Lady Gregory #as told this, she 
at once left for Dublin, asking a London actor for his help. 
In the evening she held a rehearsal, "the^ first one I had 
ever taken quite alone. I thought out positions during the 
night, and next morning, when I had another rehearsal, I 
began to find an extraordinary interest and excitement in
the work   and by the time a telegram told me my London
friend would come, I was confident enough to do without 
him. " From that time onward Lady Gregory did a lot of 
producing, both of her own and other plays. She thought it 
"tiring work; one spends so muuh of one's vitality."* A per­
son of Lady Gregory's disposition certainly does.
On her .^ American lecturing tour she discovered another 
faculty: "I had notes on the table and just glanced at them
/
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now and again, but did. not hesitate for a word or miss my 
points. It is a great relief to me and the discovery of a 
new faculty, I shan't feel nervous again; that is a great 
raixEf thing,"*
VJhen talking about bke- Lady Gregory's practical work for the 
Abbey Theatre, her translations of Molière, Maeterlinck and 
Sudermann must not be overlooked, for they widened the 
repertory of the theatre and acquainted the Irish with master­
pieces of other literatures. Most imnortant among these are 
her translations of Molière,; "THE KILTARTAN MOLIERE" con- 
tains "LE ÎÆEDSCIIT IiLiLGRS LRI", "LE.yOTJRBERIES DE SC^ LTIR", 
"L'aVIiRE". One of her last attempts was a translation of 
"LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME", entitled "THE MOULD- BE GENTLE- 
îliLN"-!*^ In these translations, or rather «adaptations, Lady Gre­
gory tried to create an idiom comprehensible to the Irish 
theatre-goer, while remaining faithful to the original.
Lady Gregory's activities as*.a managing 
director are revealed in the letters ulaced at my disposal 
by Mr, Lennox Robinson, They show Lady Gregory's routine 
work for the Abbey. They contain references to money matters, 
auditing of books, actors'salaries, wardrobe, remarks on
* O.I.T. 192
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new plays and their possible performance with suggestions 
about the cast. Lady Gregory never felt very competent on 
the money side of the business, and in 1923, at a time when 
the question of the State Subsidy was raised, she wrote in 
a letter to Mr. Lennox Robinson: "My idea is that when or 
if the subsidy is given we must have one or two businessmen 
as Directors. Neither you nor I nor Yeats can do that proper­
ly or without waste of time I am sending a copy of this
letter to Yeats to know what he thinks for he and I and 
you must act in harmony and I don't pretend to infallibility. 
But I would rather we saw our own weaknesses than waited to 
have our attention drawn to it, and we shall have plenty of 
critics once we soend public money."* This willingness to 
draw the necessary conclusions from a clear uerception of 
her own limitations, is highly characteristic of Lady Gregory, 
'•Vhen considering all the different aspects of Lady Gregory's 
work for the Abbey we feel tgat G.B.Shaw was justified in 
calling her "the charwoman of the Abbey Theatre", meaning 
as Mr. Lennox Robinson explains, "that so much unpleading 
work fell to h e r . " ^
 ^Letter dated 27th January, 1923 
Lennox Robinson in his Radio Talk
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In 1910 the. subsidy of Miss Horniman expired and an Abbey 
Theatre Endowment Fund was raised in support of the theatre 
At an "At Home" in November 1910 at the Abbey Theatre Yeats 
admitted that the theatre was not yet paying: "Possibly the 
most celebrated theatre in the world was the Moscow /j?t 
Theatre, which was established ten years ago, and was not 
yet paying. The Abbey Theatre would be paying if they could 
keep their rate of expenditure at what it had been up to the 
last two or three years."' Talking about the audience he 
wished t "people would not only come to the popular plays, 
but also the experimental plays. If they were to create a 
vigoroi.is, intellectual theatre they must have variety in 
the work, and be continually experimenting. They wanted an 
intellectual, inquiring audience in Dublin, who would be 
interested in an experiment because it was an experiment, 
and so widen the borders of the stage. A theatre such as 
that must keep producing new olays."' Play-goers clubs in 
many towns in England raised subcriptions for the Abbey, 
and Ford Madox Hueffer (Ford), in an enthusiastic letter, 
wrote: "I don't believe that money cannot be found in Eng­
land to supnort an artistic Venture - it can. I think I may
I T-W, '
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say that I have proved it. There isn't a want of good, will 
about the English people, there isn't even a want of appre­
ciation, there is just a lethargy and of course there is 
justjthe difficulty of letting them know that there is a 
good, thing going on. There is,"' The directors were success­
ful and the sum required was received in the end.
Lady Gregory's greatest success was the 
American tour&jl9H/12. This is the climax of all her work 
for the Abbey and its successful conclusion marks the general 
acknow 1 ed^icnt of the Abbey Theatre. From now on it was
CCC<JZ->jAAoo(,
î^ oognieed as a theatre which aimed at a high level of 
plays, never allowing financial considerations or political 
interferende to influence purely literary and aesthetic 
standards. On the 8th of September, 1911, after a perform­
ance of "DEIRDRE", W.B. Yeats came before the curtain and 
made the following statement. " We feel that we must seem 
to many of you to be neglecting our principal work by going 
so far from Dublin and for so long a time, for on Wednes- 
dayjnext we leave Queenstown for America, From the very start
i H  P  I I B  I  ^ M  ^
Yof our theatre, we have desired to take our plays to Irish 
iiinerica. Some seven years ago I lectured td> a great school 
of Irish hoys in a religious house in California. As I 
went to that house I passed under palms and all kinds of 
trouical vegetation, and yet those hoys were reading the 
same young Ireland poets, and thinking almost the same 
thoughts that young Catholic hoys would have thought in 
Dublin. The Irish imagination keeps certain of its qua­
lities wherever it is, and if we are to give it, as we 
hone, a new voice and a new memory we shall have to make 
many journeys."' The day before Lady Gregory had received 
a letter from Yeats. The directors had tried very hard to 
find a substitute for Maire o'Neill, trho had retired from 
the stage temporarily, and Yeats thought to have found 
a suitable actress, but she lacked training and Yeats needed 
Lady Gregory's help, "...now I am going to ask you if you 
feel well enough for a desperate measure. Can you, if it 
seem necessary to-morrow, take my ulace in the steamboat 
on Tuesday evening? ...You would be able to train Miss
'•The Irish Times "of 9th September, 1911, in Henderson 3,208
Magee for the part (Pegeen Mike) or, of course, another, 
if you prefer her...One thing I am entirely sure of, that 
there is no one hut you with enough knowledge of folklore 
to work a miracle,"' So Lady Gregory sailed, though she had 
looked forward to a peaceful winter in Goole and to looking 
after her second grandchild that was horn before she left 
for ihnerica. Once more her sense of duty prevailed. This 
tour meant a great strain on Lady Gregory and also brought 
new fights for her ideals. Once again she had to fight against 
ignorance} aga^inst the accusation that the Irish playwrights 
blasphemed morals and religion in their description of ^r&sh 
life. The Irish living in America had launched an immense 
newspaper campaign because of*the alleged degradation of 
Ireland through the plays of the Irish Revival and they also 
tried to disturb the performances. But the company was by 
now usedjto this. Lady Gregory'i^as^^reatened "Never again 
shall you ass gaze on thebarren hilltops of Connemara. Your 
doom is sealed",^ but she did not feel anxious, for the 
anonymous sender had attached a drawing of a gun and she wrote
i O.I.T. 169
L One "of the ladies in Philadelphia asked another : "mat did 
you really think of ^ady Gregory's play THk GOV/BOY OF THE 
VœSTERF WORLD" (O.I.T, 2131 
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home: "I have been walking to the theatre every night in 
spite of that threatening letter. I don't feel anxious, for 
I*don't think from the drawing that the sender has much 
practical knowledge of firearms."' All this was amply counter­
acted by the friendly heIn of President Theodore Roosevelt, 
Not only did he during a performance influence the public tem­
per in favour of the actors, but he also published in "THE 
OUTLOOK" an important statement against the hostile campaign: 
"In the Abbey Theatre Ladyî^regory and those associated te wim, 
her - and Americans should feel proud of the fact that an 
American was one of the first to give her encouragement and 
aid - have not only made an extraordinary contribution to the 
sum of Irish literary and artistic achievement, but have done 
more for the drama than has been accomplished in any other 
nation of recent years. The fight mostly centred round the 
"PLAYBOY OF THE V/ESTERN WORLDand Lady Gregory remarks in a 
letter to Yeats: "It is a strange fate that sends me into
' Letter of 12th Feb., 1912, printed O.I.T. 252 
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battle after my peaceful life of so many years, and espe- 
cially over the "PLAYBOY" that I have never really loved, 
but one has to carry through one's job."' Again her sense 
of duty is triumphant. In Philadelphia the actors were even 
"under bail", but John Quinn^ - the American friend Presi­
dent Roosevelt mentions - came to their help^ and the affair 
was put right. The peculiar type of witnesses may be clearly 
seen from the following incident. One was asked if anything 
immoral had happened on the stage and he answered: "Not 
while the curtain was up." He also remarked: "A theatre is 
no place for a sense of humour."^ But taking all in all, the 
American tour was an immense success, both in U.S, A, and 
at home, and Lady Gregory could sail back with the wonder­
ful feeling in her heart that she had accomplished a great 
deed. For the success of the tour was not only due to the 
merits of plays and actors, but to a very great extent
to the dauntless perseverance of Lady Gregory.
‘ O.I.T. ?44
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The later history of the Abbey Theatre is less interesting 
and eventful, maybe because it had no longer to fight for 
its ideals. While the company was away in America, a New 
School of Acting was founded by Nugent Monck^and Yeats said 
optimistically: "We hone that in the course of time we h^all 
have trained in this way a second copany " which will plyy 
at the Abbey when the main company is away, and we shall not 
greatly regret it if we train also some rivais to ourselves".' 
The two companies alternated from now on. In the following 
years the people in the management frequently changed and 
sometimes their idaes were not quite the same as those of 
the founders. For some time f-H-. St. John Ervine became 
director, % ^ d i d  not quite understand its culturalxx sig­
nificance . Because of controversies that arose under his 
management, a group of the best actors under the leadership 
of Arthur Sinclair separated and founded the companyIrish 
Players". During the Easter Rising of 1916 the theatre had 
a lucky escape. The years after the War were a very difficult 
period and very few really important plays were acted.
They simply carried on, while W.B. Yeats gradually lost
' "The Irish Times" of 9th Sept. I9H
ninterest in a "popular theatre”. In a letter to Lady Gre­
gory he explained "half for your ears, half for other ears, 
certain thoughts that have made me believe that the Abbey 
Theatre can never do all we had hoped. We set out to make a 
"People's Theatre", and in that we have succeeded. But I did 
not know until very lately that there are certain things, 
dear to both our hearts, whic^ no "People's Theatre" can 
accomplish'."' They had succeeded "because it is not an ex­
ploitation of local colour, or of a limited form of drama 
possessing a temporary novelty, but the first doing of some­
thing for which the world is ripe, something that will be 
done all over the world and done more and more perfectly: 
the making articulate of all the dumb classes each of its 
own knowledge of the world, its own dignity, but all objective 
with the objectivity of the office and the workshop, of the 
newspaper and the street, of mechanism and of politics."
But this was not what they had intended to do. "You and I 
and Synge, not understanding the clock, set out to bring 
again the Theatre of Shakespeare or rather perhaps of
I This and the following passages are taken from "A People's 
Theatre, A Letter to Lady Gregory". Plays and Controversies,
(l*iXb) p. 199 seq
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Sophoclesr We thought we could hring the old folk-life to 
Dublin, patriotic feeling to aid us, and with the folk-life 
all the life of the heart, understanding heart, according to 
Dante's definition, as the most interior being; but the mo­
dern world is more nowerful than any special circumstance, 
and our success has beeu'tbat we have made a theatrejof the 
head, and persuaded Dublin playgoers to think about their 
own trade and profession or class and their life within it, 
so long as the stage curtain is up, in relation to Ireland 
as a whole. For certain hours of an evening they have ob­
jective modern eyes." Yeats then turned his thoughts to 
a new kind of theatre."I want to create for myself an un­
popular theatre and an audience like a secret society where 
admission is hy favour and never to many. Perhaps I shall 
never create it, for you and I and Synge have had to dig 
the stone for our statue and I am aghast at the sight of a 
new quarry, and besides I want so much - an audience of fifty, 
a room worthy of it (some great dinintj-room or drawing-room), 
half-a-dozen young men and women who can dance and speak 
verse or play drum and flute and zither, and all the while
instead of profession, I but offer them "an accomplish­
ment".
From 1924 on thF Abbey received a govern^ment sub­
sidy. It seems to be the common fate of state-aided theatres, 
however revolutionary their earlier stages may have been, 
to b]0come respectable and conservifetive when settling doxm to 
the repertory work of a State Theatre. The experimental work 
was dropped and left to a new o^pring, the Peacock Theatre.' 
The same shadows that obscured the last years of Lady Gre­
gory's life, seem to have fallen on the Abbey Theatre. New
ideas and ideals, if they were ideals at all, came to the
tie
fore. Playwrights indulged in crude naturalism and^"Irish 
Revival" was ridiculed. This establishment of new standards 
does not, however, in any way impair the importance and sig­
nificance of all that has been achieved for the Abbey and 
through the Abbey by Lady Gregory and her fellow-workers. 
Standards may change like fashions. A movement that does not 
play up to the oublie by humouring its tastes, but aims at 
in|)cu]ating an understanding of true aesthetic values, is
Hb
bound to lose popular support sooner or later. Yet the 
fact remains that it has done enormous good in sharpening 
the aesthetic sense of the playgoer and in reviving the 
interest in^  and appreciation of genuine art, Yith the 
assurance of one who never for a moment swerved from what 
she considered the right way, Lady Gregory could say: "We 
who are lovers of Ireland believe that our Theatre with its 
whole mass of plays has very greatly increased (that) dig­
nity, and we are content to leave that judgment to the great 
arbitrator, Time."^
• O.I.T. 255
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CHAPTER III
LADY Gr e g o r y's a r t
The circuinstances which had led Lady Gregory to 
occupy herself with dramatic art were discussed in the pre­
ceding chapters. Here again it must he emphasised that Lady 
Gregory had been actuated almost exclusively by influences 
from outside. She had heither felt any inner vocation to 
wrestle with dramatic problems nor had she had previous ex­
perience or training of any but the most superficial kind.
She had not even had a predilection for the theatre nor had 
she been a particularly keen play-goer. But the atmosphere 
which she had lived in since 1899 was pregnant with ideas 
and problems centred in plays and playwriting. It can there­
fore easily be imagindd that her close contact with the stage, 
with actors and play-wrights provided her with a valuable 
store of ideas, problems and experiences which must not be 
estimated too low (bn one so responsive to all thl^ is beau­
tiful and interesting. Tbus she cannot be called a perfect 
novice when she at last ventured to put the figures of her 
own imagination on the stage.
4 ?
Even to her closest and most intimate friends with whom she
-lust have talked over the problems of art and theatre a
hundred times the creative artist in Lady Gregory came as
something of 8 surprise. Yeats himself confesses that
"...neither she nor we thought her a possible creator ^
I no more foresaw her genius than I foresaw that of John
%
Synge, nor hod she ^erself foreseen it" For her literary 
record had u^ to then not given them any indication towards 
such an asumption. Her work had confined itself to a number 
of essays published in magazines "such as many clever 
fashionable women write"'^ , to editing the life of her husband, 
"AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF SIR YILLIi-Y GREGORY" t and to the puhll- 
cation of letters adre^sed to one of her husband*"s ancestors, 
to the Undersecretary of State for Ireland, Richard Gregory, 
""H: GREGORY'S lETTER-BOX"i Eor might the same friends with 
whom she had so frequent intercourse claim to have given her 
any particular encouragement w^en at last she did make her 
first tentative attempts in literary production; not even at 
a later stage of her work. In speaking of Lady Gregory's
/ D.P.73
t Yeats: Autobiograuhies, (1925), p.457 
3 D.1.73
Y "Autobiography of Sir Uilliam Gregory" (1894)
S' "I;r.Gregory s Letter-Box" (1898)
intention to renew the Guchulain Saga Yeats admits having 
doubted her qualification for this kind of work, seeing 
nothing in her past to fit her for this w o r k . Another t|me 
his criticism of the plan for "ICINGORA" must have been so 
devastating that Lady Gregory said that she should have given 
it up, if she had listened to his advice.^ It need hardly be
added that this somewhat sceptical attitude did not arise 
from narrow-minded rivalry. For, as soon she had actually 
achieved something worth praising they were the first to do 
So, wholeheartedly and without any reserve.
It is extremely characteristic of Lady Gregory's personality
and outlook on life bhc.t the above mentioned déficiences 
counted for nothing as soon as she felt convinced that the
Irish stage s in urgent need of new plays. She at once
undertook to realise her plans in that spirit of relentless
tenacity instanced above^ . From the very beginning she leaves
no doubt that she is in earnest and even after routine work
and success had given her a firm footing in the profession
she did not dispense with her meticulous and methodical manner
/ D.F.74 
j O.I.T. 92 
j see Chapter II
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of work. "Neither Er. Yeats nor I take the writing of our 
plays lightly, Ye work hard to get clearly both fable and 
idea." * This statement is corroborated by Teats. "... in her 
last years ... she seemed always her greater self. A writer 
must die every day he lives, be reborn . . ."^
However, the most pressing needs of the theatre would not 
have made Lacy Gregory a writer, if a certain disposition 
- the latent spark - had not slumbered in her. About the way 
in which this spark was kindled we get some information from 
•^ ady Gregory's notes to her writings. It might therefore r-rove 
no uninteresting task to turn to these notes for some light 
on the problem of artistic creation.
It seems always a very difficult if not dangerous thing to 
speculate on the creative impulses underlying a work of art, 
though in recer.t years very profound and extensive research 
has been done, making use of all the discoveries of modern 
philosophy and psychology.*^ But this is such a vast field 
that I can only mention it without going into the details 
of this most intricate subject. Now, in proceeding to consult
/ O.I.T.,p.105 _
I D.-r., p.75 (A 13
jRLTÜ11Fr-?reienfe 1 s : Lr sychologic des dicht-rischen Schaffcns 
^  O^.'Palzel: Gehalt und Gestalt im Kunstwei k des Di chters,
[•At c rcrombie :^Towards a ^heory of Art ( iXX)
ÎTO
'a
■ the cre:}tive artists them!elves we do nob get much enlight^ /yc -
a ment on this question, their answers being somewhat bewildering
h The creative artist, as a rule, does not bother about the
-■■h
psychological processes bringing about his work. This applies 
? to every sphere of artistic creation, vfe know of a very happy
I remark remark of Mozart's who when questioned on the subject
-i said. "Yoher und wie mir die Gedanken koramen, das weiss ich
nicht ....... Allés Finden und Machen geht in mir wie in
1 einem schdnen starken Traum vor," This, of course, is just
I
what we should expect of Mozart. Other artists whose powers
I were not unlimited as were Mozart's and who were not nourished
>
from an almost inexhaustible sprung, try to give account of 
the genesis of their work. But even then their explanations 
do not sound fully satisfactory. Very few among the writers 
have a clear notion about the various factors contributing 
to the product of their mind's work. Ye get some sort of 
enlight^nt on this question from odd remarks in Bebbel's 
diaries and letters. These are all the more valuable as liebbel 
* is a clear thinker and has an introspective mind. But in
analysing himself he does not always arrive at exactly the 
same conclusions.* "IJnbevrusster"eise erzeugt sich im Dichter
( See also Sdn^ Purdie : Friedrich Bebbel, 19P.Chapter IX.
ailes Stoffliche, Xeim dramatischen Dichter zum Beispiel die
Gestalten, die Situâtionen, zuweilen sogar die ganze Handlung
ihrer anekdotischen Geite nach, denn das tritt plotzlich und
ohne alnkündigung aus der Fhantasie hervor. Ailes Ührige aher
falTt notwendigerweise in den Kreis des Bevnisstseins"thus
stressing the component activities of the conpious and un-
conÿiious mind. lie futther maintains that without a certain
predisposition creative work would he impossible. "Es wird
nicht bestritten, dass Zündstoff im Dichter vorhanden sain
muss, den gerade dieses und kein anderes Vorkommnis zum Lo-
dern bringt. Denn sonst miisste je de Anekdote une jedes Erleb-
nis befruchten und das gabe ein ewiges Empfangen ohne allé
Moglichkei 'ie^ des Geborens. " ^  lie also attributes great import
\ance to the working of the conÿious mind, what he calls
"Bewusstseinsprinzip". "In die dammernde duftende Gefühlswelt
des beaeisterten Dichters fallt ein Mond°trahi des Bewusst-A
seins und das, was er beleuchtet, wird Gestalt."
The Russian writer Chekow goes beyond this. He simply denies 
that "an artist creates without premeditation or intention,
/ E . Hebbel, ed. Yerner, Tag.bûcher 42^2 
Z Brief 8147 
3 Tagebücher 203?
SI
in a state of aberration; therefore if an author boasted to 
me of having written a novel without a preconceived designj, 
under a sudden inspiration, I should call him mad."* So Chekow 
does not seem to think so highly of the poet's "fine frenzy", 
as the Duke of Athens in Shakespeare's"Midsummer-Night's 
Dream".
Yet we have a remark of a modern writer which bears witness 
to this latter conception. The German dramatist Ernst Toller 
confesses :h Das Drama "liasse Mensch" als Tot al it it ist eine
visionare Schau, die in zweieinhalb Tagen formlich aus mir
"brach" ", This is, indeed, an interesting statement. For it 
stresses the factors of inspiration and irrepressible impulse 
under which the poet labours and produces, i.e. creates. The 
significance of this statement is not at all impaired, but
even stressed by'his admission that "the laborious and bliss­
ful work of pruning and remoulding lasted a year (ein Jahr 
w’lhrte die müheselige (selige) in’beit des Neuformens und 
Feilens.)". ^  No wonder, as creative work and performance are 
two altogether different factors of the artist's work.
/ Chekow, Letters on Literature, Letter to A.S.Souvorien,
?7.Oct.1888, ed.Friedland, London 1924.
Z Toller, "Masse Mensch", The Author to the Producer, Oct.1921
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Though Lady Gregory does not analyse herself in this way, 
her remarks made at random throw an interesting light on her 
conceptions and ideas and the course she is following in 
working them out. In reviewing what we know about the suggestions 
and incitements that offered themselves to Lady Gregory we 
may classify them as follows.
According to her own writings she usually first sees a play 
as a picture. So it happened with "DAvIER's GOLD" : "I pictured 
to myself, for I usually first see a play as a picture, a 
young man .... very sleepy in the day-time",* as well as with 
"SPREADING THE NEWS": "I kept seeing as in a picture people .^ 
sitting by the road side ...".^
p
Such a general im^^ession may frequently be vrry quickly .
changed by s word she reads or hears, setting the c-aracter r;, 
or situation under searchlight and offering rich perspectives 
for poetic treatment. Tbus in "SPREADING THE NEWS" a figure 
as yet not very clearly outlined becomes olive as the effect 
of a chance remark s'-'e has overheard. So she may well say: 
"Bartley was ^ovn at the momrnt". W^ .e same applies to
/Notes to "DAHR S GOLD"
Z Notes to "SDP.EADING THE NEWS" 
j Notes to "SDREADING TTTg NEW&"
"EiiiOINTH HALVE Y" : "I was pointed out one evening a well - 
brushed; well - dressed man in the stalls, and was told gossip 
about him, t . . . .  Aft'r a ’.'^ hile he translated himself in my 
mind into Hyacinth:"*
Another time a thought i inger'ng at the back of her mind is
hrouoht to the front by association with an outside suggest ion.
"There is no c^ild comes in"o world but brines rit^  him some 
grain of the wisdom of Heaven", which is the underlying idea 
of "DiY7E" is brought "nearer to dramatic expression when I saw
in the "IRISH a poem, L; its editor,  A
Under the influence of her own ch ractors she, at other times 
arrives at results she had not anticipated. "Contrary to ray 
intentions he begins to find a tongue of his own."^ I
meant to carr:-’ this out in the manner of "SPHEArilTG TUS IÎSUS" 
or "TUS JACK-DaY", but "THE IMAGE" took the matter into its 
own hands, and whether for^ good or ill luck, the three-act 
play has grown. I think I h ve not quite failed, yet it also 
is not what I set out to do."^ "...'When I was working at t' is
play  ..... rf-asnn told me .... But when it came to writing
the scene, I sumnose it was either intuition or experience that
I h  " HVAClwlhj  h a L v e Y ”
t Notes to "DAVE" 
g Note' to "DAlVilLR'S GOLD 
 ^NOTES to "THE DIAGE"
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took the pen and brought it to its present end I 
A haunting memory of something she has experienced in her 
infancy is responsible for her play "THE RISING OF THE MOON": 
"Hien I was a c^ild and came with my elders to Galway for 
their salmon fishing in the river that rushes past the goal,
I used to lôôk with awe at the window where men were hung, 
and at the dark closed gate. I used to -'onder if ever a 
prisoner mi. ht by some means climb the high, buttressed w^ll 
and slip away in the darkness by the canal to the quays, and 
find friends to hide him nder a load of kelp in a fishing 
boat, as happens to my ballad-singing m a n . T h e  perpetual 
recurrence of such an Adea may be so insistent, that its ghost 
is not "1 aid" by simply writing one play : not until "THE 
DA'^ I" and "ON THE RACECOURSE" were written had Lady Gregory 
done with the idea for her first play "ThHIvTT-FI'/E". Likewise 
her life-long interest in Cervantes was.shown in "THE GOLDEN 
ydFTLE" and In'SliNCHO's INLSTFR".
Another group of the res may be roughly classed as anecdotes, 
a story she has read or was told. TRAVELLING ILIT" is
based on a legend, "MC DONOTJGH'S vIFE" as well as "THE .70RK-
/ Notes to YSIhlNVilLA"
3 Notes to "THE. RISING OF THE MOON"
5l
HOUoL YiiRD" on stories she had been told, i. coupling of this 
anecdotical element rith ti-r own personal experience can be 
detected in tkx "THE GAOL GATE": "I was told a story some-
one had heard, of a man ....... I was going to Galway,
and at the Gort station I met two cloaked and sha'^ led country­
women ...o. An agent w s  fired at on the road from At henry,
and some men were taken up on Suspicion ...... "*
Sometimes conclusions at -rhich shA had arrived after having 
reflect-^r^ on a subject crystallize^ themselves in a plot.
In this wry she bh.t upon the themes for "DiAWR's GOLD"
"I had been meditating for a long time past on the mass of 
dvice that is given one by friends and well-wishers and 
relations, advice that would be excellent if the giver were 
not ignorant so often of the one essential in the case, the 
one thing that matters. ..."  ^, and for "DLRVORGILLA": "Der- 
vorgills I wrote at a time when circumstances had forced us 
to accept an English stage-manager for the Abbey. I was very 
strongly against this. I felt as if I should he spoken of 
some day as one who had betrayed her country'trust"
( Notes to "THE GAOL GATE" 
3 Notes to "DJLHRÈ. GOLD" 
j O.I.T.,r.92
Again the "fascination of things difficult", characteristic
of Lady Gregory in ev- ry sphere of her activities, has in- 
iv
dueed her^treat "GRiHIa", a subject neglected by other Irish 
dramatists. "I think I turned to Grania because so nr ny have 
written about sad, lovely Deidre
As some kind of compensation for this ever-widening of her 
aims we find a hapuy recklessness at times which urges her on 
to follow.a course without minding obstavles and difficulties. 
Thus "TRL GiVNAY.'NS" were written"less by logical plans than 
in one of the moments of light-heartedness that comes, as I 
think, as an inheritance from my French great-grandmother..
The same may be said of the "THREE YONDER PLVfS" and "THE 
GOLDÊN APPLE".
From what has been said above it may be clearly seen that 
Lady Gregory's dramatic works are equally the result of the 
working of her coiijcious and unconÿious mind. If we proceed 
to examine them from an aesthetic point of view we find that 
she succeeds more in that sphere of her work where the un- 
corxpious plays the more active part. Those works are un­
doubtedly her best '"here the uncorÿious mind simply forces
f Notes to "GRAI'TIA"
1 Notes to "THE GANAVPN8"
her to take a c rtain course as, for instance, in "THE GAOL 
GATE", so that she may rightly say. "These three incidents 
coming within a few months wove themselves into this little 
ulay, and within three days it had written itself, or hecn 
written."*
Hnen these forces are not at "ork from the very beginning, 
the result is not as satisfactory. She tries to work out an 
idea and quite unawares "Characters come in but why it is 
so, I cannot explain, but as soon as one creates a character 
he begins to put out little feet of his own and take his own 
way."^ It then may harwen that these characters get the 
better of their creator^, so that at the end the original 
idea does not stand out so cl.early as it should. Ie may then 
have to turn to the fiotes for explanation. It so hau.ens 
with "DAMIP'cjGOLD" and, in particular, with the "IMAGE" 
where the fundamental idea, "my secret to myself", is not 
worked out clearly enough.
In another group reason is predominant, assisted by reflections 
and studies. This frequently means a "wrestling with the 
mass of material" cuS in "KINCORA" but the”fascination of 
things difficult7 saves her from discouragement. If plays
i Notes to "TTT GAOL GATE"
 ^ Notes to "Dfl.iER's GOLD"
of tbis kind do not give satisfaction in every respect, they 
are at least interesting as is every work of art which mani­
fests the struggle of a serious artist to master difficult 
and often unruly material.
Hi en the work of the confions mind has been completed Lady 
Gregory sets about her task metbodically. S'^ e outlines her 
clan in a scenario which sbe regularly arranges in "rough pen 
and ink sketches, coloured with a pensil blue and red".* 
TJnJ.ike Yeats Lady Gregory was a swift "orker and, wit^ the 
exADtion of "KINGORA", did not rewrite her scenes, 
whereas both Yeats and Synge went over their plays again and 
again. She finds it easier to write tragedies than comedies,
for in the former "fate itself" is "the protagonist" ,
while in the latter, as was mentioned above, the characters 
get the better of their creator^, and the scene writes it­
self. This means that in the tragedies the events follow 
their inner law. Therefore the scenario can often be very 
short. For"T':c "‘GaOL GAH", one of her best tragedies, it 
consisted of no more than ikhee lines. "He is an informer; 
he is dead; he is hanged", and consequently she has no diffi­
culty in working it out. "I knew what I wns going to do and
f Notes to "AF.ISTOTLES'S BELLOWS"
J Notes to "DA:SR;^ S GOLD"
Lo
I Wfis able to k ep within those three lines."*
This conception of tragedy being the easier of the two is 
surely dis utable, but it was Lady Gregory's conviction, 
just as it was Yeats'. Lady Gregory believed that "tragedy 
shows humanity in the grip of circumstance, of fate, of 
wh^t our people call "the thing >^ ill happen", "the Woman •
in the Stars that does all" .... Tell, you put your actor
in the grip of this woman (i.e. Woman of the Stars), in the 
clawsof the cat. Once in the grip you know what the end must 
be. You may let your hero kick or struggle, but he is in
the claws all the time ..... your actor cannot carry much
char-cter, it is out of place." Yeats, in discussing this 
question in "TEE GUTTING OE /IT AGATE" comes to exactly the 
same conclusion when he says: "It strikes us that character 
is continuously present in comedy alone and that there is
/ Notes to "DjUlER S GOLD"
3 Notes to "D;G,U:R'S GOLD"
3 By"character" Yeats apparently means active motion as opposed 
to Ij^ ric poetry "wrought into the dialogite". This is in ac­
cordance with his view on the inherent qualities of tragedy,
comedy, melodrama and farce, expressed by Yeats in a letter
to Lady Gregory, quoted O.I.T. i06.
Li
much tragedy w^ere its place is taken hy passion and
j
motives.,." So both writers turn s im p ly  turn character off 
tragic scene and invite him to make himself at home in comedy. 
Though Lady Qregory finds writing a tragedy easier, it cannot 
he maintained that she sueceded there as well as in the 
comedies. She evidently had the gift for putting comic 
charactcrs into .musing situations that provided laughter.
If ve consider the technique displayed in Lady Gregory's 
dramatic works, we find it especially good in the one-act 
plays, This seems to have been an adequate medium for achiev­
ing her aims. Lody Gr-gory herself was so aware of this that 
at one time she said: "Perhaps I ought to have written 
nothing hut/ these short comedies," This does not imply 
that she is limited as a dramatic writer, for the one-act 
play is not at all inferior to the full-length play, hut 
demands a high measure of tecnical slcill.*^
/ Yeats: "The tragic theatre" ( 1910) p.28 in "TTPU CXITtlNG OF 
nGATL" (1019).
Z O.I.T., U.Pl.
3 It seems worth mentioning that Lady Gregory s one-act plays 
conform to the exacting demands laid down hy dr wnotic critics 
such as F.Yilde, P .Lewis. .G.tlessow, G. "'.Barker. More par­
ticularly they comply with "'lessow's theory, being synthetic 
progressive actions where cause, development and catastrophe 
are produced successively within the play; as sue’' they 
are op'^ osed to regressive analytic ctions, like "THE nILLRS 
TO THE SEA", where the catastrophe :.nd its cause lie before 
the beginning of the play and outside its frame-Uark.
(G."lessow : Das amerikanische Kurzschauspiel z“ischen 1910 
und 19?0)[’HuU4.
uIn tady Gregory's one-act plays particularly the exposition 
is excellent. An outstanding example is offered hy "SPREADING 
THE NZYS"p The opening %ene reveals the besetting sin of 
the vi],lagers, gossip, introduces the deaf Mrs. Tarpey, ex­
poses the over-officious but incompetent magistrate and 
prepares us for the character of the hero through the words 
of Jack Smith: "If it didn't itself (rain), it is my belief 
you would carry a leaky pail on your head in place of a hat, 
the way you'd not without some cause of complaining." 
Likewise in the opening scene of "TIP; RISING OF TH2 MOON"
Lady Gregory can dispense with a detailed explanation of 
the situât i n  by the emphasis which the opening words give
to place and scenery. His dexterous handling of the opening 
comes
scenes from Lacy Gregory's intimate knoledge of stage-craft. 
Few authors were so fortunate as she was in hav^ -Jing permanent 
contact with the stage and in acquiring intimate knoledge 
of all the demands of play production, even before be­
gin writing. Her plays were ^reduced almost as soon as they 
were finished, and she had ample opportunity of studying the 
effects of theatrical devices.
Among the technical expedients meant to produce comical 
effects there is one particularly favoured by Lady Gregory.
t3
A F.isundrrstanding vrhjch might be easily explained is phan-
testically prolonged, *p'is is especially obvious in "SPKEill'ING 
THE NE/'S", where a chance remark is wrongly interpreted by
persons whose imaginative powers are trujly Irish. If the
villagers in "HYACINTH TbJEVEY" had let the hero speak instead
of interrupting him whenever he tried to, everything would
have been solved at an earlier stage. As all persons appearing
in "THE JACKDAW" are very excitable and easily offended, they
c
rush out after an olt r^ ation instead of considering things 
calmly, and make the instantaneous explanation of the misunder­
standing impossible. With their ready wit and biting retorts 
these plays show an even flow of action, and the glibness of 
some of the characters is easily used for comic effects, as 
in "SPREADING THE NEWS" or "THE JAGKD.A/". If there arises a 
need for what stage-craft calls a cover scene, Lady Gregory 
is not at a loss to invent one. To find t<,'-? for an action
that takes place "off-stage", she lets Mrs.Fallon lament✓
the ]OSS of two pounds of s^ugar.
When approching the fu-ll-length plays we make the following 
observations. The excessive spinning out of comic situations 
known to most readers through Cervantes kills the effect in
w"SjÆCITO's IvÎASTLR". Here as «?ell as in "Tîüi liLiGE" end "TiL: 
DELIVERER", the "entrances and exits" of figures are not 
sufficiently motimw^, and their re-entry is sometimes un­
expectedly quick) as when the Duenna reappears in the first- 
named play.
In dramatic architecture Lady Gregory resorts to the ordinary 
devices) which she applies with reas'^nahle skill. So the ex­
position of KINCORA" is given hy means of a dialogue of 
servants, thus preparing the appearance of the principal 
characters hy characters of secondary importance. This is 
true also of «THE O Æ A Y Æ S ” and «SAKCHO's !L\STER". '.'fell worked 
out 's the gloomy atmosphere in the ooening scene of "THE 
DELIVERER" and "DERVORGILLA" where evil omens urepare for the 
tragic development. The climax in ’^THE FRITE COCICtDL" is a 
notable piece of technique. Rut it is only in "GRiJTiA" that 
the whole dramatic structure strikes us as good and efficient 
for there we find a rapid flow of action throughout the play.
In other plays the hsp y-go-lucky^of tl e one-act plays, so 
skillfully applied there, has a ret ? rding effect on the pro­
gress of the action. This undouhtedly mus t h e c o unt e d a 
deficiency from the producer's point of view, which is confirmed
hy Mr, Lennox Robinson's remark, ".fnen sbe did not quite 
succe% in a play she failed through a superabundance of 
her gifts: she loved richness in dialogue so much that she 
did not realize thit sometimes, for dramatic reasons, one 
must speak tersely and to the point. Her cargo was so rich 
and precious that she could not bear to throw anything over­
board .in order to make quicker headway"I* Thus we cannot 
help observing that in structure the full-length plays are 
less perfect than the one-act plays.
"Desire of experiment," This side of Lady Gregory's nature 
is illustrated by her endeavours in economising the number 
of dramatis personae. The success of "THE '70HKH0U3E huJlD", 
where she manages with three persons only, suggested the 
introduction of the same number in "THE GAOL GATE", "MG 
DONOUGH's HIËE", "THE TRAVELLING îLiN", and in "COATS", while 
in "TEE BOGIE MEN" she even manages with two. /mother kind 
of reduction is to be found in "GR/iNIA", where Finn and the 
Beggar are one person only. T^e last stage in this experimen­
tal development would have been reashed, if the plan for a 
play with a single person and a scarecrow^ had been realised-
i Dublin Radio talk, Hay lOgP, only seen in manuscript.
Z Some remote resemblance to this tec'nical device may be 
found in Georg Kaiser's "VON MORGENS BIS HITTERNAGHTS".
uThis was,no douht, a very ununsual and interesting theme and 
we must regret that it was left undone.
One word more may be added on certain characteristic features 
which are perhaps more distinct in the one-act plays than in 
the full-length plays. They show situations taken from the 
life of the Irish peasants, above all situations that very 
easily may take a comic or even emotesque turn. It would be 
quite wrong, however, to see in these plays nothing but comic 
situations; they are at the same time character comedies, the 
progress of the action being influenced by the characteristics 
of the Irish nation. These people live in the borderland of 
reality and imagination, never drawing a distinct line bet­
ween the real and the unreal; they are fancyful and easily 
moved, apt to believe the unbelievable, contradicting what 
they had asserted a minute before. Yet Lady Gregory is far/ 
from distorting these figures into caricatures, leaving even 
to the most absurd situations and oddest characters their 
human attractiveness and personal appeal. Lady Gregory's art 
is more of this world than Yeats' high-strung verse plays.
It is roott^ in every-day life and bound to the soil, but 
has little in common with Synge's crude realism. Lady Gregory
9is immensely interested in all the petty and trivial affair/s 
of life, which have so much of the comic inherent in them­
selves and yet so easily offer a tragic aspect, as in "THE 
RISING OF THE MOON" or in "THE GAOL GATE", By the way, we 
must not overlook that Lady Gregory^in accordance with the 
position of her plays at the end of the ihoatre nrght, 
ea the satire following the tragedy on the Greek scene,
wishes to distract and, above all, to entertain her public.
"I let laughter have its way
14 picturing these scenes taken from the ordinary life of 
unimportaî(n and unremarkable Irish peasants and common folk 
Lady Gregory evinces a considerable measure of adroitness; 
the more so, as her life-long association with the country 
and the frequent intercourse she had with the people, when 
collecting material for her sagas, had offered her a clear 
insight into the soul of the nation and had taught her to 
watch their ways of thinking and talking with sharpened 
senses. No reader, however^ unresponsive he may be, can fail 
to make similar observations, which are confirmed by ne- wit­
ness ofyi^ ess authority than Yeats himself who says that Lady
i "SEVEN SHORT PLAYS", (1909), p.204,
Ls
Gregory ’^had already, I think, without knowing it, begun a 
transformation of her whole mind into the mind of the people, 
begun ’’to think like the wise man” but ”to express herself 
like the common people”
Lady Gregory's mode of characterisation is, in my opinion, 
a complete break with the traditional conception^ of the 
Stage Irishman. I, for my part, cannot fully agree with Malone, 
who says that ''Bartley Fallon, Davideen, Hyacinth Halvey and 
the other inhabitants of Cloon are direct descendants of Handy 
Andy.....”^  There is no doubt, a certain family likeness in 
Bartley Fallon who is a near relative to clumsy and boorish 
Handy Andy, But all these other figures have more or less 
outgrown this narrow circle and are, at best, no more than 
rather distant relatives of the Stage Irishman. It is self- 
evident ÿhat the Irish Literary Renaissance, as a national 
movement, was bound to change fundamentally the conception 
of the Irishman, as found in the works of Irish writers in 
English Literature, The somwhat contemptible creature, serving 
no better purpose than to be the laughing stock of his superior
I D.P.,p.58
X Irish Drama, (1929) p.158.
fellowmen, is turned off the stage and in comes the dreamer,
imaginative and excitable, even cranky at times. He makes his
entrance and takes the scene not as a ready-made type, but in
manifold variations, with certain common characteristics
underlying them all. Of most of them the same may be said as
of Darner in ”DAMER's GOLD”: ”A queer sort of brother he.
To go searching Ireland you wouldn't find queerer." But for
all their eccentricities they seem to insist on being taken
seriously and are treated accordingly by the writer.
This seriousness of conception is particularly evident in
one of Lady Gregory's latest plays, in "SANGHO^S MASTER".
Here, Don QuixJ^ ote, who giight have been a native of the Emerald
Isle, breaks down in the very moment, when unseemly liberties
are taken with him. He is imbued with Irish thoughts and
Irish feelings to which an”lrish ”^ Times" review bears witness
in saying: "In the last scene of the last act we find the
touch of the Irish dramatist; for Lady Gregory has betrayed
him as a man broken by ridicule. She knows that you can do
what you like with the Irishman, so long as you do not make
him a laughstock for silly men and women who are incapable of
serious thought. This play is Don Quixote in form, but it
is universal in its application." 
j"Irish T i m e s , orinted in t^e notes to "SANCHOS MASTER"
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Touching W t  Toon the difference between English and Irish 
humour Malone makes the following interesting and, in fay 
opinion, apt remark. "English people will laugh at hteir 
follies and enjoy the fun, but Irish people will not; there 
is personal laughter, that is laughter at things that are 
personal in Ireland, but there is none of the communal 
laughter which can treat the affairs of the entire nation 
as its object."*
This fundamental contrast is ample explanation for the fact 
that Irish humour has an intellectual basis which, on most 
occasions, prevents it from degenerating into sentimentality. 
With the possible exception of her first play which she her­
self marked as"rather sentimental" Lady Gregory cannot be 
accused of sentimental weakness, A pinch of strict austerity, 
used as a wholesome antidote, preserves the mental equilibrium 
of the writer as well as of her creations.
As a further consequence of this intclectually restrained 
humour Lady Gregory's comedies are, above all, "comedies of 
words", rich in theses and antitheses. All her heroes and 
heroines are exceedingly talkative and their"verbal felicity"
I Malone: Irish Drama, p,224
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has justly been praised by critics. It is this quality, too, 
which quite imperceptibly tempts them to transgress the 
borderline dividing comedy from farce, so that situation 
takes the place of character. The fact is admitted by Lddy 
Gregory herself in quoting one of her reviewers: "This is 
what Lady Gregory calls a comedy, but everybody else calls a 
farce."'
Looking back on Lady Gregory's dramatic work with proper de­
tachment we must admit that her creative powers were limited 
to a certain degree. Most conspicious is her instinct for 
what produced dramatic effect. I do not think that to attain 
this she used any new devices, but she kept to the standards 
of established dramatic means. Her plays were not the outcome 
of an irrepressible impulse to create, but were originally 
meant to meet the special requirements of a particular stage. 
As a play/writ^ SpaL, she represented the type of the unconcious 
worker who is unencumbered by theory or reflection, and was 
gratly aided by her avowed lightheartedness. Only after having 
met with a cehtain measure of approval and encouragement she 
set to work with her accustomed energy, and her innate love
I Notes written for first edition of "TH^ IiflAGE",
hof experiment urged her on to continue her writing. She had 
a very vivid fancy and was full of sparkling ideas which, 
however, were not strong enough to live through a play of 
normal length. It was this limitation which made her qualities 
appear to the best advantage in the one-act plays. Here her 
aim did not outrun her power of execution. Her faculty of 
sketching a character in a few strokes of the pen and in- 
dicatei^a situation in a few words made her one-act play not 
only iimporta'^ for the stage of the Abbey Theatre, but also 
a valuable contribution to the modern one-act play literature. 
Here as well as in her other play^she successfully discarded 
the sham conception of Irish peasantry and showed people as 
they were. This marks a new development in Irish comedy.
Her tragedies were of less importance for the art of the Abbey 
Theatre and were rightly put in the shadow by those of Yeats, 
Synge, Colum and Murray. Her histories are interesting as an 
attempt on this untilled field.
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CHAPTER IV 
THE PLAYS
In the chapter dealing with Lady Gregory's art her dramatic 
work as a whole was viewed from a general standpoint. When 
proceeding to examine the plays we find that they may be 
roughly classed under the following headings: Comedies of 
Mythmaking, Tragedies, Tregi-Comedies, and Wonderplays,
1. Comedies of Mythmaking.
"A message sent to America from Dublin that our Theatre had 
been"driven out with hisses", an answering message from New 
York that the Playboy, the cause of the Battle, was now "as 
dead as a doornail", set me musing with renewed delight on 
our incorrigible genius for myth-making, the faculty that
hmakers our traditional history a perpetual joy, because it is, 
like the Sidhe, an eternal Shape-changer,"' That""invottigible 
genius for myth-making" that Lady Gregory attributes to the 
Irish nation in general, without any doubt consfcL^ tutes a 
predominant factor in her own make up. Her deep understanding 
of every human weakness, together with a kindly disposition 
to detect something lovable even in the most unprepossessing 
characters, was coupled with a faculty of discovering a
t: ^comiîç streak in many/\situation in every-day life. These 
situations need not be intrinsically funny and need not 
necessarily offer matter for comedy. But qualities inherent 
in them are set in motion by the introduction of a special 
type of character^. Just these and no other characters could 
act as they do in similar circumstances and could release 
the latent currents producing comic situations. Fictitious, 
though fihey are, they do not merely function but are very 
much alive. That a marketwoman's basket is upset and a hay­
fork carried after some one is not comic in itself. But the 
characters, through misconception and an apparent unwilling­
ness to listen tp plausible explanations, produce a succession 
of situations which are wholly comic and amusing. This tech­
nical means of producing a prolonged misunderstanding is a
' Notes to THE BOGIE fÆ£N"
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simple enough expedient. Yet just because of its simplicity 
this principle could not work of itself. It has to be propped 
and supported by others, namely by characterisation and 
adroit handling of the plot, assisted by lively-and witty 
dialogue which in spite of all the eccentricities of the 
characters produces a realistic and altogether matter-of-fact 
atmosphere.
How these, when neatly interwoven and skillfully 
applied, work smoothly to produce a good comedy, and where 
and why they fail to do so, will now be demonstrated in a 
number of plays.
Bartley Fallon in "SPREADING THE NEVS" is perpe­
tually unhappy and grumbling as disaster seems to be always 
tumbling down on him. Other people may find the fair had 
been a good one, he, however, says’f "It was not a good fair, 
Mrs. Tarpey. It was a scattered sort of a fair. If we didnt t 
ZB&axt expect more, we got less. That's the way with me 
always; whatever I have to sell goes down and whatever I 
have to buy goes up. If there is ever misfortune coming to 
this world, it's on myself it pitches, like a flock of crows 
on seed potatoes And later: " It's seldom I ever
I l
started an a journey but the rain would come down on #/me 
before I'd find any place of shelter," His friends know him 
well: "If it didn't itself, Bartley, it is my belief you 
would catry a leaky pail on your head in place of y hat, 
the way you'd not be without some gause of complaining,"
So he is hardly surprised at being arrested in the end Car 
he has become used to the thought that he is destined to 
misfortune.
"He's (Bartley) gone up the road following Jack 
Smith with a hayfork." These words are sufficient for Tim 
Casey to conclude that the two had had a quarrel. Here mis­
conception begins its work and the action proceeds rapidly, 
Fallon's basket, inadvertently upset, is considered further 
proof of the quarrel. The bare fact of the new magistrate's 
arrival is brought into connection with the supposed quarrel 
"Bartley Fallon must have injured Jack so." Mrs, Tarpey's 
deafness, which in her opinion deprives her of so much that 
is worth hearing, is next to Bartley's unlucky disposition, 
the most fertile factor in the plot,
Shawn Early's words that Jack's wife is "Laying 
out a sheet on the hedge" are understood by her as "laying 
out a sheet for the dead." The mentioning of the tune "The
7/
Red-haired Man's Wife" suffices to speak with absolute cer­
tainty of an affair between Bartley and red-haired Jack's 
wife. Imagination and gossip, coupled with actual misunder­
standing, do not stop at that. For what other reason can the 
magistrate have gone to the post office than to telegraph 
to other stations that the two lovers are to be arrested on 
their way to America?
Bartley's behaviour on his return, his naive sur­
prise at the alleged death of Jack takes us further in the 
dramatic development. When the self-complaeent magistrate 
takes as a confession of crime his simple re-telling of what 
he had just heard "it was done for the sake of Kitty Keary, 
Jack Smith's wife", and subsequently handcuffs him, we are 
approaching the climax of the olay which is reached with the 
appearance of the alleged dead man. The end is surprising 
enough. Jack and Bartley are sent to prison to wait till the 
body of the "real" Jack has been found.
No more common situation could be imagined than 
that a hayfork is left in an Irish marketplace and picked up 
by someone. But look what Kady Gregory has made oC it! By 
using the simple trick of misunderstanding - both physical 
and mental -, of fussiness and gossip. Lady Gregory creates
lî
a farcival action leading up to a grotesque conclusion.
While Bartley is an ill-starred fellow to whom 
every movement brings inconvenience and bad luck, Hyacinth 
Halvey is a paragon malgré lui, no matter ho,v often he asserts 
"I am not so harmless as you think." Yet they have more than 
one thing in common: they neither say expressly enough what 
they think; they suffer themselves tb be placed in most awk­
ward situations without in the least resisting; and they 
make little attempt at checking the irresistible verbosity 
of their neighbours in odder to defend themselves.
Do what you may, you cannot alter the preconceived 
opinion of the inhabitants of Cloon. They only believe what 
they choose to believe and they are averse to listening. On 
these two elements the comedy in "H^GINTH HALVEY" is based. 
Hyacinth Halvey tries in vain to undermine the good reputation 
he enjoys among his fellowmen, but his two "criminal" attempts 
are of no use to him. His actions are consistently misinter­
preted and, by a strange coincidence, raise him in public 
estimation. Here again Lady Gregory makes use of pronlonged 
misunderstanding, otherwise Hyacinth could attain his object 
and Fardy could be cleared.
To make this attitude towards Hyacinth understandable
7<f
Lady Gregory throws a number of illuminating flashes on 
Cloon life. The postmistress who on account of pressure of 
work is no longer able to pry on her neighbours'life by 
reading their letters; the good relations between her and 
the butcher, based on the supposition that "she would sooner 
starve and see everyone belonging to her starve than to 
eat the size of a thimble of any joint that ever was on your 
rack or that ever will be on it...".
Lady Gregory seems to have had a strange, affec­
tionate weakness for this happily conceived fmgure and did 
not feel satisfied with the fate she had allotted him."It 
had sometimes preyed on my mind that Hyacinth Halvey had been 
left by me in Cloon for his lifetime, bearing the weight of 
a character that had been put on him by force", and finally 
let him make his escape from Cloon where he had to li#e up 
to a certain standard. "'Jhere he is now I do not know, but 
anyway he is free"remarks Lady Gregory with something of 
sad relief. It sometimes happens that a writer who has bestowed 
an unusual measure of attention on a figure of his own 
creation, comes to see it as some essential part of his inner 
being. Did not Ibsen speak of Nora as if she were his own 
daughter? The writer, loath to part from his creation, tries
- * Notes to "THE FULL MOON"
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to continue their spiritual co-cxistence. This is not always 
to the advantage of the later creation as much of the original 
glamour may he lost in the process.
So when Lady Gregory put Hyacinth Hàlvey in her 
later play "THE FULL MOON", the re-encounter is somewhat 
disappointing. The characters (most of them taken from various 
of the Seven Short Plays) have lost their original freshness 
and attractiveness; Hyacinth, more passive than ever, is far 
less interesting than before. To make him realize the miracle 
in his own heart by aid of the full moon is a process which 
Lady Gregory is her matter-of-fact conception of life is 
incapable of conveying to us convincingly.
mile in "SPREADING THE NE VS" and "HYACINTH HALVEY" 
the expedient of prolonged misunderstanding gives rise to a 
series of comic situations, this trick applied to "THE JACK- 
DAW", does not work equally well. When the blindfolded cha­
racters grope about the reader or spectator does not quite 
understand why they do not go and take the handker\chief from 
their eyes. In a word; the misunderstanding is unduly protract- 
thus lessening the comic effect. Lady Gregory seems to 
have overdone it in "THE JACKDAW" whereas in "SPREADING THE 
NEWS" and "HYACINTH HALVEY" she knew just where to stop.
si
Another side of Lady Gregory's delight in "myth­
making" is shown in a number of unassuming curtain-raisers 
providing laughter and amusement. Here Lady Gregory's un- 
dis put able theatrical vein is f\eely at work without claiming 
literary value. The best among them is "THE WORKHAUSE WARD" 
because the representation of the two perpetually bickering 
paupers does not lack<ideep human apueal. In -^ ady Gregory's 
opinion it was symbolic of Ireland, illustrating the truth 
that "It is better to be quarreling than to be lonesome,"
The ultimate form of this play is greatly superior to its 
otiginal version, entitled "THE POORHOUSE", as the invisible 
audience is eliminated and the dialogue is much terser.
Here,yet above all in "COATS’\ and "THE BOGIE MEN",an inter­
esting observation can be made. There is no action and 
counter-action, wherefore the author can dispense with two 
contrasting characters. In fact, the two protagonists are so 
alike that we could change their parts without in any way 
impairing the action of the play. On the whole, "COATS" 
and "THE BOGIE IviEN" are nothing but fun and not very good 
fun either.
At the end of this ehapt or I should like to place 
a play which, on reading, seems to be a one-act comedy of
SI
myth-making extended into full-length play, Only when looking
at the Motes to "THE IMAGE", we learn that Lady Gregory did 
(y.
not w^nt to content herself with mere fun. She intended to 
treat a rather philosophical theme in terms of comedy. The 
result, however, is neither fun nor philosophy. "SECRLTTO 
MEUIVi MIHI", this was the original title of the play ; the 
innermost thoughts disperse as soon as they are to be ax- 
pressed in words. Lady Gregory exemplifies this by a legend 
and connects it with the characters of the play, one of 
whom pronounces that "any person to possess a heart secret, 
it is best for him hide it in the heart."
Alas, the writer meets with the same fate and 
as soon as she tries to express her thoughts in terms of o, 
play, they fade out and nothing is left but a somewhat clumsy 
comedy with farcical situations. It is these farcical scenes, 
and not, by any means, any deeper meaning which might be 
hidden in them that amuse the reader. A non-existent sum of 
money is disposed of in every detail; a monument is planned ^ 
no matter for whom; tru^ly Irish, a minor question, the 
choice of the proper material, obscures those of primary 
importance; to dispose ofikpwkward question of likeness the 
monument is to present an unknown person; consternation when
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it is found that the man had never existed; regret, mingled 
with relief, that the expected sum of money will never come 
foreward. These, no doubt, are all very effective comic 
situations,* placed in-M the light of philosophic resignation
by the final consoling reflections: "Let you not fret.... 
There did no badness of misfortune ever come upon Ireland 
but someone was the better of it". Very nicely done, but 
never once indicating the deeper purpose of the "SECRETÜM 
m U M  MIHI".
G.A.Blrmingham In
2. Tragedies.
When surveying the most important of Lady 
Gregory's tragic plays, the first place must he given to 
"GAOL GATE" and "GRANIA" as in my opinion these are of lasting 
value. Just as "GAOL GATE" is outstanding among the one-act 
plays, "GRANIA" ranks first among those of full length. Both 
remind us of Synge's tragedies in conciseness of plot and 
terseness of dialogue. As to the latter, not a superfluous 
word is to he found in ?GAOL GATE", just the abrupt staccato 
dialogue two peasant women might use in similar conditions.
The few instances in "GRANIA" where the characters tell us 
more about their otherwise hidden feelings and emotions, 
we should not like to miss because of their beauty of language 
and the poetry of the thoughts expressed.
In "THE GAOL GATE" Lady Gregory gives us
a tragedy small in extent, which in spite of Irish 
surroundings is universal in its appeal. Two women are setting 
out on their dreary task of inquiring for some one at the 
prison. The man detained there must be close to their hearts, 
to judge from the few words they are exchanging. "It is 
what I am thinking, Mary, he might not have done what they
say", leads us well into the middle of the action, "Sure
you heard what the neighbours were calling the time their
own boys were brought away. "It is Denis CaHel", they
were saying, "that informed against them in the gaol." "
This represents the nucleus of the plot. Has Denis become
a traitor to the people's cause to sabe himself? Very little
is necessary to complete this exposition: the charges made
against Denis, the names of those who accused him and the
name of the real offender. The gatekeeper tells them of
Denis' death. The effect of his words on the mother is strange.
Not the bare fact of his death, but the "blemish" under which
he has died distresses her. Then, most artistically, the
change wrought in her oi|rn hearing that her son died for his
country while all the others had got off safely, "Are there 
any people in the streets at all till I call on them to come
hither? Tell it out in the streets for the. people to hear,
Denis Cahel from Daire-caol that died in the place of his neigb
hour!......I will go through Gort and Kilbecanty and ...; I
will call to the peonle and the singers at the fairs to make
a great praise for Denis!"
aThe dramatic outbreak of her pent-up passion, culminating 
in her lament for the deaifL>i, is most effectively worked out 
and equals in impressiveness the keenings in Synge's "THE 
RIDERS TO THE SEA". The simplicity of the theme in all its 
human significance that Lady Gregory displays is not less 
remarkable than the faultless skill of workmanship.
'While "GAOL GATE" is staged against the back­
ground of modern Political unrest, where even a nondescript 
Irish peasant may turn out a hero, the drama "GRANIA" takes 
us to the heroic past and into the presence of kings and 
knights.
The Grania Saga of the Finn Cycle is a sort of 
pendant to Dei^ dre in the Jfuchullain Saga. Yet while the latter, 
- according to Dr, G.Sigerson one of the oldest European 
tragedies - attracted the interest of almost every Irish 
playwright, Crania has enjoyed much less favour and populari­
ty, perhaps because the theme offered fewer dramatic possi­
bilities. With the exception of Yeats '«WMoore s "DIARB5UID AND 
GRAIxIIA" I know of no other dramatisation except the present 
one, though epic renderings may be found in Samuel Fergusson's 
"LAYS OF THE 'WESTERN GAEL" and Katherin Tynan's "SHAMROCK".
VDeldre remains faithful to her beloved and 
sacf if ices herself, so she can be sj^ ure of the reader's 
unqualified sympathy. Crania, however, goes back to Finn 
after he has put Diarmuid to death, which does not satisfy 
our sense of poetic justice. May be this accounts for the 
lack of favour the |rania Saga has found. Incidentally it 
may be observed, that the problem of the triangle between 
the Old King, his young Liegeman, and the Woman Between 
Them which we meet here seems to be a favourite motif of 
Celtic sagas, as we meet it not only here but also in 
PDEIRDRE" and "TRISTAN",
The motifs of the Saga, as given in Lady Gregory's 
rendering in "GODS AND FIGHTING MEN",' are treated here with 
perfect liberty. A love spot on Diarmuid's forehead, placed 
there by a sorceress, is the cause that "no woman that ever 
saw him after that was able to refuse him her love."^ It is 
evident that a new version of the saga which has to exfilain 
passions in terms of modern psychology must discard any motif 
of this kind. For the same reason its parallel motif , the
"GODS AND FIGHTING MEN", VI,chapter 2,p.319.
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love potion in the Tristan Saga, is disp'hsed with in all 
modern versions.
"I think I turned to Crania because so many have 
written about sad, lovly Deidre, who when overtaken by sorrow 
made no good battle at the l|ast."* These words arising from 
a feeling of regfet for the undeserved neglect of this figure, 
as well as the limitation of the title to the simple "CRANIA" 
show that Lady Gregory aims at a distinct predominance of 
this character. She wishes to rouse our human sympathies fer 
her heroine by drawing her character so that we are able to 
understand her future actions. She is young and inexperienced 
when she comes to court. She has the simple trust of a child 
in Finn, for she has heard of his kindness towards women, 
children and dogs. She does not know what love is, though 
once she has felt something of the kind, when a strange youth 
had saved her little dog. "I asked the old people what love 
was and they gave me no good news of it all. Three sharp 
blasts of the wind, they said it was, a white blast of de­
light and a grey blast of discontent and a third blast of
' Notes to "GRANIA".
jealousy that is red." She is glad that she will never know 
the restless and unhappy pangs of love; hut she is certain 
of her unwavering affection for Finn. The scornful laughter 
that is heard at this moment and repeated at the end of the 
play, is symbolic of the futility of all her assertions. But 
when, later, Diarmuid enters, in all his splendour and beauty, 
she realizes all of a sudden, what love is. So it happens 
that, thinking she is talking to Diarmuid, but actually 
speaking with Finn, she finds warm words to describe her new 
experience; she confesses that she loves Diarmuid and will 
never be able to marry Finn. Thus she leaves with Diarmuid 
and wanders through the world for seven years. Not until 
the end of this period does Diarmuid break his oath of 
allegiance and loyalty to the king. Now Crania ought to be 
content, yet there is something lacking to give her complete 
happiness. So she insists on leaving the solitude and on 
returning to her former surroundings, to live among her kith 
and kin. It may be that the subconscious motive for this 
insistence is Crania's desirento win new hearts now she has 
no longer to fight for Diarmuids love. This kind of charac­
terisation reminds us of those "man-hunting" women, very
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frequent in modern drama and probably best expressed in 
manifold variations in the women of some of C.B,Shaw's plays, 
from which a direct line may be drawn to the "vamps" of 
modern film production. The stumbling block to our under­
standing is Crania's return to Finn after Diarmuid's death. 
Here i^ ady Cregory keeps to the saga, for the "riddle" inter­
ests her. Not attempting to alter the fact itself, she tries 
to give a psychological explanation to Crania's behaviour. 
Crania's love has been shattered in its foundations by 
Diarmuid's death bed confessions and the memory of the past 
has lost all its significance fer her. Diarmuid's love was 
all sham and wordh no sacrifice on her part. Thus she does 
no longer feel to be under any moral obligation.
Diarmuid is a less complivated character. As soon 
as he becomes conscious.of their mutual love, he asks leave 
from the king to keep his allegiance to him. But when Crania, 
reproached by the king, ruyhes away, he feels compelled to 
make himself her protector. For seven years he remains loyal, 
but his jealousy of the Kintj of Foreign makes him forget his 
oath. Once having broken his faith he feels it his duty to
4i
confess. Thereof ore he strongly objects to getting a respite 
through an untrue action, and he no longer sends the bread
which up to then had been the symbol of his unimpaired 
allegiance•
Finn's picture is painted in highly contrasting 
colours ; in good and evil he is likewise excessive. The old 
man loves Crania, but he is troubled by his being so much 
older than she is, as well as by her beauty. Diarmuid tries 
to reassure him but he does not succeed in overcoming the 
old man's qualms. For all that, he is exceedingly proud; he 
who dared to come between him and Crania would meet a 
certain death. He contrasts the love of the old with that
of the young: "..the thought of men that have passed their 
midday is mixed with caution and with wisdom and the work 
they have in hand, or weakness is gaining mn their limbs.
And as for youngsters, they do not know how to love, because 
there is always some to-mottow's love possible in the shadow 
of the love of to day. It is only the old it goes through 
and through entirely, because they know all the last honey 
of the summertime has come to its ferment in their cup, and 
that there is no new summer coming to meet them for ever."
tA man of such a disposition is sure to lose control 
when Crania leaves him. Meeting her after seven years have 
elapsed, he does not hide his feelings. "Foolishness and 
%ature" have driven him back, his love being as great as it 
had ever been. There is something of wounded selfrespect 
which adds to his passion; an ordinary man could seek refuge 
in solitude, to be alone with his grief, he, however, has 
to "live under that wrong and insult in full sight of all." 
Yet, Diarmuid's last words move him, he feels the torments 
of repentance and, consequently, hesitates to take Crania 
to Almhuin at once. But Crania's inflexible will and a 
definite consideration at last induce him to do so: For seven 
years, Darmuid and Crania had acted, as if there were nobody 
in the worls except themselves and Finn; now those who sur­
vived had to fight the battle of life to its bitter end.
The dramatic construction of the play is clear
and lucid. The title itself stresses the central importance
of the heroine. The numbers of the characters is strictly
limited. "When I told Mr. Yeats I had but three persons in
a
the play, he said incredulously, "They must have/\gimt deal 
to talk about." And so they have, for the talk of lovers
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is inexhaustible, being of themselves and one another."'
Finn and the Beggar being the same person, the threads of 
the counteraction are held by one hand only. There is a 
period of three years elapsing between act 1 and act 2, the 
time of Diarmuid and Crania's wandering, of which we hear 
an account at the beginning of act 2. Between the last two 
acts only a few hours have elapsed.
Most notic^ble in this play are the poetic lan­
guage and the many happy images. Passages like the above 
quoted reflection of Finn on love do not stand alone, as may 
be seen from Crania's accusation against Finn: " he never 
gave me the joy and pride of a wife! And it was you did that 
on me, and I leave it on your own head; and if there
is any hatred to be found in the world and it to be squeezed 
into one cup only, it would^ not be so black and so bitter 
as my own hatred to you."
I have spoken at greater length on "THE CAOL CATE" 
and "CRAEIA", as, in my opinion, they are the only ones of 
Lady Gregory's tragedies which are of lasting value; this 
because of their human significance and their accomplished 
execution.
HWhile "CRANIA" belongs to the ancient world of the 
heroic age, the two other tragedies, "KINGORl." and "DERVOR- 
CILLA" are placed in heroic times, one at jtbout A.D.1000, 
the other at A,D.1193. In all these plays as well as in the 
historic comedies. Lady Gregory is at' pains to bring closer 
to our interest and understanding figures of bygone and 
forgotten days. She imbues their characters and the actions 
resulting from them with qualities and motives that we can 
understand, because there is nothing in them that is strange 
and alien to our nature, ‘paey are not figures cast in bronze 
or cut in granite, imposing, awe-inspiring, even forbidding; 
they are just human creatures as we are ourselves, with 
love, hatred, ambition and other such passions ruling our 
lives. But lacking the restrictions imposed on modern life 
by all the conventions, regulations and discipline by which 
a highly complicated society has found it expedient to 
safegard itself, it is as if the modern psychologist had 
looked at them through magnifying glasses, exaggerating and 
distorting the traits and features ef their characters.
It was a constant desire of Lady Cregory^s 
to have the historic sense of the Irish people kept awake 
by regular performances of histories in schools and townhalls
^5
all over the country. "I still hope to see a little season 
given up every year to plays on history and in sequence at 
the Abbey, and I think schools and colleges may ask to have 
them sent and played in their hails, as a part of the day's 
lesson."* We may see this fairly well in the light of \heA 
endeavours to promote love of country based not so much on 
cant and political slogan, as on a true knoledge of the 
country's glorious past from which it was easy to draw the 
lesson for the present and the future. Lady Gregory's 
occupation with the history play was part and parcel of her 
supreme endeavours to increase the "dignity of Ireland",
But we cannot refrain from observing that in "KINCORA" and 
"DERVORGILLA" the achievement fell short of her intention.
These plays are t-ome-bound, and dramatically they are 
interesting in a few respects only, as will be shown presently. 
Viewed as histories, however, they will hold their own in 
the barren field of Irish historic drama.
The unsatisfactory achievement of "KINCORA" was 
even foreshadowed in the way Lady Gregory approached the 
subject. "I began with the dating and lightheartedness of 
a schoolboy to write a tragedy in three acts about a great
' 0.I.T.,p.91
personality," Again and again she sets to work after having 
put it aside for some time, "for I had^ jl^ enough of skill to 
wrestle with the mass of material, and I think I kept too 
closely to history."* The result is, indeed, disappointing. 
Even the most lenient critic of this work cannot help ob­
serving that in writing a play on the established lines of 
historic tragedy Lady Gregory aimed at something that was 
beyond her poetic capacity,
"KINCORA# suffers from a too complex and intricate 
action, which the author did not succeed in mastering. Hence 
the play lacks clarity of outline. In another respect, 
however, it is attractive enough. The time of "KINCORA" 
is the period of fierce fights against the Danes and the 
fateful battle of Contarf (1014). By choosing this Lady 
Gregory showed the modern dramatist's preference for placing 
an action at the turning point of history, when new ideas 
and ideals clash with old ones. I will only refer to the 
German dramatist F.Hebbel who sets three of his plays in 
such transitional periods: the antagonism between Judaism 
and the new doctrine of Christ in "HERODES UND MARIAMNE",
' Notes to "KINGDBA"
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heathendom and Christianity in "DIE NIBELÜNGEN", and time- 
honoured convention confronting enlightened modernism in 
"GYGES UND SEIN RINS", The incompatibility of new ideas with 
stubborn conservâtivism furnished the conflict. In just the 
same way the interest of "KINCORA" is focussed on King Brian, 
who strives for pacifist ideals, but is forced, against 
his own will and conviction, to resort to armed forced 
again and again. He is a prudent and brave ruler, enlightened 
and broad-minded. He is deeply conscious of the high mission 
of Christianity, and highly responsive to the postulates 
of a new age. He wishes for peace, not from cowardice, but 
from honest love of his country. In all this he fails: he 
is compelled to lead his people to the battle of Clontarf 
in which, though victorious, he meets his death.
The second of these historical plays, "DERVORGILLA", 
is set at another crucial point of Irish history. For the 
first gime, English troops set foot on Irish soil, summo^d 
by the King of Leinster to help him against the King of 
Breffny. If Dervorgilla had not left the latter to marry 
the King of Leinster this invasion would have been avoided.
Thus she is responsible for farreaching political consequences.
Though less interesting in characterisation 
than "KINCORA", this play offers certain attractive features 
in the matter of dramatic technique. Lady Gregory does not 
present the whole course of events, hut only the last phase: 
Dervorgilla repenting and atoning. The queen realizes that 
there is no grace for what she has done and she accepts her 
humiliation as a just puniâhment. "I take this shame for 
the shame in the west I put on o'Rourke of Breffny, and the 
death I brought upon him by the death of the Gael. I take 
this reproach for the reproach in the cast I brought upon 
Diarmuid, King of Leinster, ti^ usting upon him wars and 
attacks and battles, till for his defence and to defend 
Leinster, he called in the strangers that have devoured 
Ireland." She has to pay the penalty for her sin as she 
finds herself under the"swift, unflinching, terrible judge­
ment of the Young,"
We may well compare this short play with those 
analytic tragedies where nothing but the last stages of a 
tragic development are represented. Besides, the sombre
atmosphere brooding over the scene from the very beginning, 
dreams foreboding evil, and bad omens remind us of the same 
pe of nlay.
43* Tragi - Comedies '
Tragi-comedy is, by common consent, either a 
tragic action relieved by comic lights or a comic action 
containing tragic elements. How far, now, do the three plays 
"THE CiiNAVANS", "THE WHITE COCKADE", and "THE DELIVERER", 
published under the common title of "tragic comedies" comply 
with this definition? Not even the sharpest eye ofanon-Irish 
reader can detect any tragic trait in the lighthearted drive 
of the "CANAViVNS" as there is not the slightest indication 
of any conflict that would allow of a tragic issue. On the 
other hand, it would be equally dificult to see any comic 
element in the gloomy action of the "DELIVERER" were it not 
for the discrepancy between the aims and sacrifice of the 
Nurseling and the moral inferiority of those for whom he is 
dying. The same applies to the "V/HITE COCKADE" but with 
changed signes. The wide gulf between Sarsfield's idealistic 
striving for his country's greatness and James' petty narrow- 
mindedness gives a tragic aspect to an otherwiscy^action.
Such a discrepancy allows of a tragi-comic interpretation.
Viewed from this angle, we must include two more
' Lady Gregory calls them "tragic comedies", though I doubt 
if she had any particular reason for using this form Instead 
of the more usual one, ______
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plays under this category. In "SANCHO's MASTER" the tragi­
comedy is evident and will he discussed later. "THE RISING 
OF THE MOON", which at first glance may be taken for a pure 
comedy, presents, in my opinion, a tragic theme under the 
camouflÉlge of comedy^
C__"A hundred po^ds reward! A hundred pounds! I wonder 
now, am I as great a fool as I think I am?" These reflections 
expressed by the serggant at the end of the play clearly 
indicate this. The conflict in the heart of a police- 
sergeant who is forced to choose between his love of |his 
country, the cause of his nation, and his sworn duty in the 
service of the alien authorities is pure tragedy. The cause 
of Xhis country emerges triumphant. This is all the more 
remarkable, as the otherwise conscientious and reliable 
man is not only conscious of the violation of his oath, 
but at hhe same time forfeits the reward that has been set 
on the proper execution of his duties* So the triumph has 
been bought dearly enough. The way in which this "triumph" 
is achieved and the doubtful remark at the end of the play 
are of a comic nature and lessen the tension. As a tragi­
comedy which shows all the characteristics of the species
in a conde^d form^ Ishould like to place it first in order. 
Rarely has Lady Gregory attained such p. har­
monious union of ideas and execution as in "THE RISING OF 
THE MOON". She succeeds in putting the reader or spectator 
under a spell directly the curtain rises. Enough, though in 
fact very little, has been said to make us feel that the man 
lingering about the quay is more than a common ball&^singer. 
It is Lady Gregory's special skill to make the reader guess 
the identity of the escaped prisoner only by implication.
The dramatist's main task is here to produce the fundamental 
change in the sergeant's attitude towards the "man". At 
first the sergeant is entirely decieved by the cool detach­
ment of the escaped man whose demeanour does not betray
how very important it is for him to stand just where he does.
r-—^— -Then the man sings a revolutionary song meant 
as a signal for his rescuers; the sergeant at first forbids 
him to do so, but|later he does not object any longer, 
saying: "Well, you can sing if it gives you more courage." 
Finally the sergeant even points out a mistake in the man's 
rendering of the text :"..you missed that,"
By these three stages the way for the future
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development is prepared and the man continues to work to 
attain his end. He finds it strange that the sergeant should 
know patriotic songs like this; had he sung other songs 
with other lads when he was young? It may well be that one 
of his former associates was among those whom he might be 
obliged to arrest in the next few days; very likely he would 
find himself in a similar precarious situation if he had 
kept their friendship. These arguments are ample food for 
the slow-working brain of the sergeant. "That's a queer 
thought now, and a true thought. Wait now till I think it 
out... If it wasn't for the sense I have, and for my wife 
and family, and for me joining the force the time I did, 
it might be myself now would be after breaking gaol and 
hiding in the gark, and it might be him that's hiding in 
the dark and that got out of gaol would be sitting up where 
I am on this barrel.... And it might be myself would be 
creeping up trying to make my escape from himself, and it 
might be himself would be keeping the law, and myself would 
be braking it, and myself would be trying maybe to put a 
bullet in his head, or to take a lump of stone the way you 
said he did....no, that myself did... Soon, however^he
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remembers his sworn duties; "It s no business of yours what 
I think."
After this retardation the action proceeds mwiftly: 
the signal, the arrival of the rescue boat, the mentioning 
of the poster, the return of the constables. Now the sergeant 
has to decide on the course he is willing ta follow: is he 
going to do his sworn duty, thus earning the reward, or will 
his love of his country prevail? The answer is given by 
his hiding the man's wig and denying the question "Did any­
one come this way?" Will he repent of what he has done?
The sceptical remark ivuoted above leaves this question open.
The political theme of the play was responsible 
for the poor reception it found at first, though Lady Gregory 
had been at pains to stress the purely human appeal which 
is irrespective of any local association, "....the real fight 
in the play goes on in the sergeant's own mind, and so its 
human side makes it go as well in Oxford or London or 
Chicago as in Ireland itself." We are surprised at the 
strange difficulties the managers met when producing the 
play. "The players would not perform it," says W.B,Yeats, 
"because they said it was an unpatriotic act to admit that
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a policeman was capable of patriotism. One well-known leader 
of the mob wrote to me, "how can the Dublin mob be expec^ 
j;ed to fight the police if it looks upon them as capable 
of patriotism?" When performed at last the play was received 
with enthusiasm, but only to get us into new trouble. The 
chief Unionist Dublin newspaper denounced us for slandering 
His Majesty's forces, and Dublin Castle denied to us the 
privilege which we shared with the other Dublin theatres 
of buying, for stage purposes, the cast-off clothes of the 
police, Castle and press alike knew that the police had 
frequently let off political prisoners, but that only made 
the matter worde."*
Nobody, be it a single person or a whole 
community, enjoys seeing his weaknesses exposed without a 
cloak of excuse and conventional explanation. The Irish 
audience did not fully approve of this play because it did 
not like its own picture in the mirror that was held up to 
it, just as it disapproved of the alleged vialation of 
Irish national sentiments in Synge's "THE PLAYBOY OF THE 
Y/ESTEPN WORLD", In the eyes of the non-Irish observers,
' Stockholm Speech.
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however, this play seems to stand all that is tru^ly 
characteristic of the country and the people. Maybe that 
detachment gives a clearer insight and a more subtle dis­
crimination than is permitted to those who belong to it.
So it is not without good reason that in a German book on 
Ireland the chapter on literature is supplemented by a 
full-lenghth translation of this play, "because of its 
significance for Irish art."'
While in "THE RISING OF THE MOON" the political 
antagonism between Ireland and England creates a real and 
earnest struggle in the heart of the worthy police sergeant, 
the artful Miller in "THE CANAVANS" does not present any 
inner conflict. Resourceful and ever on the look-out for 
his safety he professes: "Loyal to the strongest, I always 
said I would be, that I have but one head only, and the 
place I will shelter it is under the strongest shelter to 
be had." This human, all-too human maxim which determines 
the Miller's actions, is extended and even distorted beyond 
the limits of pro%)ability. The writer apparently did not 
wish to present any serious dilemmy: in the heart of her
Willem Jaspert : Ireland, •
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protagonist, but just wanted to derive as much fun as possible 
from an altogether preposterous situation. Here again the 
incorrigible genius for mythmaking asserts itself. The 
Miller's profound cowardice - his grandfather had not tasted 
&he heart of a hare for nothing - is just as grotesque as his 
brother's fear of ptaise, because of a prophecy; Headly's 
infatuation for Queen Elizabeth and the improbability of 
the masquerade, with Anthony impersonating the %ueen arc 
as phantastic and unbelievable as the behaviour of the-two 
old women in all their undisguised covetousness. The qua­
lities of the play do not lie in any kind of originality 
or singularity, or deep human thought either. It is as is 
the long row of Lady Gregory's one-act plays, nothing but 
good fun, unassuming, and meant to raise laughter. This aim^ 
is, no doubt, well achieved and though we may not attribute 
any particular aesbhetic value to the play, either in concep­
tion or in the handling of the problems, whatever these may 
be, we laugh and are amused, which is just what Lady Gfegory 
had aimed at.
While, in my own opinion, no trace of tragedy 
can be found in "THE CANAVANS", the tragi-comic character
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of "SANCHO S MASTER" is obvious, nay, it is inherent in the 
theme. Here, in contrast with "THE UANAYANS", the effect is 
not at all impaired by the easily detected exaggerations or 
improbabilities. No one could fail to see the tragic element 
in Don Quixote's tilting at thw windmills. The age-old 
struggle of the idealist against tremendous odds, with 
sufficient means, has a true and genuine tragic significance. 
This cannot be lessened by grotesque sidelights, however 
many. Moreover we have to bear in mind that the author of 
"Don Quixote" in writing his satirical romance intended to 
fight the chivaleresque novel with its own weapons, so that 
all the improbabilities and exaggerations are amply accounted 
for.
While bringing upon the scene a number of comic 
situations from Cervantes' novel Lady Gregory in^cuAates 
her characters with- the thoughts and sentiments of Irish 
peasants. I have mentioned in a previous chapter that the 
Irishman insists on being taken seriously. It is, therefore, 
quite logical, that Don Quixote breaks down as soon as he 
realizes that unseemly libeites are taken with him. There 
lies unmistakable tragedy in this birakv down, as in fact.
it does in the break down of all the windmill tilters in 
all history and literature, whose lofty ideals have gained 
them the attribute "quixotic". On the whole. Lady Gregory's 
rendering of "Don Quixote" must be considered as weak and 
slightly boting, in spite of good characterisation and 
occasional flashes of wit. Technically, it is inferior to 
most of the other plays. The speeches are excessively long 
and the entries and exits are not always sufficiently moti­
vated. The characterisation is, as just mentioned, the best 
quality of the play. As indicated in the title, we meet 
not one, but actually two heroes, who are not counter-parts, 
but representatives of similar ideas on the different planes 
of idealism and realism, humble Sancho Pansa sometimes 
overshadowing the Knight of the Woeful Countenance.
The sacrifice of an outstanding and unique persona­
lity for a good cause, which' is betrayed by indolence or 
baseness, is characteristic both of "THE WHITE COCKADE" 
and "THE DELIVERER". Though the contrast between the brave 
and courageous Sarsfield striving for the liberation of 
his country and his most unkingly master, the Stuart, would 
be serious, the cowardice and timidity of the King make us
0^more deride than despise him. So the comic trend of the 
action has received tragic sidelights. Sarsfield's endeavours 
are frustrated hy the inferiority of the King who is not 
worthy of his supporter. The betrayal and frustration in 
"THE DELIVERER" are of a different kind. While Sarsfield is 
active to the last, not giving up his cause even after having 
realized the hopelessness of his endeavours, the Deliverer 
is more of a martyr than a hero, not sacrificing hifeself 
but the victim of superstition, avarice and meanness.
"THE DELIVERER" attempts to illustrate the 
ancient truth that the Redeemer is not recognized when, at 
last, he makes his appearance. It can scarcely be claimed 
that this illustration 6s clear enough at least for the 
reader not bred on Irish history. The clues given in the 
play are inadequate and only after turning to Lady Gregory's 
fetes and to "Our Irish Theatre" do we realize the truth 
she had tried to convey. The actions and the behaviour of 
the Irishman are not sufficiently motivated, the man being 
actuated by offended vanity and rage, the aromen by false 
religiosity. The siding of one of the Irishmen is very weak.
The play iststrange mixture of Biblical motivLs
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taken froin the history of Moses and references to modern 
Irish history, as strange as the presence of Irishmen in 
Egypi. The use of expressions like "platform" or "reading
history" seems out of place^
^  That the Deliverer's fate hears some kind of 
resemblance to that of Parnell is pointed out in Lady
Gregory's Notes. On the whole, the effect of the play is not
in the least satisfying.
There is a fresh and healthy atmosphere in
"THE WHITE COCKADE", contrasting with the morbid gloom
»
pervading the "DELIVERER". It is also good, lively theatre, 
thrilling and of undeniable dramatic force. All this because 
Sarsfield is just the right type of hero, a charming man 
full of vigour, courage and spirited thought. Everybody 
coming into contact with him is affected by this, and even 
the low-spirited Stuart cannot fully escape the influence 
of this superior personality, though he feels himself bul­
lied by him. Sarsfield does not appear in Act 1, but the 
whole play is pervaded by his personality. Well worked out 
is the climax in Act 2, scene 2, when \he steps before the 
King to save him by pretending to be»himself the King. By
his charm he wins the two opposing Williamites for the 
King's cause, for they claim to have recognized royal blood. 
It is a piece of subtle irony when, for his sake, they 
are willing to save all, even the "lean-jawed little priest", 
pointing to the King, In his presence everybody seems to 
undergo a change for the better - old Matt stops drinking, 
shy and dreamy Owen becomes a plucky fellow, the two 
Williamites turn into fervent adherents of the Stuart's 
cause. Yet when this cause seems to be lost everything 
and everybody falls again &nto the old rut.
Even the minor characters are well drawn and 
full of life, as Lady Dereen, the fervent adherent of the 
Stuart's cause, the old drunkard Matt, the narrow-minded 
housewife, and the rough' lansquenets.
The lively and even sparkling dialogue well suits
the atmosphere of the play. Sarsfield's eloquence in Act 2
in
is really^convincing; the landlady has an/exhaustible store 
of senoatt-eno-y sayings and talk and back-talk show an 
even flow:
Lady: (Putting hand on Owen's shoulder) The Stuart 
in the field!
Mrs.Kellcher: (seizing other shoulder) The meat in
the cellar!
Lady: Our hero in danger!
Mrs. Kelleher: Our bacon in danger!
Lady: Our prince under mists!
Mrs. Kelleher: Our meat under mildew!
Lady: Oh! The great Stuart!
Mrs. Kelleher: (Striking it) The empty barrel!
S
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4, Wonder Plays
The Wonder Plays, under which I include 
all plays in which supernatural powers are at work, con­
stitué a separate group within Lady Gregory's dramatic 
work. Here she is happy and at ease, as she is free to make 
ample use of her invention. In putting together folk tales 
and fa«éy tales, most of which are Irish, she feels quite 
unfettered. She is, as she in the particular case
of ARISTOTLE'S BELLOWS", glad to find refuge in "a world 
of phantasy where I could create my own."* Even in the 
realistic comedies Lady Gregory's characters live in a 
borderland of reality and imagination; so we are little 
surprised at finding them very much at home in real fairy 
land.
"THE DRAGON" is a play of inner and outer 
changes. The Princess, an unruly and frivolous child is 
turned into a sensible, ripened lady; the bashful Prince 
becomes a courageous man, ready "to fight with this my own 
hand"; and the fierce dragon changes into a most harmless
-Notes to "Aristotle's bellows"
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squlrrel; A few strokes of the brush suffice to paint most 
alluring figures. A good-nptured and easy-going King who 
is very particular about his menu^ a Queen who is a busy­
body and, though without any sufficient grounds for self- 
satisfaction, prides herself on having"everything brought 
about very well in the finish ;" an Astrologer ^ho values 
professional and scientific truth above everything; and 
Manus, the typical fairy King. The atmosphere of the fairy 
land and the simple style of fairy-telling is excellently 
done, the whole stock of the fairy play repository with its 
magic whistles and healing herbs is amply made use of. On 
the same line as in thés play Lady Gregory moves in "THE 
GOLDEN APPLE", a phantastic fairy play full of giants and 
all sort of magic, a rich store of charming figures and 
situations. IThen comparing these plays with other products 
of fairy literature, we may frequently find an identity 
or similarity of mèti^^s which are common property of world 
literature. Yet we notice too that by their repeated trans­
gression the boundaries of the fairy sanctuary a new kind 
of humour is created, as when the Giant in "THE GOLDEN APPLE" 
is afraid of losing his reputation by shov/ing himself 
without his tree-legs. At other times the illusion of the
fairy world may be destroyed by the figures themselves, 
which is frequently done by the Gent's Wife in "THE GOLDEN 
APPLE" or the Stepmother in "THE DRAGON". This distinctly 
humorous an& lighthearted swing distinguishes these plays 
from ^many other modern fairy plays. Take for instance 
Strindberg's■charming "SWANWHITE" which, though perhaps 
richer in ideas, lacks the disarming qQuality of simplSùtty 
and mirth which is such an asset to Lady Gregory's plays.
In SARISTOTLE's BELLOWS" the fancyful flaying 
with characters and situations is not quite so obvious, 
obscured, perhaps, by too much moralising. We meet with the 
time-old theme of the three wishes: vast possibilities are 
brought to nothing. Conan, the hero - he is an altogether 
unprepossessing man - is always talking of his great plans. 
He wishes to restore the life of ancient Greece in Ireland, 
but loses himself in infinite trifles. This is not only an 
established figure of fairy tale, but in Lady Gregory's 
opinion "a symbol of the restlessness of time", which "may 
have found its way into Conan's mind", "He thinks of the 
beAAows as lÆr, Wilson of the League of Nations, and so his
Wio
disappointment comes!"* To this revolutionary attitude 
Lady Gregory opposes her own evolutionary outlook on life 
which is based on a wise valuation of all human powers, so 
that %he moral of the play may be found in the words "It's 
best make changes little by little, the same as you put 
clothes upon a growing child",
A different region of -the unreal world is re­
vealed to us in other plays, as in "THE TRAVELLING MAN",
"THE STORY BROUGHT BY BRIGIT", "SHANWALLA", and "DAVE", 
where the fantastic is replaced by the miraculous. Here 
the mystic atmosphere of Yeats and of his master Blake is 
strongly felt. We are not surprised to hear from the Notes 
that Yeats took much interest in "THE TRAVELLING MAN", 
though it would be wrong to see in hifa more than a general 
inspiratir^n, as the idea was Lady Gregory s own. Yeats had 
long been suggesting to Lady Gregory, that she should write 
a passion play, but not until 1922 when Lady Gregory's life, 
as she said, "seemed to have drifted into a quiet backwater 
and I was much alone", did the subject crystallize into 
"THE STORY BROUGHT BY BRIGIT". Whereas the mysticism of
V Notes to "Aristotle's bellows"
Yeats' plays emanates from his inner self and is a true 
expression of his attitude towards life, it seems something 
strange and alien to Lady Gregory's earth-bound conception 
of life. This incongruity is strongly felt in "DAVE" and 
"SHANWALLA". These plays lack conviction and subtlety of 
characterisation. In either play we are taken quite un- 
awares ef the changes working in the hero and heroine re­
spectively. They are not the types in whom to expect super­
natural transformations and we get the impression that the 
figures do not fit ^nto the setting.
Dissatisfaction of a somewhat different kind 
is experienced in "THE STORY BROUGHT BY BRIGIT". Here Lady 
Gregory makes use of the Irish tradition of St.Brigit's 
presence at the crucifixion. As in "SANCHO's IvlASTER" she 
attempts a translation of Irish conception and ideas into 
the story of the New Testament. This lends itself to a trans­
lation of this kind even less than the Don Quixote subject, 
so that a figure like the Irish tramp Daniel seems completely 
out of place.
Lady Gregory was adept at depii^cting the real 
life of the Irish peasant’ji because she liked the people and 
was interested in them. Yet she lacked the supreme naiveté
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that would have enabled her to write a miracle play on 
popular lines. For these reasons she did not achieve a 
good miracle play, nor was she able to give a piece of 
modern psychology as Drinkwater does in "A MAN'8 HOUSE".
Where she contents herself with the dramatisation of a simple 
legend in a short play, with neither conflict nor problem, 
as in "THE’TRAVELLING MAN"^ the result is more satisfactory. 
The legend is told in a natural way, the atmosphere is 
aptly recaptured and the author disappears behind her work.
CHAPTER V 
NARRATIVE PROSE
«
Yeats relates in "DRAMATIS PERSONAE"^ how Lady 
Gregory had come to retell the Irish Sagas. He had told her 
that he had been asked to choose from an English translation 
of Irish sagas the most beautiful ones and reshape them 
from the linguistic point of view, "put my English upon 
them". He did not feel inclined to accept this work on account 
of lack of time. Some days afterwards Lady Gregory offered 
to try "making or finding the translation h e r s e l f Y e a t s  
did not think Lady Gregory at all the right person ^  this 
work, but he thought better of it, when she showed him her 
first attempts. The desire to raise the reputation of Ire­
land which was described in the first chapter as the main 
spring of all her @*#:Activities had been equally decisive 
for her work in this field. she thought such works
necessary for the dignity of Ireland" is Yeats' explanatory
‘ D.P. 75 
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remark. Besides, it may have been of some importance that, 
being perfectly ignorant of the classical sagas, she was 
the more responsive to the indigenous ones. One remakk in 
"COOLE" at least might be interpreted in that way. "Yet if 
I used to lament the poor schooling that left a wall between 
me and these great tragedies and poems, it may have been 
all for good. Had I been held in the clutch of Greeks, 
enamoured of thek ancient heroes, I might have never heard 
the call of those of my own country, Oisin and Finn and 
Cuchulain. Troy might have blinded me to Emain Macha and 
to wide Almhuin of Leinster."'
The two works which resulted fr$m her occu- 
pation with the old sagas are "CUCHULAIN OF ffiUIRTHEMNl" 
and "GODS AND FIGHTING M E N " T h e r e  had been quite a number 
of scholars in the 19th century who showed considerable 
interest in the old Irish sagas. Anongst them Standish Hayes 
o'Grady (1852 - 1915) takes a high rank^ who undertook the 
cataloguing in the British Museum, begun in 1885 and complet- 
j|:ed by Dr. Robin Flower. In 1892 S.Hayes o'Grady published
, "COOLE", p.9
"CUCHULAIN OF MUIRTHEMNE" (1902) 
 ^ "GODS AND FIGHTING ÎÆEN" (1904)
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his big collection of Irish texts, "SILVA GADELICA", and 
after his death "THE WAR OF T0URLOUGH" was publiâhed. Other 
philologists like Kaspar Zeuss (1806 - 1856), Whitley 
Stokes (1830 - 1909), Ernst Windisch, Heinrich Zimmer,
Henri d'Arbois Jubainville, Dr. George Sigerson, Sir John 
Rhys, Eugene o'Curry, Alfred Nutt, and Kuno Meyer had stu­
died Old and Middle Irish Literature. Their work as well 
as H. o'"Grady's was purely philological, appealing to a 
few scholars only, but not to the general public. A different 
attitude, however, we find in the works of P.W. Joyce and 
S.James o'Grady. In "OLD CELTIC ROMANCES"* and in the 
various Cuchulain and Finn legends of James o'Grady we 
notice the first attempts to make a wider public acquainted 
with their old literature. These are not translations on 
the pattern of those published by scholarly editors in 
"IRISH TEXTE" or "REVUE CELTIQUE"; we find the old sagas 
made more palatable for the reader in the form of fictional 
prose, Eleanor Hull tried something similar in "THE 
CUCHULAIKSAGA IN IRISH LITERATURE"P
I "OLD CELTIC ROMANCES" (1897)
 ^ "THE cueHULAINSAGA IN IRISH LITERATURE" (1898)
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Lady Gregory works on the line3taken by these three 
writers. She was far too modest to rank herself with famous 
scholars like Kuno Meyer or Stokes, but she wanted to bring 
the old sagas nearer to the people to whom they belonged 
and who did not know them. She does not adress herself to
learned people, but to the Irish population in general and
the people of Kiltart an in particular. In the "DEDICATION 
OF THE IRISH EDITION TO THE PEOELE OF KILTARTAN" which 
precedes "CUCHULAIN OF MUIRTHEMNE" she expresses her aim 
most definitely. "Some scholars have worked well at them. 
Irishmen and Germans and Frenchmen, but they have printed 
them in the old cramped Irish, with translation into German 
or French or English, and these are not easy for you to 
get, or to understand, and^toriës themselves are confused, 
every one giving a different account from the others in 
some small thing, the way there is not much pleasure in 
reading them. It is what I have tried to do, to take the 
best of the stories, or whatever part of which will fit
best to one another, and in that way to give a fair account
of Cuchulain's life and death. I left out a good deal I 
thought you would not care about for one reason or another.
Hi
but I put in nothing of my own that could be helped, only 
a sentence or so now and again, to link the different parts 
together". This passage shows the difference between her 
work and that of men like Hayes o'Crady, Nutt, Stokes, Meyer 
and others, who were interested in the sagas primarily for 
the sake of the language and did not care so much for the 
unity of action.
Another time Lady Gregory tells us how she treated 
these old manuscripts, and significantly entitled this 
passage "APOLOGY". Most of the stories are based on an 
Irish text which she translates into English, "as far as 
my scholarship goes", readily following suggestions where 
they offer themselves easily. If a printed text is not at 
her disposal she links together different versions :"Some 
times a dozen manuscripts have to give their best before 
the beads are ready for the necklace".* Besides she puts 
in a connecting sentence here and there, fuses different 
versions and cuts others in order to make the chief line 
of the events stand out more clearly. It is natural that 
such a procedure horrifies the learned critic who expects
i Yeats in the Preface to "CUCHULAIN OF ETUIRTHED/INE" , p.VII
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something in the line of Hayes o'Grady and judges the hook 
as something which^is not meant to be. This accounts for 
a great part of the hostile criticism. If, for instance, 
a critic reproaches the book for not having enough footnotes 
and notes, it can be clearly seen that he misinterprets it 
completely. Lady Gregory's books are not meant to be taken 
as learned books. She knew herself that her kno^edge éf 
Irish was far to limited to embark on purely philological 
editions. As in dramatic art, where she knew she could not 
master the art of tragedy as well as that of comedy or 
simple farce, she contents herself with the more modest aim 
o^ popularising the stories instead of joining the group 
of scholars who were bble to turn the eyes of the learned 
worHto the old Irish Literature^ but did not succeéd i^ 
spreading the knowledge of the old sagas amongst the Irish 
population.
It is Interesting to see that the lack of good 
translations had been fèlt years before by a few eminent 
writers. In the preface to "OLD CELTIC ROMANCES" we meet 
ideas similar to those expressed by Lady Gregory more than 
twenty years later. We do not find any reference in Lady
l i s
Gregory s work to the book of P.W. Joyce, though. I rather 
assume that she did not know it, as she was more interested 
in purely philological translations like Kuno Meyer's ,
Besides there is nowhere a reference to be found to the 
works of James o'Grady and Joyce, whereas she frequently 
quotes the philologists, As to the previous translations, 
Joyce characterises them as follows: ".... and even if they 
were accessible, they are almost unreadable, tbe translations 
having been executed not for literary, but for linguistic 
purposes." He blames writers who, ignorant of the language 
of the original, had distorted the old sag0as. A translation 
could either be quite literal or "reproduce the life and 
spirit of the original". He wanted to follow the latter 
course and had tried to tell the stories "as I conceive the 
old shanachies themselves would have told them, if they 
had used English instead of Gaelic".
Here we find the direct p^recursor of Lady Gregory. 
To make a wider public acquainted with the old sagas was 
her chief motive in translating them. And as to simplicity 
of style Lady Gregory remarks : "I have told the whole story 
in plain and simple words, in the same way my old nurse
lu
Mary Sheridan used to he telling stories from the Irish 
lon(^  ago and I a child in Roxborough"Again: "I have 
found it more natural to tell tbe stories in the manner 
of the thatched houses, where I have heard so many legends.,, 
rather than in the manner of^slated houses, where I have
notPheard thein’T* The analogy with the shanachy is obvious. 
From this may be clearly seen that even twenty years before 
Lady Gregory's books were publiâhed the path which Lady
I
Gregora was to follow so successfully was being prepared: 
the want of suitable translations had been realized and 
remedies had been suggested. We have to bear this fact in 
mind, for in later years it became the custom to praise 
Lady Gregory for her originality without mentioning the 
names of Joyce and o'Grady.
Another expression of dissatisfaction with the 
translations then existing may be found in a lecture de­
livered before the National Literary Society in 1900 by 
T.W. Rolleston. He blamed the translators for having 
neglected the imaginative side of the Literature, of being 
"antiquarians rather than men of letters". To meet this 
accusation Alfred Nutt produces the argument of the scholars:
 ^ Preface to "CUCHULAIN OF MUI1THEÎJNE”
Notes to "GODS AND FIGHTING MEN"
Ill
"The literature of any race has a value and significance 
independent of its conformity to any standard, more or 
less arbitrary, of literary excellence, and independent
I
of any aesthetic pleasure we derive from it".' It is not 
my task to go into details on this argument. It was only 
quoted to show that by the time Lady Gregory had started 
on her work the question of suitable translations and 
retellings had already been raised.
The first collection of sagas, entitled 
?CHCHULAIN OF MnJIRTHSI/INE", retells the old sagas of the 
"RED BRANCH CYCLE". A number of introductory stories and 
a few independent ones are woven round the most important 
and beautiful of this cycle, the "TAIN BO CÜAILGNE", what 
Lady Gregory calls in her translation "THE WAR FOR THE 
BULL OF CUAILGNE". The events of the "Tain" took place in 
the second century &.C. They give a good description of 
that age and are said to convey a clear picture of the 
La Téne period. Descendants from these famous inhabitants 
of Ulster are believed to have been among the writers of
» Letter, quoted in "IMAGINATION AND ART IN GAELIC 
LITERATURE" by T.W. Rolleston^ M&o.
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this story, probably they were the monks of Monasterboice. 
These stories had been passed on for about ten centuries.
A fable relates that the story of the "Taïn" was written 
down in the days of the poet Sénchan Torpéist, Guaire, 
the Hospitable, King of Connacht, asked for this story 
and none of the poets, not even Sénchan Torpéist, knew the 
whole contents of it. The poet went out to "find either 
text or tradition". The wraith of one of the heroes rose 
from the grave and told the story to SenchanSs son.
Basic texts of the "^ain" are found in two 
collections of folklore, in the "BOOK OF THE DUN COW" and 
in the "BOOK OF LEINSTER". Both date from the twelfth 
century; in the "BOOK OF LEINSTER" which is by about fifty 
years the younger, the form of the "Tain" is more elaborate 
Similar versions are to be found during the Middle Irish 
and Modern periods,
"CUCHULAIN OF miRTHEMNE" tells of the 
vicissitudes of the troup of heroes of Kin^ Co^hubar of 
Ulster, called "the Red Branch". The central figure is 
the courageous hero Cuchulain. We learn the fate of his 
mother ; his deeds as a boy; the fight with a dog of the
smith Culain after whom he takes the name of Cuchulain; 
his choice of a short and glorious life in the stead of 
a lo#g and inglorious one (Achilles!); his adventurous 
courting of Émer; the fighting with Conall and Laegaire 
for the championship of Ulster; his powerful deeds in the 
war for the Bull of Cuailgne. We further hear of the "only" 
jealousy of Emer; of the tragic fight with his son; of 
his enchantment by the daughters of his enemy Calatin and 
his death through the hand of Lugaid whose father he had 
killed. The keening of Emer closes the book.
Into the account of the fate of this hero various 
narratives are interspersed dealing with events or figures 
of the "Kingdom of the North". Amongst these the most 
important is "THE FATE OF THE SONS OF USNACH" treating 
the fate of Deirdre and Naoise, and, above all, "THE WAR 
FOR THE BULL OF CUAILGNE", the cattle-spoils, the great 
conflict between Connaught and Ulster, forming the climax 
of the collection. Often the flow of the narrative is 
interrupted by di$gressions, where incidents or details 
unimportant for the general trend of action are told in 
the way of the heroic epics. At the same time we meet with
iio
allusions to future events, a common feature of epic 
literature : and she gave her love t^i Cuchulain;
of that love great sorrow came afterwardsLikewise the 
dwelling on details: for instance the history of a weapon 
"And Cuchulain's shield was there and the way he got it 
was this...." "And as to Cuchulain s spear, the,..."’^
Lady Gregory's second collection, "GODS AND 
FIGHTING MEN", treats the great counterpart to the "RED
BRANCH CYCLE", that is the "FENIAN CYCLE". The original
\
form of the Fenian narrative was the "LAOI" or lay. This 
was a ballad form which developed from the commonest of 
classical metres, "ranuigheacht".^ Th|n these narratives 
appear in a prose tract of the twelfth century, "THE 
COLLOQUY OF THE ANCIENTS". Two heroes are reported to 
have told the stories to St.Patrick by whom they were put 
down. Though the Fenian tales had lived on for some time 
as some sort of a hero-lore, they became famous among the 
learned men of the twelfth century ("literati", as de 
Blacam calls them).
C.M.38 
G.M.44 
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H See de Blacam: First Book of Irish Literature, p.55
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"GODS AND FIGHTING I/IEN", published two years 
after "CUCHULAIN OF MUIRTHFl/îNE", is a voluminous collec­
tion of folklore, dedicated to the Irish Society in New 
york in its year of foundation. The book falls into two 
parts: Mythological and Heroic Legends. The Gods are the 
Tuatha de Danaan, "the people of the gods of Danaan", 
who, descending from the air, settle in the north of the 
country. As the Firbolgs who had previously settled in 
the south, do not agree to a partition of the country, a 
four days' fight breaks out between the Danaan and Firbolgs; 
after its concluding victory the Danaan take posession 
•of Teamhair (Tara, Co. Meath), while the Firbolgs have to 
confine themselves to Connacht. "And from this time it 
(i.e.Teamhair) was above all places for its king was the 
High King over all Ireland".* The Fomors too, the eternal 
enemies of the country which has been tributary to them 
for a long time - an extremely dangerous and wicked race 
of "Untermenschen" ("dreadful they were to look at, and 
maimed, having but one foot or one hand"^) are beaten by 
Lugh of the Long Hand in a great battle, through which
* GFTÆ, 7.See Lord JJunsany : "Tara, whither all the races came 
that conquered Ireland", (B,r/ IRELAND, ( 1937) p,19)
 ^ GFM,8
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the Danaan achieve unrestricted power. How long this power 
lasted the legend does not state definitely: "It is likely 
it was a long time they had it, i.e. the sway over Ire­
land" .' Eventually the Danaan are beaten in the great 
battle of Tailltin by the Gaels who come from the south, 
and driven out of the country.
In this legend of the varied fates of the country 
the "poeiB of Ireland" also like to see an explanation for 
the three most important character types of the inhabitants. 
"Every brave man, good at fighting, and every man that
could do great deeds and not be making much talk about them,
ivu
was of the sons of the Gaels; and every skillful man^had 
music and that had enchantment secretly was of the Tuatha
de Danaan. But they put a bad name on the Firbolgs ....
for lies and for big talk and injustice.
The report of the struggle for the country 
described in books I to III is followed in books IV to V 
by a number of accounts varying in length, whose chief 
figures are the immortal gods of the Danaan, "that never 
change and never die", whereas the Gaels "whither and
' GEM, 63 
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fade away" / Fight, hatred, jealousy and love are the chief 
agents throughout these myths which are woven round tBae 
figures of Bodb Deargh, The Dagda, Angus Og, Manannan and 
other gods. ^
The second part of the book comprises those 
stories which are grouped round Finn and his knights, the 
Fianna, Lady Gregory tells us of Finn's birth and youth, 
of his duties and task and those of the Fianna. "They had 
to hinder the strangers and robbers from beyond the seas, 
and every bad king from ÿomÿ^ing into Ireland"^ : she 
describe# their deeds and recites with special warmth the 
tragic story of Diarmuid, who is led to disloyalty towards 
his master because of Grania, a crime he is to repent 
bitterly. But even the might and splendour of Finn and his 
knights are doomed to destruction; in the battle of Gabhra 
the last knights of the Fianna are defeated by the High 
King of Ireland. Some of them still live on in the legends. 
Oisin (Macpherson's Ossian) follows Niamah, the daughter 
of the king, into the "Country of the Young". Finn's fate
i G.F.M. 77
 ^ G.F.M. 170
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is not precisely stated. "There are some say he died by
the hands of a fisherman..... and there are some say he
»
never died but is alive in some place yet".*
On comparing Lady Gregory's stories with 
those of the former writers we at once notice fundamental 
differences. O'Grady's books "THE COMING OF CUO|ULAIN"
"IN THE GATES OF THE NORTH" / "THE TRIUMPH AND PASSING OF 
CUCULAIN" % and "FINN AND HIS COMPANIONS"-^treat the same 
subject matter. Yet while Lady Gregory's accounts are 
full of events and dramatic action, detailpainting and 
descriptive passages prevail in o'Grady's rendering of 
She same material. He deals with the subject quite freely. 
He links certain events closer together, drops others, 
fills in new ones. He describes the outward appearance 
of his heroes and heroines, their dresses, fondly dwells 
on the description of meetings and feafets, relates what 
the people looked like, their way of speaking etc. But 
you never know how far these descriptions follow the ori­
ginal, whereas with Lady Gregory you always know where you 
are. You do not come into closer contact with his heroes
' G.F.M. 455
 ^ "THE COMING OB CUCULAIN" (1880)
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though even small characteristic features are reported.
As mentioned above, P.W.Joyce was the direct 
forerunner of Lady Gregory. It is interesting to consider, 
then, why his book did not become so popular. I belief the 
chief reason was that it does not give a wellplanned re­
telling, but just treats some few of the old sagas, like 
"THE FATE OF THE CHILDREN OF LIR", "THE FATE OF THE 
CHILDREN OF TURENN", "THE VOYAGE OF MAILDUN" etc., and 
does not i^ uite succeed in conveying a vivid impression 
of the gods and heroes of the Fianna. After having read 
Lady Gregory's books you seem to be on quite good terms 
with all her heroes, you seem to know them w e d , you 
even like them to a certain extent. You do not get this 
out of Joyce's books. Besides, his translation nowadays 
seems rather old-fashioned. However, on the whole, it 
was quite a good book for its time and, no doubt, the 
intentions of the author were praisworthy.
Eleanor Hull's work "THE CÜCHULLIN SAGA IN 
IRISH LITERATURE" which appeared in 1898, four years before 
Lady Gregory's "CUCHULAIN OF MUIRTHEMNE", has been great­
ly praised both by critics and Irish poets. And rightly
Hit deserves théæ universal acknowledgments. It contains 
an elaborate introduction on the literary qualities of the 
saga, on its mythology and its historical aspects. But it 
is a scholarly work, with many notes and references which 
are of much importance for every student of ancient Irish 
literature, but greatly impair the pleasure of the reader 
and prevented the book from being popular.
Lady Gregory's two sagas were favourably 
received by the professional critics and writers. True, 
George Moore condemned the "ancient method pursued"(, 
by which her version of the sagas were produced an the 
"scissors and paste principle" and Clark himself envisages 
dangers in her arbitrary method. Others maintain that 
"the monotony and art ificialty of the idiomatic style 
deprived the old epics of their virile nobility"A But 
not even these critics dare deny "the popular value of 
such books".^
Krans, on the other hand, calls them "books 
that can be praised without reserve". But above all, it 
is Yeats himself who sees in these books an Irish counter-
f See T.M.Clark, "THE IRISH LITERARY MOVEMENT", Englische
Studien, July 1915
Boyd: Contemporary Drama of Ireland, p.125.
/ lb,, p.125.
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part to the Nobelungenlied and Morte d'Arthur. In the 
'CUCHjLAiiv OF mui>TH6N\v£ 
preface to "GBT" he chooses dithyrambic words, introducing
the collection with this sentence: "I think this book is
the best book which has ever come out of Ireland". And
% OT)SAkl F/^ KTINC M E . K *
towards the end of the preface to he finds adver­
tising such a book as superfluous as "the ffiolish sound 
of churchbells from the tower of a church when every pew 
is full".
Much more interesting, however, is the reception 
these books were given by the general public. For here
tu
must be said that they caused tîæ regular stir among 
readers of all kind0. This, on first sight, seems somewhatT; *
unexpected. We must ask therefore, whether the merits of 
these books were such as to justify their apparent 
success, or, if perhaps some other reason must account 
for this. Both may be said to be true. For Lady Gregory's 
books have special qualities distinguishing them from the 
former retellings of the stories. She had managed to steer 
a middle course between scholars like Hayes o'Grady and 
poets like James o'Grady. True, she did translate the old 
texts ; but her remarks in the above quoted apology must 
not induce us to underrate her creative part in rendering
1)8
them. Those remarks are only meant to emphasize her ab­
solute adherence to the original. It certainly would be 
wrong to see in Lady Gregory only the conscientious trans­
lator, or at best, industrious compiler of the legends. 
Without the love and devotion Lady gregory gives to the 
studies of the Irish sagas; without the attentive, sharpened 
and trained ear^ she turns to the tellers of stories and 
legends on her numerous walks through the country; and, 
last not least^ without the poetic and linguistic ability 
to shane and retell the oral tradition and the translated 
text, these legends would not have that fresh, vivid and, 
at the same time, simple mode of relating, which distin­
guishes them/
Again, the ordinary translations, though as 
philological works they rank much higher than hers, did 
not succeed in popularising the old stories. They lacked 
that personal force and imaginative power which emanated 
from Lady Gregory's personality, I^  for my part, believe 
that Lady Gregory's "KILTARTANSSE" greatly increases the 
charm of these books, as it seems to have been most 
appropriately chosen for the talks of theye heroes, thus
* Cf. the remarks in Joyce's nreface.
adding a special flavour to the old sagas. That Lady 
Gregory had interpreted the legends completely from this 
point of view also becomes obvious in the words of Yeats
in "DRAMATIS PERSONAE"., "....... I can see that they
(i.e. "CUCHULAIN OF I\OUIRTHEMNE" and "GODS AND FIGHTING MN" ) 
were made possible by her past; semi-feudal Roxborough, 
her inherited sense of caste, her knowledge of that top 
of the world where men and women are valued for their 
manhood and charm, not for t>^ eir opinions; her long study 
of Scottish ballads, of Percy s Relics, of^Morte d Arthur".
At the same time another thing had happened 
which had prepared thè ground for Lady Gregory's books.
The whole atmosphere had become favourable to endeavous 
of this kind. Thés was the effect of the work of the 
Gaelic Movement which had drawn the attention of writers 
and readers alike to the rich treasures as yet undiscovered 
of Irish literature and language, A few isolated attempts 
had been made before to counteract^the tendency, growing 
among the Irish, to look towards England for their spirit
' D.P. 74
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$ual masters and forget their own tradition. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century the "Gaelic Society"
had been formed in Dublin. Later the "Iberno-Celtic Society" 
«
was established, where Edward O'Reilly, the compiler of 
a famous dictionary, played a leading part. Dr. George 
Petrie and J.H. Todd formed the "Irish Archeological So­
ciety". In 1846 o'Daly founded the "Celtic Society". The 
"Ossianic Society" and the "Society for the Preservation 
of the Irish Language" (1876) began pub 1 ieh fragments 
of the old literature. The latter, however, did not 
confine its activities to the written word. It also 
edited a number of primers, published some texts, and 
in 1878 obtained a place for the language on the programme 
of tbe national schools. Some of the members- of this 
society separated and created the "Gaelic Union" with 
its periodical, the "Gaelic Journal#. In a way these last 
two societies may be called forerunners to the most im­
portant and successful of them all, the "Gaelic League", 
which was founded on the 31rst of July 1893. The first 
meeting was attended by nine persons only. In the beginning 
the League also published a number of literary pieces.
but was always particularly interested in the preservation 
of the spoken language. It drew the attention of the ge­
neral public to the appalling decrease in the number of 
Irish-speaking people, which was partly due to the fact, 
that it was just these people who emigrated to America, 
while t^ose who stayed in the country were far too often 
ashamed of using the vernacular. The Gaelic League did 
excellent work to counteract these influences. They empha­
sised the fact that the nation had to preserve its national 
inheritance, that the preservation of the language was 
essential for the preservation of the nation. Meetings 
were held once a week in Dublin, later on even in London; 
branches were opened all over the country.
As soon as people became interested in the 
work of the League, they kept to it and tréed to "live up" 
to its ideals; they strove to learn Irish, even when they 
were no longer young enough for learning a difficult 
language, or had not much spare time; all this they did 
in order to be better able to appreciate their own Irish 
culture. The French historian Paul-Dubois gives a charac­
teristic picture of these meetings. "Mais ce qui frappe le
14%
plus vivement le visiteur étranger, c'est d'assister à 
quelque "classe" irlandaise de la Ligue, dans un quartier 
pauvre de Dublin, voir même de Londres, c'est de voir 
l'enthousiasme sérieux, profond et communàcàtif de tous 
ces hommes réunis dans cette salle mal éclairée, jeunes 
et vieux, employée pour la plupart, ou petits artisans,
- avec ça et là, quelques"intellectuels",- à qui l'idée 
d'apprendre quoi que ce soit, et surtout une langue autre 
que l'anglais, ne serait sans doute jamais yenue en 
d'autres temps,
The first president of the League was 
Dr. Douglas Hyde whose name was repeatedly mentioned 
above. A parson's son from Roscommon, he had been brfought 
up on the shores of Lough Gara. From early childhood he 
he had been interested in the Irish language and had had 
intercourse with a large number of Irish-speaking people. 
The Vice-president of the League was Dr. Foin Mac Neill, 
the author of "PHASES OF IRISH HISTORY", "CELTIC IRELAND", 
"CELTIC RELIGION", who was the founder of modern Irish 
genealogical studies. In this connection also Father 
Eugene o'Growng^y (1863-1899) must be mentioned whose book
* Paul-Dubois, L'irlande contempo’kine et la question ir­
landaise, (1907) p.392.
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’*EASY LESSONS IN IRISH” became the primer of almost every 
beginner in Irish.
In the course of years other Societies sprang 
up, chief amongst them the "Southwark Irish Literary Club”, 
founded 1883 in London, with Yeats, Katherine Tynan, John 
Todhunter on its list of members. The ”Pan Celtic Society” 
followed in 1888, and the "Irish Text Society” in 1900.
The knowledge of Irish made quick pr^ogress. At the National 
University which was founded in 1909, a certain amount of 
Irish was required for matriculation. At l#ast, the coming 
of the Irish Free State made of the Irish language the 
most important of all national symbols, carrying its use 
into every quarter of public and private life.
It is, however, not within the scope of this 
paper to give an historical account of this development, 
not am I to enter into the pros and cons regarding the 
Gaelic League and the problem of the spoken language, I 
am solely concerned with it because of its influence on 
Lady Gregory and because of the way in which it prepared 
the public mind for the reception of her books. The in­
fluence of the Gaelic Movement on Lady Gregory must not be
• 1^4
underrated. It was told in another chapter how little of 
almost nothing Lady Grggory had known of Irish affairs in 
her youth. For the "romantic love" to her country, of which 
Lady Gregory talks in the notes to "THE KILTARTAN HISTORY 
BOOK", must not he taken too seriously. This is a stage 
nearly every young per^son passes through. It is, however, 
interesting to see that she had wanted for a very long 
time to learn Irish. Her attempts had been frustrated so 
far and she did not begin to do it properly, until her son 
wanted to learn Irish and both set to work together, 
using an Irish Bible, a present of Edward Martyn, and 
o'Growney's Grammar. %e n Lady Gregory had become more 
interested in Irish affairs, she looked them in news­
papers, periodicals and similar places. All this was fun­
damentally changed when the Gaelic League was founded.
"I was becoming confions of a world close to me and that 
I had been ignorant of. It was not now in the corners of 
newspapers I looked for poetic emotion, not even to the 
singers in the streets. It was among farmers and potato 
diggers and old men in workhouses and beggars at my own 
door that I found what was beyond these and yet farther
beyond the drawing-room poet (Thomas Moore) of my child­
hood in the expression of love, and grief, and the passion 
of parting, that are the disclosure of the individual 
soul".*
The ideas of the Gaelic League and the growing 
friendship with its leader - Dr. Hyde frequently came to 
Coole; Lady Gregory made the scenario for some of his plays 
and translated his short plays.into English - together 
with a deep appreciation of the man and poet turned Lady 
Gregory from the pseudo-Irish attitude to where her real 
force was hidden: to go to the people and listen and
watch their ways, to learn from their instinctive and in­
born talent for story-telling which was handed down 
to them from the old druids, bards and shanachies ; not to 
look for foreign masters but to find strength and power 
in one's own soil and culture.
Of such kind was the influence the Gaelic League 
had exercised on Lady Gregory. And as to its influence on 
the Irish population: it had made Irish people once more 
conÿ;ious of its past, at the same time making them conscious 
of the lack of books which retold the old stories, Simul-
' Notes to "THE KILBAETAN HISTORY BOOK".
taneousl^r England and other countries had hecome^of Ireland, 
of its own specific culture. Lady Gregory's bools appeared 
just at the right moment and, as so frequently happens, 
people took to the latest books on this subject, preferring 
the book by an author who at the same time became well 
known in the newly founded Irish dramatic movement. There­
fore it was not only literary value but also luck as to the 
date of publication which account for Lady Gregory's 
success. The feeling towards books of this kind was be­
coming more favourable than it had ever been before. AE 
says about o'Grady: "I was at the time like many others 
who were bereaved of the history of their race. It was 
the memory of race which rose up within me as I read, 
and I felt exalted as one who learns that he is among the 
children of kings.... It was he who made me proud and 
coiÿ)ious of my country and recalled my mind that might 
have wandered otherwise over too vague a field of thought, 
to think of the earth under my feet and the children of 
our common mother"This may be true in the special case
Paper written by AE. for a memoir published in 19?5* 
Cf. S.Gwynn: Irish Literature and Drama in the English 
language. (1956) p.124 seq.
of AE. But even with a higher degree of truth it might 
be said of people who read Lady Gregory and felt just the 
same. Weygandt recalls the "revelation" Lady Gregory's 
bojDks had been to America where the books of o'Grady and 
Joyce were little known and who got to know the Irish 
legends through the medium of Lady Gregory's books. The 
same may be sai&of the English reading public.
In the succeeding years other writers emu­
lating Lady Gregory's example treated the old legends in 
prose narratives. Though none of them gives an ordered 
retelling similar to hers, they all are unmistakably, 
influenced by her in their choice of simple, every-day 
language of the more familiar type as well as in their 
obvious endeavours to popularise the old stories. Stories 
which are told among the Irish peasants are put down. 
Sometimes these later publications are distinctly per­
suing didactic tendencies. "I would like to think, too, 
that in these old stories you will find something more 
than mere adventure or enchantment, for I would have you 
see in them a record of some qualities which the heroes 
of ancient times hold to be of far greater worth than
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anything else....".' The two most important among these 
later publications are "CELTIC WONDER-TALES"^ by Ella 
Young and "HEROES OF THE DAWN"^ by Vio&et Russel, the wife 
of AE.
• Apart from their intrinsic value/i and the 
beneficent influence they have exercised on later collec­
tors, Lady Gregory's books of sagas would have been justi­
fied for ho other reason than that they made Yeats write 
plays like "DEIDRE" or "ON BAILS*"s STRAND". Besides, Synge 
as well as all the writers of Deidre-plays, like 
-^ e^rbert Trench, James Stephens, are highly indebted to 
Lady Gregory. This, however, is not the place to go into 
the details of this question, as I was chiefly concerned 
with the part played by Lady Gregory in the effective 
revival of the past, by which the old sagas were made once 
more the living property of a great nation.
A number of books, less important in themselves 
and as sources for the poetic work of other writers show 
that Lady Gregory's interest in Irish folk-lore was never- 
flagging. During the preparation of the collection of
* Dedication to Brian and Diarmuid in "HEROES OF THE DA7/N" 
by Violet Russel,
■ I "CELTIC WONDERTALES" (1910)
’ "HEROES OF THE DAWN" (1913)
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heroic tales she is constantly making excursions along 
some of the side-paths in the vast garden of Irish folk-r 
lore. In the course of these enterprises her way of working 
underwent certain changes. While in the two main collections 
the exclusiveness of the written tradition finds its ex­
planation in the very nature of the subject, the books 
now under .discussion contain the strands of oral and 
written tradition, neatly interwoven. A hundred years 
before, the Brüder Grimm had collected their famous "Kinder- 
und Hausmarchen" on their tours of the country, inducing 
people who were known as good story-tellers to relate 
them stories passed on for many generations, than faith­
fully reproducing the accounts. In this way they made their 
fairy-tales a genuine treasure and a living possession 
of the whole nation^ as they had told the stories in a 
manner that appealed to the great majority of the people, 
making them to the German nation something of a "Worldly 
Bible", a name given by Goethe to the Reinecke Fucks 
epics.
Lady Gregory followed their lead, either on 
purpose or instinctively. "Every night she wrote out what
Iso
we had heard in the dialect of the cottages. She wrote, 
if my memory does not deceive me, two thousand words,...'" 
This method accounts for much of the intuitive vividness 
of the representation.
The first among these is the book "POETS 
AND DREAïîERS",^ which merely contains a number of trans­
lations from the Irish. She gives the English version 
of some old ballads and reports on the life of Raftery - 
(a wandering poet of the nineteenth century), adding a 
few specimens of his poetry. She discussed the activities 
of Dr. Hyde and publishes her translations of four of his 
short plays for whose scenario Lady Gregory is partly 
responsible, as was mentioned above. Eairy-tales, told 
by occupants of workhouse wards are retold in "UORKHOUSE 
DREM'IS". In some of these tales we hit upon the same 
motifî, as in Irish heroic sagas, others show a striking 
resemblance to some German fairy-tales. Several of these 
motifs are made use of in other works of Lady Gregory.
In 1907 the collection of legends "A BOOK
‘ Ye^ CroD.P. 18
 ^ "POETS AND DREAMERS" (1905)
3 "The Twisting of the Rope", "THE IJARRIAGE", "THE LOST 
SAINT" "THE NATIVITY".
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OF SAINTS AND WONDERS, PUT D O m  HERE ..... ACCORDING TO
THE OLD miTINGS AND THE MEMORY OF THE POEPLE OF IRELAND" 
was published. It tells of the life and the miraculous deeds 
of St. Brigitta, of Columcille, of St. Patrick, "The bush 
among them" (i.e. the saints among the Gaels), of Mae1dune, 
the son of a "great man of the Aryans* and his travels, 
and of various other holy men and women.
Here, too. Lady Gregory translated Irish 
texts into English and readily accepts other people^'s 
propositions of "making my own translation as far as my 
scholarship goes"*, and when it fails, taking the meaning 
given by better scholars. But the subtitle of the book 
stresses the importance of her second source, of oral tra­
dition, more than before. Lady Gregory expounds this in 
her notes; "I am grateful to those men and women I have 
met in workhouses or on roadsides, or by the hearth, who 
have kept in mind through many years the great wonders 
done among the children of the Gael".
"THE KILTARTAN HISTORY BOOK" Is a collection
I
"A BOOK OF SAINTS AND WONDSRS", p.211, literally the same 
, as her remark in the notes to G.F.M., p.461
 ^ First published in 1909, enlarged in 1926.
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of sayings, reflections and anecdotes which were told Lady 
Gregory by beggars, pipers and tramps, mostly in Co. Kilt#?, 
tan. We hear of the Fianna and its heroes; of St.Patrick; 
of the stonemason and smith Goban; then of personages like 
Elizabeth, Cromwell and the Stuarts whose memory is still 
alive in Ireland. The time of the Catholic emancipation 
is touched upon and anecdotes from Emmett and o'connell 
till Parnell are related. Descriptions of the great Famine 
and CholerfiL follow, as well as remarks on Queen Victoria, 
the Crimean and Boer Wars. Reflections on the Great War 
and the "Kaiser" conclude the little book. A collection 
of "Broadsheet Ballads", dating from the times of the 
Stuarts and leading uu to 1921, as they were sung in fairs, 
is appended.
In her notes Lady Gregory reflects on the 
reception given to the book. "The little book was liked;
I have always claimed the right to praise it because there 
is not in it one word of my own; all comes from the lips 
of the people; Sir John Rhys spoke of it as a model for 
all future histories and has not much of Plutarch come 
from the same source?"
I S3
The following specimen may illustrate the charming 
naive style of the "KILTARTAN HISTORY BOOK",
GRANIA; "Finn had more wisdom than all the men of the world, 
but he wasn't wise enough to put a bar on Grania. It was 
huts with big stones Grania made, that are called crom­
lechs now. She and Diarmuid made them when they went away 
in the wilderness. Many would tell you Grania slept under 
the cromlechs, but I don't believe that, and she a king's 
daughter. And I don't believe she was handsome either:
If she was, why would she have run away?"
A somewhat advanced method of retelling may be 
detected in "THE KILTSRTAIî WONDER BOOK"', though choosing 
the same way for securing the oral tradition, she adds notes 
containing exact data as to when and by whom the stories 
had been told her, for "folk-lorists in these days are 
expected to be as exact as workers at any other science." 
Motifs similar to those handled in "THE IMAGE", "THE GOLDEN 
APPLE", "THE DRAGON", are met with. Unlike the above books 
"THE KILTARTAN POETRY BOOK"'^ contains nothing hut prose
' "THE KILTARTAN WONDER BOOK" (1910). '
^ "THE KILTARTAN POETRY BOOK" (1919).
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renderings from the Irish; most mf its contents had been 
previously printed in "GODS AND FIGHTING MEN", "CUCHULAIN 
OF MUIRTHEMNE"^ "/4 BOOK OF S A h / j )  ",
After having cultivated the fieldd of legend 
and saga which yielded so rich a harvest. Lady Gregory at 
last turned to the wide sphere of the supernatural in 
"VISIONS AND BELIEFS IN THE ;ffiST OF IRELAND"'. The two 
volumes contain detailed reports of country people on 
strange events which they profess to have witnessed; in 
many of them the sea plays a dominant part. We hear of the 
consequences of the "evil sight"; of people who are "away" 
in a trance, who are even transported to a distant country; 
of witches with healing herbs, and women experienced in 
curing various ailments; of unknown treasures ; of strange 
premonitions; of souls finding no rest; of ghosts, trans­
formed animals etc.
While Lady Gregory, true chronicler that she 
is, confines herself to the collection and publication 
of these beliefs and traditions, W.B. Yeats discourses on
' "VISIONS AND BELIEFS IN TEE VEST OF IRELAND" (1920)
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them in "WITCHES AND WIZARDS AND IRISH FOLK-LORE", 
"SWEDENBORCj^ MEDIUMS, AND THE DESOLATE PLACES", both in 
the Appendix to "VISIONS AND BELIEFS", besides in "DRAMA­
TIS PERSONAE" and in one of his last plays, "THE WORDS 
UPON THE WINDOW PANE".
The picture of the Irish population, so 
successfully drawn by Lady Gregory in her other works is 
charmingly completed and rounded up in her dishing up 
the "small fry" of Irish folk-lore. Even the most signi­
ficant traits reported in these books testify to the same 
extraordinary simplicity and imaginative power of her 
countrymen, that we have encountered in‘the plays.
am
È:
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CHAPTER VI 
LADY GREGORY AND W.B. YEATS
Before dealing with the common work of W.B. 
Yeats and Lady Gregory and before speaking of the stimulas 
given to W.B.Ywats by Lady Gregory's epics, it seems 
appropriate to say a few words on the personal relations 
that existed between the two writers. Their common work 
for the Irish theatre has been surveyed in the second 
chapter. Beyond and above all that. Lady Gregory achieved 
an aim* for which every friend of Irish literature must 
be trufly grateful to her. She never lost her lively inter­
est in his career and she always exercised considerable 
influence on his writings. In view of the strong persona­
lity of Yeats one could easily be led to the wrong con­
clusion that it has always been he who gave. W.B. Yeats 
has most decisively influenced her opinion as well as her 
creative work, as was repeatedly pointed out before. But
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on no account must those gifts be underrate^,which Lady 
Gregory placed at the disposal of her great friend.
Apart from the spiritual stimulus given him 
through her friendship, his annual stay at Coole which 
brought him into closer touch with the rural population, 
greatly influenced W.B. Yeats' poetic work. Besides, she 
looks after his personal welfare; she offers him financial 
help, and when Yeats is about to refuse it, she converts 
him by the following reflection: "You must , take this money. 
You should give up journalism. The only wrong act that 
matters is not doing one's best workV'Yeats observes:
"She had that test for everyone. We were all like packets 
of herbs, each with its special quality."» IThen after his 
first lecturing tour in America 1905/4 he wishes to re­
turn the loan to her, she insists on his keeping it. "Not 
until I think you have enough money to feel independent".* 
Such are her objects: to free him of all every-day trouble, 
so that he may fully devote himself to his work.
The same motive is apparent in her careful con­
sideration for his comfort and convenience during his
' D.P.26
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visits to Coole. George Moorw spraks of her moving and 
motherly attention to his needs: "I (George Moore) looked 
round, thinking that perhaps life at Coole was arranged 
primarily to give him (Yeats) an opportunity of writing 
poems. As if she had read my thoughts. Lady Gregory led me 
into the drawing-room, and showed me the table at which 
he wrote, and I admired the clean pens, the fresh ink 
and the spotless blotter; these were her special care 
every morning."* Again: "We returned to the play after 
lunch, and continued until nearly seven o'clock, too long 
a day for Yeats, who was not so strong as he is now, and 
Lady Gregory wrote to me, saying that I must be careful 
not to overwork him, and that it would be well not to let 
him go more than two hours without food - a glass of milk, 
or, better still, a cup of beef-tea in the forenoon, and 
half an hour after lunch he was to have a glass of sherry 
and a biscuit."
Apart from what W.B. Yeats was to Lady 
Gregory, it is we who ought to be grateful to her for draw 
jing a picture of her friend in "OUR IRISH THEATRE". This
i "Hail and Farewell"(1911-1919) 1.254.
^ "Hail and Farewell"
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does much to throw an interesting light on some of the 
more intimate sides of his character that must have re­
mained hidden to all but his closest associates. She tells 
us a lot about him and illustrates her lively account 
with numerous quotations from his letters. In its simple 
and unpretentious way, so characteristic of Lady Gregory, 
it seems to bring us nearer the truth and to give a more 
reliable picture than we get from George Moore's report 
in "HAIL AND FAEE’^fELL"jjBoth Lady Gregory and W.B. Yeats 
are fully aware of the importance of this friendship. In 
the course of a conversation with George Moore Lady Gregory 
mentions "THE WIND MTONG THE REEDS" of Yeats, adding:
"The volume was finished here last ydar; ét would never 
have been finished if I had not asked him to Coole, and 
though we live in an ungrateful world, I think somebody 
will throw a kind word after me some day, if for nothing 
else, for "THE WIND AMONG THE REEDS".' W.B. YeatsjÜ in 
his■retrospective lines of 1956, says: "Because of these 
summers, because of that money, I was able through the
"HAIL AND FAREWELL", I
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greater part of my working life' to write without thought 
of anything hut the beauty or the utility of what I wrote," 
Nowhere, however, has he given a better and 
more moving expression to his sentiments than in his speech 
at Stockholm: "I am speaking without notes and the imaged 
of old fellowworkers come upon me as if they were present, 
above all of the embittered life and death of one, and 
of another's laborious, solitary age, and I say, "When 
your king gave me medal and diploma, two forms should 
have stood, one at either side of me, an old woman, sinking 
into the infirmity of age and a young man's ghost, I think 
when Lady Gregory's name and John Synge's name are spoken 
by future generations, my name, if remembered, will come 
u p ^  in the talk, and if ray name is spoken first their 
name will come in their turn because of the years we worked
together. I think that both had been well pleased to have
stood beside me at the great reception at your palace, 
for their work and mine has delighted in history and tra­
dition!" I think as I speak thîstwords of how deep down 
we have gone, below all that is individual, modern and 
restless, seeking foundations for an Ireland that can only
come into existence in a Europe that is still but a dream."'
' D.P.171
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a) Plays written in collaboration.
Lady Gregory must have been an ideal companion 
to work with, because of her capacity to sense instinc­
tively the intentions and ideas of aji congenial mind.
This collaboration began with some kind of subordinate 
clerical work and gradually developed into a literary 
partnership. It was also the starting point of her own 
independant creative work: "I began by writing bits of 
dialogue when wanted, Mr. Yeats msed to dictate parts of 
"DIARRÎQID AND GRANIA" to me and I would suggest a sentence 
here and there. Then I, as well as another, helped to 
fill spaces in "WHERE THERE IS NOTHING",., and I worked as 
well at the plot and the construction of some the poetic 
plays, especially "THE KING'S THRESHOLD" and "DEIDRE"." ' 
Yêats and Lady Gregory never wanted to draw a distinct line 
as to their respective shares in their common achievements. 
It is only in one of the plays, that is "THE UNICORN FROM 
THE STARS" that Lady Gregory's name is given on the title- 
page. Apart from this we have nothing but Lady Gregory's 
report in "OUR IRISH THEATRE" and Yeats' remark in the
r
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aPreface to "COLLECTED PLAYS" 1934. "In "PLAYS" and "PLAYS 
AND C0NTB0VPRSIES" I have explained my indebtedness to 
Lady Gregory. If I could have persuaded her, she would 
have signed "THE UNICORN FROM THE STARS" her share in it 
is so great. She had generally some part wherever there 
is dialect and often where there is not."
From these remarks may be inferred that 
neither Lady Gregory nor Yeats cared to ascertain the 
actual share in their work. This attitude makes it all 
the more difficult to define Lady Gregory's part in their 
collaboration. In my opinion nowhere but in "THE POT OF 
BROTH" are we able clearly to recognize Lady Gregory's 
hand, as in conception and execution this play is strongly 
related to Lady Gregory's one-act plays. The idea that a 
tramp makes a woman think he has a magic-working stone 
with which he can make broth; that the woman believes it 
and gets so infatuated by the loquacious man - loquacity 
being a well-known trait of all of Lady Gregory's charac­
ters - that she does not notice his using all the ingredients 
lying about in the kitchen : this idea and the characteri­
sation move along the same lines as Lady Gregory's one-act
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plays and their matter-of-fact atmosphere is far/from the 
dreamy remoteness of most of W.B. Yeats' earlier plays.
The relative value of "WHERE THERE IS 
NOTHING" and "THE UNICORN FROM THE STARS" has been thorough­
ly examined by various authors. This makes it superfluous 
to enter into this here, nor into the assessment of Lady 
Gregory's share in them. I should like, however, to point  ^
out that in the later version where Lady Gregory's hand 
is said to be more clearly recognizable we feel strongly 
reminded of her own plays such as "SHANTLILLA" or "DAVE". 
Here and there we find the same discrepancy between the 
characters, the ideas they are meant to express and their 
surroundings. We feel the premisses are not the right ones, 
that the characters are not the proper vehicles for the 
ideas they carry out. Yet I think that Martin Hearne 
with his in/terest in and devotion to religious things 
explained by his previous stay in a French convent is 
more likely to undergo a transformation of this kind than 
Paul Ruttledge. Paul's transformatian is a revolt against 
social standards and conventions, such as we find in 
Ibsen and the naturalistic epoof\,of the nineties.
As regards "CATHLEEN NI HOULIHAN" I confess I have no clue 
whatever for a closer definition of Lady Gregory's part 
in it.
b) Lady Gregory's narratives serving as a source
for W.B. Yeats' plays.
In Appendix III, "The. Legendary and 
Mythological Foundation of the Plays" of volume 2 of 
Yeats' "COILECTED WORKS" we find the following remark.
"The greater number of the stories I have used and persons 
I have spoken of, are in Lady Gregory's "GODS AND FIGHTING 
IŒN" and "CUCHULAIN OF miRTHEMNE". If my small Dublin 
audience for poetical drama grows to any size, whether now 
or at some future time, I shall owe it to these two books, 
masterpieces of prose, which can but make the old stories 
as familiar to Irishmen at any rate as are the stories of 
Arthur and his Knights to all readers of books...."
W.B. Yeats is not indebted to his source 
to the same extent in all the plays based on Lady Gregory's 
stories. This indebtedness may be considered almost irre­
levant in "AT THE HAWK'8 WELL"* where the situation when
‘ "AT THE ha w k's TOLL" (1917)
Cuchulain drinks from a well to obtain immortality has 
been freely invented by the poet.
In the heroic farce "THE GREEN HELMET"*, being 
an adaption from "THE GOLDEN HELMET", the poet did not 
succeed in fully conveying go the scene the atmosphere of 
the saga. He combines the two stories of "BRICRIU's FEAST" 
"THE WAR OF WORDS OF THE WOMEN OF ULSTER" and "THE 
CHAMPIONSHIP OF ULSTER". He takes from the former the 
dispute of the women as to their rights of precedence^ 
without, however, accepting the setting of the scene 
(feast). From the various phases of the strife of the 
championship, related in the latter story, he selects the 
last (beheading) . In the annotations to /ÿ(0"THE GOLDEN 
HELTÆET" Yeats observes that he should like to consider 
this play as an introduction to "ON BAILE'S STRAND" ; 
accordingly, it precedes tha latter drama in the "COLLECT 
"fED PLAYS".
Likewise In "THE ONLY JEALOUSY OF EMER"'the 
threads connecting the play with the sagay. are very loose.
I "THE GREEN HELMET" (1910)
1 Of. the quarrel of Kriemhild and Brunhild in the Nibe- 
lungenlied.
3 "THE ONLY JEALOUSY OF EÎSER" (1919)
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Though the literal identity of the title might lead to 
anticipate a closer connection, the very beginning og 
the opening scene;^Cuchulain, who lies lifeless on a 
bed, had fallen into a frenzy after the fight with his 
son-has been taken from another part of the Cuchulain- 
sagaJ Therefore the play has been placed after "ON 
BAILE's STRAND" in the "COLLECTED PLAYS". Eithne Inguba, 
who as one of Cuchulain's former loves* plays only a 
subordinate part in the source, takes the place Fand 
has in the saga. She is asked by Emer to "Call out dear 
secrets till you have touched his heart,/ Till you have 
made him jealous." a motife, freely invented by the poet. 
Emer'8 renunciation of Cuchulain's love in order to save 
his life "I renounce Cuchulain's love for ever" forms 
the chief difference from the source, where, on the 
contrary, Emer succeeds in winning back Cuchulain's love. 
The noble principle of placing the happiness of the be­
loved person above one's own happiness, has been intro­
duced by the poet. Likewise new is the distinction between
‘ "THE ONLY SON OF AOIFE"
U]
"FIGURE OF CUCHULAIN" and "GHOST OF CUCHULAIN" which 
might have resulted from his studies of Blake's philo­
sophy, together with the appearance of the mysterious 
"WOI\ltlN OF THE SIDHE", under whose influence "THE GHOST 
OF CUCHULAIN" regains speech - a motif used by the saga 
in another connection- and loses his memory : "Nothing 
but beauty can remain". This motif seems to have been 
suggested by the "Drink of Forgetfulness" in the saga, 
through which Cuchulain forgets Fand and Emer disclaims 
her jealousy.
W.B. Yeats' drama "THE SHADOW WATERS"' 
dedicated to Lady Gregory, does not follow her version 
of the saga. It is one of those plays, which, according 
to Yeats' notes in Appendix III, were written before the 
publication of Lady Gregory's collection. "I took the 
Aengus and Edain of "THE SHADOWY WATERS" from poor tranS' 
lations of the various Aengus stories, which, new trans­
lated by Lady Gregory, make up so much of what is most 
beautiful in both her books."
' "THE SHADOl'fY WATERS", {1900, Acting Version 1911)
Much morejinteresting is the relation between the 
source and the next two plays, "ON BAILE'S STRAND" and 
"DEIDRE". "ON BAILEES STRAKfD" * W.B.Yeats has based upon 
the story of "THE ONLY SON OE AOIES" in "CUGHULAIN OF 
HîUIRTHEliîNE", which, however, he has used and altered with 
considerable liberty. The underlying theme of the play - 
a father kills his unknown son in a fierce fight and is 
told the truth too late - which bea^  a striking ressemblance 
with the "HILDEBRANDSLIED" has, of course, remained un­
changed. A fool and a blind man, figures of Yeats' own 
imagination serve - as in the ancient tragedy - to expose 
the plot and to open the king's eyes after the catastrophe; 
while in the Guchulainsaga the king hears the terrible 
news from the very lips of his dying son. The blind man 
seeing nothing but knowing the more could avert the tragic 
outcome, but for avaricious reasons he keeps silent. 
Besides, two new motifs have been introduced by the author: 
the dynastic antagonism between Gonchubar and Guchulain, 
and the letter's longing for a son. It is a favourite 
attitude of the sagas, to leave the fate of a great man
’ "ON BAILS'S STRAND" (1904)
undecided, inferring his living on eternally.# This had,
of course, to he discarded as perfectly unsuitable for
dramatic purposes. Accordingly, the hero is killed in
fighting the waves, a theme suggested by "CUCHULilN OF
MUIRTHEME" ^  The concluding scene corresponding to the 
introduction, has an ironic touch: the fool and the]z( blind
man taking advantage of the general confusion, start
robbing and stealing.
"DEIDRE"^ which may be given the highest 
rank among W.B. Yeats' plays, has been based upon "THE 
FATE OF THE SONS OF USNACH" in "CHGHHLAIN OF OTIRTffiCîiiNE". 
The earlier Version A was combined by Lady Gregory with 
p later Version B, both giving a lengthy and detailed 
account of Deidre's life in the traditional manner of the 
epics ,describing antecedents, prophecy as to the future 
fate of the child, birth, youth, encounter with Gonchubar, 
love of Naoise, exile, return and death. Yeats chores only 
the last two phases which obviously offer the most fruit­
ful dramatic possibilities: the return of Naoise and Deidre
' Of. Notes to "THE DELIVERER" 
) C.M. 319 
 ^ "DEIDRE" (191?)
i]0
into Cochubar's country. Through this restriction the' 
play receives the character of a tragic analysis, thus 
placing itself close to the Greek tragedies. This relation­
ship is emphasised by the figures of three wandering musi­
cians in the function of the ancient chorus. They expose 
the plot and inform the heroine as well as the audience 
about Deidre's future fate. Contrary to J.M. Synge, the 
poet dismisses the Schicksalsmotiv, so essential to the 
ancient tragedy, though it is clearly indicated in the 
saga. The numerous pressentiments expressed by Deidre in 
the saga are repeated and serve to characterise the some­
what colourless and vague description of Deidre in the
saga. Her passionate attitude makes even so staunch a
te-
supporter as Fergus waver in his faith^the king. The rich 
cast of the saga is considerably reduced for dramatic 
purposes. Naoise's brothers and Fergus' sons have been 
left out. Fergus is considerably older than in the saga.
He is present at the exiles return to Emain Macha, wÿile 
in the saga he is kept away by a feast. But in the de­
ciding moment he is not on the stage either. In the saga 
two persons are sent out^ to report to the king, whether
Deidre is still in possess.on of her beauty. In the play 
the king meets Deidre face to face, and this, of course, 
is much more impressive than the report of messengers.
The chess-party, mentioned in the saga, is given a sym­
bolic meaning by connectiSS the chessTboard to some 
"wild old sorrowful tale". A certain resemblance with the 
"tragic instrument" of the Schicksalstragodie may be 
detected here. In §he saga Deidre dies at the seashore, 
while in the play she. kills herself near the body of her 
husband.
Though this is, not the place to discuss the 
relation of J.M. Synge's "DEIDRE OF THE SORROWS" to Lady 
Gregory's version of the saga, a short comparison of 
Yeats' and Synge's play may be inserted here, as most 
appropriately it was Lady Gregory herself, who completed 
Synge's posthumous work. His play shows o n e  funda­
mental difference from Yeats' drama: It is Deidre herself, 
who insists on leaving Scotland, as she is no longer sure 
of Naoise's unchangeable love. Her conversation with Owen 
has awakened doubts in her; besides, she overhears Naoise's 
and Fergus' talk. She had rather die than live and see
I l
herself growing older and Naoise's love to her growing 
colder from day to day. Unlike Yeats, Synge does not evade 
the difficult Schicksalsmotiv. Both the heroine and the 
audiencd know of the prophecy. Deidre does not mind it, 
so long as she is sure of Naoise's love. 'When she begins 
to doubt S^is, shtrealises the portentous importance of 
the prophecy. In the very last moment, on seeing her grave 
in Co^hubar's tent, she tries to dave herself and Naoise 
from certain death. While Yeats' Deidre resorts to jealousy, 
Synge's hooine reviles Naoise with bitter words, so that 
they part in anger. Similar to the saga, Naoise is shy 
and reserved, while Deidre is courting him; Naoisebs 
hesitation is psychologically explained.
Surveying the dramatic versions of the 
sagas, the following are the main distinctions from the 
prose sources: In the place of epic length, countless 
episodes and an abundance of characters, we find in the 
plays a limitation to certain striking situations, stages, 
and prominent characters. These self-imposed restrictions 
of the playwright are founded in the natural divergence 
of the two poetic forms. New motifs, invented by the poet 
rouse additional human interest. The queer and uncanny,
but very characteristic atmosphere emanating from the 
plays, most impressively from the Guest-house and the 
Dark-faced Men in "DEIDRE", may be completely placed t^g- 
the credit ^  the modern mystic who, in his turn,had been 
under the spell of Maurice Maeterlinck. The fewer cha­
racters of the play must also be outlined more sharply, 
just as the portrait of a single person or some group 
picture must be painted quite differently from the numerous 
faces in a mass-scene. They are no longer figures of 
Ireland's heroic past, but have become mouthpieces of 
Yeats' individual philosophy. This, indeed, constitutes 
the main pointjof difference between Lady Gregory's prose 
versions and Yeats' plays. While Lady Gregory places her- 
• self in the position which from Homer's time has been 
taken by the objective story teller, renouncing every 
kind of personal bias, Yeats' plays are the expression of
a very self-willed mind and of a pronounced artistic creed,
*
Thus the effect is quite different,*
I On the relation between the sagas and W.B. Yeats lyrics, 
some of which are based on Lady Gregory's books, Patty 
Gurd has extensively reported in "THE EARLY POETRY OF 
W.B. YEATS. (Ph.D.Thesis, Zürich 1916.)
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CHAPTER VII
SOME RE&TARKS ON THE DIALECT OF LADY GREGORY'S
PLAYS AND STORIES.
When surveying Lady Gregory s plays and 
narratives under the aspect of style, we realize that her 
style received its characteristics from her particular 
use of the Anglo-Irish idiom. Glibness of the figures, 
their witty talk and backtalk which have been pointed out 
in their proper places, receive their special colour from 
certain peculiarities of syntax and vocabulary which she 
introduces into these plays. By thus infusing the idiom 
into the dramatic dialogue and the epic narratives Lady 
Gregory introduces something that may,at first sight, be 
mistaken for a distinct style. She was, no doubt, the 
first to realize the latent possibilities of the Anglo- 
Irish dialect for stage purposes. It was a good and fruit­
ful idea. A considerable number of writers, chief among
Athem Synge/ followed her example in choosing thèo idiom 
as principle medium of expression in their plays. In 
retfacing théo development we discover that Lady Gregory 
was greatly indebted to Dr. Douglas Hyde. %ile up to 
his time the Anglo-Irish dialect was only used to increase 
comic effects, as by Charles Lever, Samuel Lover or Gerald 
Griffin, he chose it as a serious artistic d e v i c e S o  
the credit of priority cannot be given to Lady Gregory, 
though by ]ger skilful use of the idiom &n the stage it 
became widely known to a large number of playgoers and 
readers all over the world. For Lady Gregory it was na­
tural to use the idiom of the Kiltartan district, the 
language of her tenants with whom she had so frequently 
intercourse. In this she showed so much adroitness that 
Yeats, when working with Lady Gregory, usually left it to 
her to weave these threads of dialect into the texture
Lady Gregory says in O.I.T. "When,my "CUGHULAIN OF MUIR- 
THEMNE" came out, he (Synge) said to Mr. Yeats he had 
been amaited to find in it the dialect he had been trying 
to master. He wrote to me: "Your Cuchulain is a part of 
my daily h][ead" I say this with a little pride, for I was 
the first to use the Irish idiom as it is spoken, with 
intention and with belief in it", (p.124)
-  ^ In "LOVE SONGS OF CONNACHT" (1893)
of the dialogue. "She had generally some part where ever 
there is dialect".'
Lady Gregory's use of the dialect was in ge­
neral favourably reviewed by critics, though people who 
ought to know this dialect better than I do say that you 
would never hear the Kilt art an folk talk in the way of 
Lady Gregory's characters. Be that as it may, when trying 
to group the main peculiarities which strike a non-Irish 
eye or ear, we may find some justification in George Moore's 
assertion that it is "no more than a dozen turns of speech, 
dropped into pages, of English so ordinary, that redeemed 
from these phrases it might appear in any nwespaper without 
attracting attention".^ On the face of it it seems diffi­
cult to deny George Moore's statement and yet often there 
seems to be something more complex about this dialect.
Very little attempt has been made to analyse and classify 
grammatically these peculiarities. Joyc'e^  does not give
vv
more th.an a pleasant talk on the Anglo-Irish dialict. Hamel
' Preface to "COLLECTED PLAYS" 1934-
i HAIL AND FAREWELL, III, p.180
 ^ P.W.Joyce: "ENGLISH AS WE SPEiiK IT IN IRELAND" (1910)
 ^ Hamel : ANGLO-IRISH SYNTAX. Englische Studien, vol.45,
p.272
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the only other writer who attempts to discuss it, tries 
to trace the relationship of the syntactical peculiarities 
to the syntactical forms of spoken Gaelic. I incline my­
self to adopt rather the following brief classification 
of the peculiarities of Kilt art an ilnglo-Irish as repre­
sented in Lady Gregory's writings.*
1) The present perfect is expressed by after + present 
participle.
Break the sticks I am after bringing in (THE
TRAVELLING iVLlN)
A lonely man that was after losing his wife
(THE TRAVELLING MAN)
....in the letter they are after sending us
(THE GAOL GATE)
Here is the doctor after coming from the King of 
Ireland's court (THE GOLDEN APPLE)
2) Juxtaposition of two sentences or a sentence and a 
phrase by means of "and" which replaces all other con­
junctions or relative pronouns and modifies the sense 
of the verb in the second sentence. It is also used for
emphasis, where ordinary English might put them side by
1 The examples in Hamel's essay are taken from Yeats and 
Synge.
side,
A strange thing to get the goal and the lead of 
the goal being dead (THE DELIVERER)
To turn his vest and he led away by enchantment
(THE C.iNAVANS)
A brother and he having a farm (THE JACKDAW)
He wouldn't look at a woman's fpee, and Helen 
to be walking the road from Troy (THE GOLDEN APPLE)
3) The infinitive takes the place of a subordinate clause; 
conjunctions such as "if" or "whether" are omitted.
Brian to get it, he would make Ireland. • (KIHECDRA)
The Queen's army to make an attack on him, we 
are sure... (THE CANAVANS)
You not to go shape the image, there is no person.<
(THE IMAGE)
And it to be at the full, it drags... (THE FULL
MOON)
And if there is any hatred to be found in the 
world, and it to be squeezed into one cup only...
(GRANTA)
He to come here itself it is likely he would 
refuse me the apple (THE GOLDEN APPLE)
4) The interrogative form is particularly favoured and a 
subordinate clause appears in the form of a direct 
question.
\1^
The Lord he praised isn't England a terrible 
country with all it consumes? (HYACINTH HALVEY)
Will you shut your mouth and hear me speaking?
(SPESADING THE NEWS)
See now how many will you break. (THE TRAVELLING
MiAN)
5) To emphasize a statement ample use is made of an altered 
word order combined with repetition.
Standing here in this place I was...(THE JACKDAW) 
Played with the husband he did... (THE JACKDAW)
'Is it back from the grave you are come? (SPREADING
Is it alive you are, or is it dead you are?
Is it yourself at all thats in it? NEWS)
\^ Is it letting on you were to be dead?
5) The continuous form is used excessively.
Don't be coming out now in the dust...(THE FULL
MOON)
i'll bring it to the station. It's there he was 
going. (HYACINTH HALVEY)
Don't be giving up now, ma'am. (THE JACKDAW)
7) "I do be" for "I use to be" or "I am"
Waiting for him I do be till such time...(THE BIAGE)
There is some mother of mischief does be always 
at roast. (KINCORA)
ISO -
It's a wonder to me a man that does be reading to keep 
any memory at all. (THE JACKDAW)
8) "The way" is either used as a consecutive conjunction 
or as interrogative pronoun.
Look at the way he is fresh and flushy.., (THE IMiAGE) 
What way could he leave it..,. (THE FULL MOON)
What way would they be certpin...(THE JACKDAW)
9) "The time" is used as a time adverb, equivalent to "when"
They will know I am before any of them, the time they 
know who it is has come to visit me, (THE TRAVELLING
MAN)
....and for me joining the force the time I did
(THE RISING OF THE MOON)
10) "Itself" = even
Is it your wits you have lost itself (SPREADING THE
NEWS)
And the cat itself may be gone...(SPREADING THE NEWS)
...death on the pillow. And I had myself barricaded 
against that itself. (THE CixNAVANS)
11) "The like of" = "anything like" or "anyone like".
'And what would the likes of you... (THE JACKDAW)
Did ever any one hear the like of that? (SPREADING •
THE, NEWS)
And who would clay for half-crowns with the like of 
you? (HYACINTH HALVEY)
in
12? The relative pronoun is omitted.
There is many a thing in the sea is not decent...
(THE WORKHOUSE WARD)
There was a servant girl in Austria cut off her 
finger slicing cabbage, (THE JACKDAW)
In lady Gregorp s epic narratives we find the same 
characteristics of the language, but also some more indi­
cations of a personal style, though I cannot judge %ow far 
Lady Gregory has copied her Irish originals. The whole nar­
rative is tuned to a quiet key suiting very well the pur­
poses of the unbiassed story-teller. Some of the most charac 
teristic recurrent ways of expression may be grouped as 
follows, "It was" is the favourite opening of sentences.
A new fact is added with "and there was", followed poly- 
syMietically by others. The return to a subject mentioned
before is often effected by means of "now as to", "Now as
:
to the third troop...." "As to the man of Ireland..,," 
Particularly attractive is the beginning of "A BOOK OE 
SAINTS AND WONDERS", where with "Now as to Brigit, she was
\ "CUCHULAIN OF MUIRTHEMNE", p. 159 
^ "CUCHULAIN OF LIUIRTHEM-NE", p,190
born..", the author seems to return to a subject that is 
present in everybody's mind. New thoughts are frequently 
added in the following way: "It was at that time now, there
1* A,
was great war." "And it was tngels that baptized her." 
"..and it is what she said that if he would not come." ^
iV
"And it is the way it happened, Aodh was holding a feast."
r
"And it is what she did, she persuaded Midhis..."^ "And this 
is the Tifay the plain came by its name" ^  (the explanation 
follows). "And when they heard this story it is what they 
thought "I' (as above). "And the story of it is this" ^ (story 
follows). "And Cuchulain's shield was there, and the way 
he got it was this"A (as above).
The steady flow of the narrative is interrupted 
by poetic diction in crucial moments, when outstanding 
events are reported. The introduction of shapter XII of 
Book III of the Fianna in "GODS iiND FIGHTING LIEN" offers a 
good example for this. Before the beginning of the great
"GODS AND FIGHTING ÎÆEN", p.272 
 ^ "A BOOK OF SAINTS MIT) WONDERS", p.5
 ^ "A BOOK OF SAINTS AND WONDERS", p.5
H "GODS AND FIGHTING ffiFN", p.104
 ^ "GODS AND FIGHTING MEN", p.89
‘ "GUCHULAIN OF IÆUIRTHEMNE" , p. 148 
/ "GODS AND FIGHTINH ISEN", p.56 
i "CUGHULAIN OF WIRTHEMNE" , p. 184 
“ "CUCHULAIN OF MUIRTHEMNE", t),44
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battle between the King of the lorld and the Fianna a 
great tempest announces the horrors of the terrible combatif 
"Then the creatures of the high air answered to the battle, 
foretelling the destruction that would be done that day; 
and the sea chattered of the losses, and the waves gave 
heavy shouts keening them, and the waterbeasts roared to 
one another, and the rough hills creaked with the danger of 
the battle, and the woods trembled mourning the heroes, 
and the grey stones cried out at their deedp, and the wind 
sobbed telling them, and the earth shook, foretelling the 
slaughter; and the cries of the grey armies put a blue 
cloak over the sun, and the clouds were dark; and the hounds 
and the whelpà and the crows, and the witches of the valley, 
and the powers of the air, and the wolves of the forests, 
howled from every quarter and on every side^ of the armies, 
urging them against one another."*
A very effective means is the repetition of 
one word or of a group of words in places of lyrical poig­
nancy.
' "GODS AND FIGHTING MEN", p.257 seq.
\ n
"A farewell from me to Aran; a thoroughful farewell as I 
think; I myself sent eastward to Hii, and the sea between 
it and Aran.
"A farewell from me to Aran; it is it that vexes my heart;
I not to be westward on her waves among troops of the 
saints of heaven.
"A farewell from me to Aran; my faithful heart is vexed; it 
is a lasting leavetaking; Och! this parting is not of my 
will.
"A farewell from me to Aran; it is that is the sorrowful 
parting; she to be full of white angels and I without a
I
lad in my currach......
This becomes more than ever remarkable when 
the passage in Lady Gregory's writing is itself a trans­
lation from Ancient or Middle Irish poetry. Here the repe­
tition of the older verse transfers to her prose with an 
effect midway between prose and verse. These repetitions 
appear very often in the numerous Ochones (Laments). As 
an example I should like to quote the beginning of Oisin's 
Laments: "I saw the household of Finn; it was not the house 
hold of a soft race; I had a vision of that man yeste day.
I%5
I saw the household of the High King, he w i m  the brown, 
sweet-voiced son; I never saw a better man*
I sav; the household of Finn; no one saw it as I saw it;
I saw Finn with the sword, Mac- an Luin. Och! it was sorrow­
ful to see it.
I cannot tell out every harm that is on my head; free us 
from our trouble for ever; I have seen the household of 
Finn."^
Repetitions coupled with alliterative gradations working 
up to a climax are most effectively used in the following 
passage: "my grief ! my guide and my going; ...my grief! 
my desire to the day of my death....my grief! my store 
and my sway; I knew...(15 times)^
"The Deer's Cry" or "The Talk of Moiling's Guest" in "A
BOOK OF0 SAINTS /iND WONDERS" are hymns
The classification of the peculiarities of 
language, undertaken from the point of view of style, 
leads to conclusions which are apt to modify the impression
' "GODS AND FIGHTING MEN", p.457
^ "GODS AND FIGHTING MEN", p.405
 ^ These uoems, embedded in Lady Gregory's ptose, are among
the most famous of ancient Irish poems, discovered and
translated by D.Hyde, Kuno Meyer, R.Flower. Cf. "SELEC4 
TIONS FROM ANCIENT IRISH POETRY", translated by K.Meyer. 
- ■ 1911.
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of a distinct stylistic achievement in Lady Gregory's 
writings. The ample use of the Anglo-Irish idiom does not 
constitute a style. Lady Gregory took a few striking cha­
racteristics d)f a dialect and, with her keen sense for 
dramatic and narrative possibilities, shrewdly used them 
where they had not been used before. This dialect is very 
effective and, in my opinion, very charming and adds a 
special flavour both to drama and prose. Yet on closer in­
spection^ we find that, as used by Lady Gregory, it lacks 
elasticity. It never altered at all throughout her career. 
It did not develop in any special way in the course of 
years, it did not become any more subtle or expressive.
We find about the same amount of dialect expre^ions in the 
later plays as in the earlier ones. We meet them in the 
Wonder Plays as well as in the Histories or the "STORY 
BROUGHT BY BRIGIT". Lady Gregory uses the idiom uniformly 
for all her figures without any attempt at differentiation. 
Grania has about the same vocabulary and the same way of 
expressiiig her thoughts as Hyacinth Halve y or Rury in "THE 
DRAGON", This is, indeed, a serious drawback. If the idiom 
had been adapted with subtlety to persons and situations,
it might have well developed into a genuine artistic 
device. As it stands, it^ot more than a skillfully used 
dialect. She found this dialect ready made, accepted, it in 
a fixed form and used it rather inflexibly. She did not 
write in it herself when speaking naturally. Neither "OUR 
IRISH THEATRE" not èbe letters to intimate friends show 
these particularities. It is something she put on and laid 
aside again, just as one.puts on a dress and takes it off 
again.
Accordingly, we arrive at the following conclusions 
It is not the expression of the witer's personality, 
br’aking forth with irresistible^ power, being what it is 
because it could not be different. It isj?i not the outcome 
of creative or imaginative impulses, moulding, so to speak, 
the features of her literary face. It is just a cleverly 
devised make-up, put on when needed and laid aside as soon 
as it has served its purpose. It is, in a word, not a 
style but a dialect.
\u
CONCLUDING REMARKS
I have tried to give in the preceding chapters a 
picture of Lady Gregory's contribution to the Irish Revival, 
We have seen how, in close collaboration with W.B. Yeats, 
she founded a theatre that proclaimed new artistic ideas 
and was to take a highly respected place in the history 
of the stage. Not only was Lady Gregory the director and 
manager of that theatre, but also one of its most produc­
tive playwrights. The plays were surveyed in detail, and 
it has been found that her contribution to the Irish drama 
does not consist in a small number of masterpieces, as it 
happens with W.B. Yeats or J.M, Synge, but in a long 
chain of good acting plays. Her contribution to the Irish 
drama is most distinct in the field of comedy, but not 
even here could, with fairness, an outstanding piece be 
named. Her^ is much lighter stuff than the plays of W.B. 
Yeats and J.M. Synge, and certainly less "eternal". Her 
chief merit lay in providing the Irish theatre with comedies 
which were firmly rooted in the soil of Ireland and were 
full of humour and genuine love of country. As such they
in
were the natural counterpart to the plays of W.B. Yeats 
and J.M. Synge - good solid food for the every-day require- 
ments of a repertory/^that could not afford to reach for 
the stars night by night. Lady Gregory's plays, taken by 
themselves only, would not be characteristic of the Irish 
dramatic revival. Yet no account of that dramatic movement 
could be complete without assessing the share that is due 
to her. In discussing Lady Gregory's participation in the 
revival of the old sagas it became evident that her role 
was not that of the pioneer, but rather that of the un­
wearying populariser.
At least as important as Lady Gregory's crea­
tive work is the inestimable amount of encouragement, 
help and assistance given by her on countless occasions 
to anyone interested in "Irish questions". She possessed 
the rare gift of detecting all the potential qualities 
and abilities in other people, of teaching them to culti­
vate these abilities and to direct them into the proper 
channels. Lady Gregory cannot be counted among the greatest 
representatives of the Irish Revival, but she, more than 
others, was instrumental in bringing about a new develop-
mment in Irish cultural life. W.B. Yeats who justly thinks 
that besides him "no witness is likely to arise better 
qualified to speak"^ pays tribute to this extraordinary 
power when he says: "If that influence were lacking,
Ireland would be greatly impoverished, so much has been 
planned out in the library, or among the woods at Coole; 
for it was there that John Shawe Taylor found the inde­
pendence from class and family that made him summon the 
conference between landlord and tenant, that brought land 
purchase, and it was hhere that Hugh Lane forraed those 
Irish ambitions that led to his scattering many thousands, 
and gathering much ingratitude; and where, but for that 
conversation at Florimond de Bastero's, had been the genius 
of Synge?"* Her place in a Pantheon of the Irish nation 
is not among the very first and exalted. She will have to 
content herself with one of lesser eminence and distinction. 
But her niche in the temple of fame will be built on good, 
solid ground which she is sure to keep without fear of 
being relegated to an obscure corner when a revaluation of 
values should one day cause a reassessment of the standards 
and ideals of our time.
Yeats: ADTOBIAGEAPHIES, p.468
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Appendix a) A List of Lady Gregory's Works.
Sir William Gregory.... an Autobiography, Edited Ay Lady 
Gregory .London, John I^ ïurray, 1894
tîr, Gregory's Letter Box, 1813 - 1850. Edited by Lady Gre­
gory. London, Smith, Elder and Co., 1898 
Cuchulain of Muirthemne. The Story of the Men of the Red 
Branch of Ulster. London, John Murray, 1902
Poets and Dreamers. Studies and Translations from the Irish. 
Hodges, Figgis and Co.,Dublin 1905
Gods and Fighting Men. The Story of the Tuatha de Danaan 
and of the Fianna of Ireland. London, John Murray, 1904 
A Book of Saints and Wonders. Put down here according to 
the Old Writings and the Memory of the People of Ireland, 
Dundrum, Dun Emer'-Press, 1906. London, John Murray, 19o?
Seven ghort Plays^Dublin, Maunsel and Co., 1909. Lôndon,
Jùhn Mcurray, 1909 ^
The Kiïtartan History Book. London, T,Fisher Unwin, 1909, 1925 
The Kiltartan Wonder Book. Dublin, Maunsel and Co.,1910 
Irish Folk History Plays, 2 vols. G.P. Putnam's Sons, London 
and New York, 1912
New Comedies. G.P.Putnam's Sons, New York and London, 1915^
Our Irish Theatre. A Chapter of Autobiography. G.P. Putnam s 
Sons, New York and London, 1914
The Golden Apple. A Play for Kiltartan Children. London,
John Murray, I9I6
The Kiltartan Poetry Book. Prose Translations from the 
Irish. G.P.Putnam s Sons, London and New York, I919 
Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland. G.P. Putnam's 
Sons, New^York and London, I92O 
^Hugh Lane s Life and Achievement, with some Account of the 
Dublin Galleries, London, John Murray, 1921 
•‘•he Image and Other Plays. G.P. Putnam's Sons, London 1922 
The Wonder Plays. G.P.Putmam's Sons, London and New York, 19f: 
The Story Brought By Brigit. G.P. Putnam's Sons, London 
and New York, 1924
The Case for the Return of Sir Hugh Lane^s Pictures to 
Dublin. Dublin, Talbot Press, 1926
On the Racecourse. Putnam's Sons, London and New York,1926 
Three Last Plays. Putnam's Sons, London and New York,1928 
My first Play.(Colman and Guaire).London,Mathews a. Marrot 
Coole. Dublin, Cuala Press, 1951
b ) A few books which might be of interest to the student 
of Lady Gregory's work, fhose marked with an asterisk 
have bee^ vof particular value and heir to me.
Aodh de Blacam:
^  E. A, 
^E.A,
Boyd ; 
Boyd :
D, Byrne
Aodh de Blacam : Gaelic Literature surveyed, Dublin and Cork,
1933.
A First Book of Irish Literature, Hiberno 
Latin. Gaelic. Anglo-Irish, From the Earliest 
Times to the Present Day. Dublin and Cork, 193 
The Contemporary Drama of Ireland. Dublin I9I8 
Ireland's Literary Renaissance. London 1923 
The Sfory of Ireland's National Theatre; The Abbey 
Theatre; Dublin 1929 
M. Bourgeois: J.M. Synge and the Irish Theatre. London 1913 
P. Colum: The Irish Literary Movement. Forum Jan, 1915
D. Corkery : Synge and Angle-Irish Literature, Cork University
press, 1931 I
T.M. Clark: The Irish Litergiry Movement. Englische Studien,
July 1915
U.M. Ellis-Fermor :• The Irish Dramatic Movement.
0. Elton: Modern Studies. London*1907
Gurd: The Early Poetry of W.B. Yeats. Thesis 
Gwynn: The Irish Theatre and its Affinities.
Review I90I
‘^'^o-day and To-morrow in Ireland. Essays on Irish 
Subjects. London I903 
Irish Books and Irish People. London 1920 
The History of Ireland. Dublin 1923 
Irish Literature and Drama in the English Lan­
guage. London 1936 
A.G. Hamel: Anglo-Irish Syntax, -^nglische Studien
6. Hyde: The Story of Early Gaelic Literature. London 1895
D. Hyde: A Literary History of Ireland, from Earliest Times
to the Present Day. London 1899
E. Hull: The Cuchullin.Saga in Irish Literature. London 1899 
W.A. Henderson: The Irish National Theatre Movement. Told
in Presscuttings collected by W,A. Henderson 
1899 seq. (National Library Ireland)
M.
S.
S.
S.
s .
London 1939
Zurich, I9I6 
Fortnightly
Gwynn
Gwynn: 
Gwynn: 
Gwynn:
P.W, Joyce: English as we speak it in Ireland. Londonl910 
H; Law: Anglo-Irish Literature• London 1926
G,H. Mair: English Literature.Modern, London 1911 
^ A. Malone: The Irish Drama: London 1929
H.Markus: Besuche hei irischen Dichtern. Archiv für neuere
Sprachen. 1926 
H. Markus: Unveroffentlichte Briefe der Lady Gregory.
Archiv für neuere Sprachen^ 1935 pt
G. Moore: Hail and Farewell. Ave, Salve, Vale. London 1911-191 
A.E. Morgan: Tendencies of Modern English Drama. London 1924 
Ll.R. Morris:
Ireland. 1889-1916- 
N.I. o'Connor: Changing Ireland. A Literary Background of
the Irish Free State. 1889-1922. Cambridgel924
F.H. o'"Donnell: The Stage Irishman of the Pseudo-Celtic
Drama. London 19o4 
S. 0'"Grady : Silva Gadelica. (I - XXXI) A collection of Tales 
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